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Throughout history, we have all fought others and each other

while trying to stay ahead of one another. 

However, over the past number of years advancements in

technology and expanding partnerships have made

cooperation and sharing knowledge key to operational but

more importantly, political success. 

At MAST, it is the intention to bring partners and industry, but

also future thinkers alike, together to forge bonds and learn

from those with similar interests. And by doing so staying

ahead of our mutual adversaries.

I am proud to be able to facilitate this year’s MAST Europe

conference and exhibition in The Netherlands and I hope that

the conference will provide each and every one of you the

opportunity to learn from one another, share innovative ideas

and thoughts, but above all meet like-minded partners to

forge partnerships with for the future.

- Lieutenant General R. Verkerk 

Royal Netherlands Marine Corps, 

Commander Royal Netherlands Navy
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To all delegates and visitors, I wish a warm and personal

welcome to Amsterdam and MAST Europe 2016, the tenth

anniversary edition.

Capital of the Netherlands, Amsterdam is a beautiful old city

with lots of history, culture, energy and entertainment. 

This year’s conference will focus on Europe: We live in a time

where the world is faced with large scale religious conflicts,

with Europe experiencing a large influx of refugees from

conflict areas crossing the Mediterranean by boat. 

It is also a time where Russia shows its muscles and where

NATO nations, in response, re-focus military planning. 

We intend to make this year’s MAST conference a resounding

success: As well as thoroughly interesting presentations and

excellent displays allowing you to see and touch the hardware,

there are naval ships in the port of Amsterdam that will gladly

take visitors on board.

It may be interesting for you to learn of plans for Netherlands

MOD to purchase new submarines, frigates and naval mine

countermeasures.

I look forward to a lot of fruitful discussions leading to

commercial opportunities and to increased, better

international cooperation. 

- André van Koningsbrugge (M.Sc.)

Commodore (WE) RNlN rtd

MAST Europe 2016 Conference Chairman
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Venue information
RAI Amsterdam, Europaplein 22,

1078 GZ Amsterdam, Netherlands.

T: +31 (0) 20 549 12 12

Nearest station: Amsterdam RAI

MAST Europe access: Entance “E”

Official HQ hotel
Novotel Amsterdam City,

Europaboulevard 10, 1083 AD

Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

The “Official HQ” hotel is the

location of several social

meetings, and one of the two

closest to the venue.

Arriving in Amsterdam:
Train: The quickest, cheapest

and easiest way to get to

either Novotel Amsterdam

City or RAI  from Schipol

airport is by train.

There are direct trains to

Amsterdam RAI station from

the airport terminal and

both trains and trams from

Amsterdam Central Station. 

Taxis (BEWARE!): If you chose

to take a taxi from the

airport , go straight to the

taxi rank queue outside the

airport. Do not accept a ride

from any other taxi driver,

EVEN IF he/she presents you

with “official taxi driver” ID.

WiFi
WiFi, available throughout the

hall, is generously sponsored

by Northrop Grumman. Visit

stand 53 for the password.

Event highlights
Make sure you don’t miss

these MAST Europe events:

Tuesday 21st June

0815 - 0900 hrs: Welcome

music by Royal Netherlands

Navy Band.

0900 - 1030hrs: Official

Opening/ Keynote addresses:

“NATO’s Readiness to Respond

to Emerging 21st Century

Threats” (free entry to all)

Chair: Commodore (ret.) André

van Koningsbrugge

MAST Europe 2016 Conference

Chairman, Netherlands

Speakers: Lieutenant General

(Marine Corps) Rob Verkerk,

Commander of the Royal

Netherlands Navy, Netherlands

Vice Admiral James G. Foggo III,

Commander United States

Navy 6th Fleet, USA

Rear Admiral Jose Belo Garcia,

Head of Ships Directorate,

Portuguese Navy, Portugal

(NNAG Chair)
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Rear Admiral Karl-Wilhelm

Ohlms, Naval Command,

German Navy, Germany

Commodore (Air Force) drs. A.R.

Laurijssen, Defence Materiel

Organisation, Netherlands

1030 - 1045hrs: MAST

Europe 2016 exhibition

ribbon cutting 

1045 - 1700hrs: Exhibits open

Wednesday 22nd June

0930 - 1630 hrs: Exhibits open

1900 - 2230hrs:MAST Annual

Party: “Bonaire Beach Club”

Thursday 23rd June

0900 - 1030 hrs: Plenary

session/ Panel debate

"Disruptive Technologies -

Revolutionary Trends over the

Next 20 Years” (free entry to all)

Chair: Jeroen De Jonge,

Business Director, Naval

Programs, TNO Defence,

Safety & Security, Netherlands

Panelists: Dr. Janis Cocking,

Chief, Science Strategy and

Programs, Defence Science

and Technology Group, DOD,

Australia

Dr. Patricia Gruber, Technical

Director, Office of Naval

Research Global, USA.

Dr. Hideaki Watanabe,

Commissioner, Acquisition

Technology and Logistics

Agency (ATLA), Japan

1030 - 1600hrs: Exhibition open

1900hrs - late: “One for The

Road” networking reception.

Location:  “Bar Lounge” @

Novotel Amsterdam City

Hotel - Unwind after the tenth

anniversary MAST with fellow

exhibitors, delegates, and

visitors. An informal get-

together to swap stories and

plan further meetings before

and during MAST Asia 2017

(12th - 14th June 2017), Tokyo,

Japan.

Product Briefings
Fifteen minutes fast-facts

on the very latest operation-

enabling technolgies from

exhibitors (see timetable).

Conference registration:
Get the most from MAST!

Content from MAST

conference sessions echoes

around the Global Maritime

Defence and Security

community long after the final

session ends: Information

trusted and acted upon by

government and Research &

Technology leaders (and

capitalised upon by industry)

worldwide. 

You will need a valid
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conference badge (and

corresponding photo ID) to

access MAST Europe 2016

conference technical sessions. 

Register now and, for a

modest fee, get: Access to

conference sessions;

Refreshments and Lunches;

One ticket to the MAST Party;

365 day access to conference

papers, presentations, author

bio.s, etc. online.

Annual Party
Of the numerous social

functions and hospitality

events during MAST week,

the highlight is MAST’s

Annual Party.

“Bonaire Beach Club” 

Anyone at the inaugural

MAST (Nice, France 2006)

will remember fondly the

elaborate inaugural party on

one of the Cote d’Azur's many

beautiful beaches.

Amsterdam may not

immediately spring to mind

as a location for beach

parties, but MAST promises

to bring a taste of the Dutch

Caribbean to its thirteenth

party at a private beach

close to the RAI and walking

distance to MAST Europe

official hotel, Novotel

Amsterdam City. 

MAST parties are a great way

to unwind (whilst continuing

to network) in a relaxed,

enjoyable environment. 

Entrance is free-of-charge to

VIPs, delegates, and

authors, and exhibitors

(stand allocation).

Additional tickets can be

purchased from the organiser

(100 euros/£70 until 1500hrs

Wednesday 22nd June)

Time: 1900 - 2230hrs 

Dress code: Casual

iPad Pro prize draw
Win Apple’s top tablet!:

Collect business cards from

ten different exhibitors,

bring them to the organisers’

office, with one of your own

before 1700hrs, Wednesday

22nd June.

Prize draws will take place on

Naval Forces exhibition stand

at 1745hrs, Wednesday 22nd

June. Good luck!

Lunch facilities
Whatever your registration
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status, lunches will be served

in the catering area (in the

middle of the exhibition hall).

Delegates, authors, TCC and

VIPs should present the

lunch voucher(s) from their

badge/confirmation letter

for their complimentary meal.

All participants can purchase

lunch from the same area.

Coffee points
Coffee points will be provided

for VIPs, Delegates, Authors,

MAST Committee and

Exhibitors during conference

breaks. 

Organisers’ office
For most enquiries, or to

book for next year’s event:

MAST Asia 2017 Tokyo, Japan

( J A P A N ’ S  O N L Y

INTERNATIONAL DEFENCE

TRADE-SHOW) contact

Pearl Donvin or Eike Eickhoff.

Authors’ room
Room E002 (ground floor) is

available for preparation of

presentations. 

Authors are reminded to meet

their Session Chairman* 20

minutes before their session

start time, in their presentation

room.

*See “Session Chairmen”

section of this booklet

VIP Lounge
A VIP lounge  (room E108) is

provided exclusively for VIP

and Commitee badge holders.

Room numbers
With the exception of the

Official opening/ Keynote

addresses session and Athors’

room (both on the ground

floor), all conference rooms

are located on the first floor

adjacent to the exhibition hall:

Opening/Keynote addresse:

Auditorium (Ground foor) 

Plenary Session: Room E102

“A” Sessions: Room E102

“B” Sessions: Room E103

“C” Sessions: Room E104

“D” Sessions: Room E105

“E” Sessions: Room E106

VIP Lounge: Room E108

Authors’ room: Room E002

(Ground floor)

NATO Naval Armaments

Group: Room E106

Bilateral talks room: E001

(Ground floor)

Security 
As you might expect in the

current climate, increased
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security measures mean that

your MAST Europe 2016

badge must correspond to

your national photo ID. 

You may be asked for this at

any access point, so please do

not attempt to access the

conference concourse  without

an appropriate badge.

Exhibition
The MAST Europe exhibition

is located in Hall 10, adjacent

to the registration desks.

Social media
MAST Website:

If you are not already a

member of the MAST

Community (Over 17,000

participants and

contributors to previous

MAST exhibitions/

conferences), sign up FREE

now at

www.mastconfex.com (this

will ensure you receive the

eNews bulletins and can use

the in-built MAST Contact

Exchange to make contact

with other participants

before, during and after the

event.

“Like” MAST (Facebook):

Access any of the pages at

www.mastconfex.com/exhi

bitors.asp and click the “Like”

button (right-hand corner). 

“Follow” MAST (Twitter):

Follow and pass on data

bursts about MAST: Click

the “Follow” button beside

the Tweets on the MAST

website homepage (or add

@mastconfex to your Twitter

account).

LinkedIn:

Join the open MAST

(Maritime/Air Systems &

Technologies) Group on

LinkedIn and start

meaningful exchanges with

over 1,400 senior-level global

maritime security and

defence community

operators and technologists.

Paste this link into your

browser, and “Join”:

http://www.linkedin.com/groups/

MAST-Maritime-Systems-

T e c h n o l o g i e s -

126749?trk=my_groups-b-grp-v

This is the perfect

discussion forum to inform

the community know about

your current projects, what

to expect from your

exhibition/ conference

presence, or anything else…
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Ship Visits
MAST’s organisers

expresses their sincere

gratitude to the Royal

Netherlands Navy and

United States Navy for

supporting this year’s ship

visits programme and

enabling tours of 

RNLN “HMLNS Holland” OPV;

USN “USS Carter Hall” LSD.

Pre-registration for all tours

is essential, although some

last minute/onsite places

may be permitted, subject

to availability and security

clearance.

Registered guests must be in

possession of their passport or

national/military photo ID and

corresponding MAST badge.

Board the transfer bus

outside the main entrance

to MAST Europe (Entrance

E) ten minutes before your

confirmed tour time.

Tour times:

Tuesday 21st June:

1200hrs - 1400hrs: 

Ship tour 1:

Royal Netherlands Navy

“HNLMS Holland”

1400hrs - 1600hrs: 

Ship tour 2:

Royal Netherlands Navy

“HNLMS Holland”

1600hrs - 1800hrs: 

Ship tour 3: 

Royal Netherlands Navy

“HNLMS Holland”

1800hrs - 2000hrs: 

Ship tour 4:

Royal Netherlands Navy

“HNLMS Holland”

Wednesday 22nd June:

1000hrs - 1200hrs:

Ship tour 5:

US Navy “USS Carter Hall” 

1200hrs - 1400hrs:

Ship tour 6:

US Navy “USS Carter Hall” 
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MAST Committee: Your
assurance of quality at
every level

At the heart of every MAST

event is our unparalleled,

team of respected

government, R&T,

academia, and industry

leaders, responsible for

MAST’s strategic

development, planning and

conference administration.

Regular meetings coordinate

every aspect of the event:

The MAST Technical

Conference Committee (TCC)

is your assurance that the

utmost quality will be

delivered throughout,

optimising your experience at

this unique annual forum.

Chairman

Commodore (ret’d) Andre van

Koningsbrugge

Consultant, (Former Senior

Naval Adviser to Thales

Nederlands), Netherlands

Incoming Chairman 

(MAST Asia 2017) 

Professor Satoshi Morimoto

Policy Adviser to Defence

Minister/ Former  Defence

Minister, Japan

Executive Advisors

Rear Admiral (ret’d) Phil 

(John P.) Davis

Vice President and Executive

Director, American Systems

Corporation, USA

Dr-Ing. Hans Dieter Ehrenberg

thyssenkrupp Marine

Systems, Germany

Charles A. Giacchi

Former Technical Director,

NSWC, NAVSEA, USA

Admiral (ret’d) Richard W. Mies

The Mies Group, USA

Rear Admiral (ret’d) John

Padgett

President, Naval Submarine

League, USA

Rear Admiral (ret’d) Kate Paige

President, Mark India LLC, USA

Dr. John Sirmalis

Former Technical Director,

NUWC, NAVSEA, USA

Admiral Stephane Verwaerde

Naval Advisor to CEO, Thales

Group, France
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US DoD/Navy Liaison

Donald F. McCormack

Technical Director, NUWC &

NSWC, NAVSEA, USA

Surface Committee Chair

Dr. Hans Dieter Ehrenberg

(as above)

Undersea Committee Chair

Jerry Bradshaw

Senior Consulting Engineer,

Rite Solutions, USA

Air/Space Committee Chair

Rear Admiral (ret’d) Charles J.

Beers

Former VP, Maritime Systems,

Lockheed Martin, USA

Cyberspace Chair

David Hardie

Technical Manager, MOD

Advice Division, ATLAS

Elektronik UK, UK

Committee Members

Onur Ates

Business Dev’t Manager,

Naval Projects, STM, Turkey

Professor Rafael Hervias Bellido

Professor, Naval Combat

Systems, Pol. University of

Cartagena/Escuela Tecnica

Superior de Armas Navales,

Spain

Dr. Janis Cocking

Chief of Science Strategy

and Programs, Defence

Science & Technology Group,

Australia

Jeroen De Jonge

Business Director, Naval

Programs, TNO Defence,

Safety & Security,

Netherlands

Captain Jan Dobkowski

R&D Director, R&D Marine

Technology Centre, Poland

Rear Admiral (ret’d)

Radamanthys Fountoulakis

AMI International, Greece

Captain (ret’d) Kunio Fujisawa

CEO, KFJ Consul, Japan

Lyn-Markus Giersch

Office for Defence

Procurement (Naval branch),

BAAINBw: Federal Office of

Defense Technology,

Procurement and In-Service

Support, Germany

Andreas Grunicke

Vice President - Submarine

Export Projects and

Conceptual Design,

ThyssenKrupp Marine

Systems, Germany
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Captain (ret’d) R. Cameron

Ingram

Tidewater Business Dev’t

Principal, Lockheed Martin

MS&T, USA

Patrick Keyzer

TNO Defence, Security &

Safety, Netherlands

Mr. Hüseyin Kutluca

Product Manager, Milsoft

Yazılım Teknolojileri A.Ş, Turkey

Professor Qihu Li

Professor, Institute of

Acoustics, China

Michael Maughan

Director, Advanced Programs

& Strategic Development,

General Atomics, USA

George McNamara

Chief Development Officer,

Naval Undersea Warfare

Center, NAVSEA, USA

Gavin Mennecke-Jappy

Senior Vice President, Sales,

ATLAS Elektronik GmbH,

Germany

Bernie Myers

Technical Consultant, Naval

Undersea Warfare Center,

NAVSEA, USA

Rear Admiral (ret’d) M. Savas

Onur

Naval Projects Director, STM

(Defence Technologies

Engineering, Inc), Turkey

Rear Admiral (ret’d) Hank Ort

Director, Centre for Maritime

Research and Experimentation,Italy

Colonel (NS) Ng Seng Leong

Assistant Director (Maritime

Systems), Ministry of Defence,

Singapore

Commodore (ret’d) Anil Jai

Singh

Senior Vice President, ATLAS

Elektronik India, India

Commodore (ret’d) Patrick

Tyrrell

Director, Vale Atlantic, UK

Captain Bo Wallander

Director New Project

Development, SAAB Electronic

Defence Systems, Sweden

Patricia Woody

Department Head (C/90),

Naval Surface Warfare

Center, NAVSEA, USA

Dr. David Wyllie

Associate, AADI Defence,

Australia
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Rear Admiral (ret’d) Fusahiko

Yamasaku

Advisor, Public Business Unit,

NEC Corporation, Japan

Session Chairmen

Rear Admiral (ret’d) Charles J.

Beers

2D: Satellite Surveillance and

Air Center Manning

Tue 21 Jun 2016 (11:30–13:00)

3D: Off-board Systems

Tue 21 Jun 2016 (14:00–15:30)

11A: Platforms V – Submarine

Operations and Design

Thu 23 Jun 2016 (14:00–15:30)

Jerry Bradshaw

2B: Platforms I -Submarine

Propulsion and Control

Tue 21 Jun 2016 (11:30–13:00)

Dr. Janis Cocking

10A: Unmanned Systems II

Thu 23 Jun 2016 (11:30–13:00)

Rear Admiral (ret’d) Phil (John

P.) Davis

5B: Platforms IV – Capabilities

Wed 22 Jun 2016 (08:30–10:00)

7A: Mine Warfare

Wed 22 Jun 2016 (13:30–15:00)

Jeroen De Jonge

Plenary Session/ Panel Debate

Thu 23 Jun 2016 (09:00–10:30)

Captain Jan Dobkowski

6C: Unmanned Systems / MCM

Wed 22 Jun 2016 (11:00–12:30)

Dr-Ing. Hans-Dieter Ehrenberg

4A: Sonar II – Mine Warfare Sensors

Tue 21 Jun 2016 (16:30–18:00)

7D: New Methods in Fire fighting

and Shipboard Big Data

Wed 22 Jun 2016 (13:30–15:00)

Rear Admiral (ret’d)

Radamanthys Fountoulakis

2E: New Systems for Onboard

Power Supply and Firefighting

Tue 21 Jun 2016 (11:30–13:00)

8B: Sonar V - Advanced Concepts

Wed 22 Jun 2016 (16:00–17:30)

Charles A. Giacchi

4D: Maritime Security / ASW /

Modularity@LCS

Tue 21 Jun 2016 (16:30–18:00)

11C: Combat Systems/ BMD/

Corporate Engagement

Capabilities

Thu 23 Jun 2016 (14:00–15:30)

Andreas Grunicke

4B: Platforms III – Signature

Control

Tue 21 Jun 2016 (16:30–18:00)

Professor Dr. David Hardie

4E: Maritime Cyber

Tue 21 Jun 2016 (16:30–18:00)

7B: Sonar III – Sonar Technology

Wed 22 Jun 2016 (13:30–15:00)

Captain (ret’d) Cameron Ingram

2A: Combat Systems

Tue 21 Jun 2016 (11:30–13:00)

7C: CMS Developments and

Surveillance by Gliders

Wed 22 Jun 2016 (13:30–15:00)

Patrick Keyzer

6D: Early Warship Design and

Platform Automation
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Wed 22 Jun 2016 (11:00–12:30)

11D: Weapons

Thu 23 Jun 2016 (14:00–15:30)

George McNamara

3B: Platforms II - Advanced

Submarine Subsystems

Tue 21 Jun 2016 (14:00–15:30)

Gavin Mennecke-Jappy

10B: Sonar V - Technologies

Thu 23 Jun 2016 (11:30–13:00)

Bernie Myers

5A: Sonar IV -  Mine Hunting Sonars

Wed 22 Jun 2016 (08:30–10:00)

10D: Statutory / Safety

Thu 23 Jun 2016 (11:30–13:00)

Rear Admiral (ret’d) John Padgett

5D: Propulsion Systems and

Diesel Emissions

Wed 22 Jun 2016 (08:30–10:00)

Dr. John Sirmalis

6A: Weapons

Wed 22 Jun 2016 (11:00–12:30)

Commodore (ret’d) Patrick Tyrrell

3C: Logistics, Training, Simulation

Tue 21 Jun 2016 (14:00–15:30)

4C: Piracy Control I

Tue 21 Jun 2016 (16:30–18:00)

5C: Piracy Control II

Wed 22 Jun 2016 (08:30–10:00)

6B:Underwater Communication

and Data Management

Wed 22 Jun 2016 (11:00–12:30)

Commodore (ret’d) 

Andre van Koningsbrugge

Official Opening/ Keynote

Addresses

Tue 21 Jun 2016 (09:00–10:30)

2C: Combat Systems BMD

Tue 21 Jun 2016 (11:30–13:00)

10C: Sensors & Systems for TD

and Electronic Warfare

Thu 23 Jun 2016 (11:30–13:00)

Captain Bo Wallander

8C: Littoral Operations,

Maritime / Port Security

Wed 22 Jun 2016 (16:00–17:30)

11B: Autonomous & Mine

Warfare Systems

Thu 23 Jun 2016 (14:00–15:30)

Dr. David Wyllie

3A: Sonar I – Towed Arrays

Tue 21 Jun 2016 (14:00–15:30)

8D: Surface Hydrodynamics

and Novel Hull Forms

Wed 22 Jun 2016 (16:00–17:30)

Rear Admiral (ret’d) 

Fusahiko Yamasaku

8A: Unmanned Systems I

Wed 22 Jun 2016 (16:00–17:30)
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Tue 21 Jun 2016
9:00 9:00–10:30

1A: Keynote
Official Opening & Keynote Addresses
NATO’s Readiness to Emerging 21st Century Threats
The official opening of the tenth anniversary, thirteenth MAST
conference and trade-show.

10:30 10:30–11:30

13:00 13:00–14:00

11:30 11:30–13:00

2A: Undersea
Combat Systems
CHAIR: Captain (ret’d)
R. Cameron Ingram
A26 - Capabilities for the
Future with Focus on the
Combat System
Essential Collaboration
between Combat System
and Platform System to
meet Warship Capability
Leveraging Modularity
and Open Architecture for
Improved Operational
Capabilities and
Situational Awareness
with Lower Lifecycle Costs

11:30–13:00

2B: Undersea
Platforms I –
Submarine
Propulsion and
Control
CHAIR: Jerry Bradshaw
Further Developments in
Full Authority Submarine
Control
Reliable Submarine
Propulsion @ Siemens
Electric Actuation Systems
for Submarines
Structured XML based
Publishing of Technical
Documentation in a
Content Management
System

11:30–13:00

2C: Surface
Combat Systems
BMD
CHAIR: CDRE Andre van
Koningsbrugge
Aegis Ashore Status
Sea Based Ballistic Missile
Defense Early Warning
Modelling, simulation,
testing & evaluation of
radar weapon systems
European Maritime
BMDCooperation within
the Framework Nation
Concept

14:00 14:00–15:30

3A: Undersea
Sonar I – Towed
Arrays
CHAIR: Dr. David Wyllie
Fully Utilizing the Water
Column with Towed Arrays
The Resolution
Performance of Left-right
Ambiguity for Twin-line
Array
Compact Towed Array
Capability for Small
Submarines

14:00–15:30

3B: Undersea
Platforms II -
Advanced
Submarine
Subsystems
CHAIR: George
McNamara
Detection and
Classification of Vessels
based on Multi-Influence
Signature Correlation
Analysis
Today’s and Tomorrow’s
Integrated Navigation
Solutions for Submarines
Adaptability of Electrical
Platform Management
Systems (EPMS)

14:00–15:30

3C: Surface
Logistics, Training,
Simulation
CHAIR: Commodore
(ret’d) Patrick Tyrrell
Future Logistics
Engineering & Training
Concepts for a Modern
and Efficient Fleet
Support
International
Replenishment at Sea:
Achieving and Maintaining
a Validated Simulation
Capability
Simulation-based
Investigation of Multi-
Vessel Hydrodynamic
Interactions during
Replenishment at Sea
Operations

15:30 Break 15:30–16:30

Product Briefing
15:30–16:30

Product Briefing
1

 

16:30 16:30–18:00

4A: Undersea
Sonar II – Mine
Warfare Sensors
CHAIR: Dr-Ing. Hans
Dieter Ehrenberg
Automated Data Analysis
for Mine Warfare Sonar
Systems
Mine Hunting
Performance of Synthetic
Aperture Sonar Systems
Range Sidelobes
Suppression for MIMO
Sonar Short-Range
Imaging

16:30–18:00

4B: Undersea
Platforms III –
Signature Control
CHAIR: Andreas
Grunicke
The Impact of Uncertainty
on Signature Monitoring
and Susceptibility
Prediction
Modelling of the Magnetic
Signature of Submarines
and Naval Surface Ships
Tool Improvement for
Naval Propeller Design
Performance Verification
of a Submarine Air
Conditioning System

16:30–18:00

4C: Surface
Piracy Control I
CHAIR: Commodore
(ret’d) Patrick Tyrrell
Paradigm Shift in Anti
Piracy Solutions
Regulation of Private
Maritime Security
Companies, UK/EU and
International Regulatory
Framework
Situation Assessment in
the Context of Piracy
Threat

     
     

    

Break

Break

15:45-16:15hrs: Product Briefing - Andy Hogben, 
Chemring Countermeasures (Stand 48) CENTURION Directional Launcher System 
– Improving countermeasure performance to increase mission capability
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     al Launcher System 

–       abili

   
Chair: Commodore (ret.) André van Koningsbrugge, MAST Europe
2016 Conference Chairman
Speakers:
• Lieutenant General (Marine Corps) Rob Verkerk, Commander of the

Royal Netherlands Navy, The Netherlands
• Vice Admiral James G. Foggo III, Commander US Navy 6th Fleet, USA
• Rear Admiral Jose Belo Garcia, Chair NATO Naval Armaments

Group/Head of Ships Directorate, Portuguese Navy, Portugal
• Rear Admiral Karl-Wilhelm Ohlms, Naval Command, German Navy,

Germany
• 
 Defence Materiel Organisation, The Netherlands

11:30–13:00

2D: Air & Space
Satellite
Surveillance and
Air Center
Manning
CHAIR: Rear Admiral
(ret’d) Charles J. Beers
LEO Satellite enabled
Maritime Domain
Awareness
Nanosatellites – Shorter
Response Time and Real -
Time Data that
Anticipates 21st Century
Maritime Threats
Optimal Staffing for
Future Military Operations
– Implications for the
Maritime Domain
Deploying an Intelligent
Pairing Assistant for Air
Operation Centers

11:30–13:00

2E: Surface
New Systems for
Onboard Power
Supply
CHAIR: Rear Admiral
(ret’d) Radamanthys
Fountoulakis
SchIBZ - Improved Power
Network with Fuel Cells
Alternative Energy
Systems for Naval Vessels

14:00–15:30

3D: Surface
Off-board Systems
CHAIR: Rear Admiral
(ret’d) Charles J. Beers
Towards a Launch and
Recovery System
Standardization
Architectural Approaches
for Flexible Off-board
Mission Package
Integration

14:00–15:30

Ship Visit

 
15:30–16:30

Product Briefing
15:30–17:00

Ship Visit

16:30–18:00

4D: Surface
Maritime Security
/ ASW /
Modularity@LCS
CHAIR: Charles A.
Giacchi
A new Dataset for
Maritime Surveillance
The future in ASW training
and evaluation
LCS Modular Combat
Systems Considerations

16:30–18:00

4E: Cyberspace
Maritime Cyber
CHAIR: Professor Dr.
David Hardie
Bio-Inspired
Nanotechnology for
Future Naval Systems
Applications
The Projection of
Cyberpower from the
Maritime Environment
A Bandwidth Efficient
Encryption Algorithm for
Maritime Security

     
     

    

12:00 - 20:00

Ship Visits
(Royal 
Netherlands
Navy)

Commodore (Air Force) drs. A.R. Laurijssen



Wed 22 Jun 2016
8:30 8:30–10:00

5A: Undersea
Sonar IV - Mine
Hunting Sonars
CHAIR: Bernie Myers
The Hunt for Buried
Objects
Wideband Multiple-
Frequency MCM Synthetic
Aperture Sonar (SAS)
Operational modelling for
the next-generation mine
counter measures
capability

8:30–10:00

5B: Undersea
Platforms IV –
Capabilities
CHAIR: Rear Admiral
(ret’d) Phil (John P.)
Davis
Underwater Capability – A
National Asset
ROV and AUV Operation
from Submarines - What
has been done, what can
be done and how to do it
Local Industrial
Participation in Large
International Naval
Procurement Projects
from a Supplier‘s
Perspective

10:00 Break

12:30 Break

11:00 11:00–12:30

6A: Undersea
Weapons
CHAIR: Dr. John Sirmalis
Global Solutions for Underwater
Weapon Systems: The Family
Concept of SeaHake© mod4
Heavyweight Torpedo
Extremely Rugged, Thin, Buoyant
Optical Cables
Supercavitation: Gravity Influence
– Possibilities of Applications for
Drag Reduction

11:00–12:30

6B: Undersea
Underwater
Communication and
Data Management
CHAIR: Commodore (ret’d)
Patrick Tyrrell
Interoperable Communication
Possibilities with the UT 3000
between Different Platforms
Implementation and Performance
Data of a DDS-based Passive
Submarine Sonar Suite
Embedding Local Industry with
Smart Data Sharing

13:30 13:30–15:00

7A: Undersea
Mine Warfare
CHAIR: Rear Admiral (ret’d)
Phil (John P.) Davis
Variable Depth Magnetic Mine
Detection System
Future MCM and Saab Kockums
MCM Patrol Vessel
MCM Toolbox with a Modular and
Unmanned Approach

13:30–15:00

7B: Undersea
Sonar III – Sonar
Technology
CHAIR: Professor Dr. David
Hardie
Use of a Wideband Passive
Directional Acoustic Sensor to
Provide Situational Awareness in
Difficult Littoral Environments
Study on Sound Fields
Computation in Orthogonal
Curvilinear Coordinates
Phased Array DI and
Beampattern Optimization via use
of Synthetic Annealing to Modify
Element Locations

15:00 Break

16:00 16:00–17:30

8A: Undersea
Unmanned Systems I
CHAIR: Rear Admiral (ret’d)
Fusahiko Yamasaku
Assessment of Obstacle-
Avoidance Methods for
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles
Launch and Recovery - Perhaps
not Always Required
Demonstration of Underwater
Power Transfer for non-fixed,
Compact UUV in the Ocean

16:00–17:30

8B: Undersea
Sonar V - Advanced
Concepts
CHAIR: Rear Admiral (ret’d)
Radamanthys Fountoulakis
Novel Naval Sonar Sensors
Open Hydrophone Array Design
Remarks about the Optimality of
lofargram Representations for
Passive Sonar Data

17:45

19:00

     
     

    

10:30-11:00hrs: Product Briefing - Mr Santiago
Alvarez de Cienfuegos, Micromag (Stand 55) Stealth mode & 
Low Observables - Micromag’s Radar Absorbent Technology

15:15-15:45hrs: Product Briefing - Dave Allan, 
Northrop Grumman (Stand 53)
AN/AQS-24B Airborne and Surface Minehunting System

8:30–17:00

iPad Pro Prize
Fact Finding

17:45–18:00 iPad Pro Prize Draw

19:00–22:30 Annual Party Bonaire Beach Club
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8:30–10:00

5C: Surface
Piracy Control II
CHAIR: Commodore
(ret’d) Patrick Tyrrell
Protection Measures for
Merchant Ships
(PROMERC)
A new Knowledgebase
and Methodology for
Analysing Piracy Incidents
and Countermeasures
An Automated
Surveillance and Decision
Support System to Protect
against Piracy

8:30–10:00

5D: Surface
Propulsion
Systems and Diesel
Emissions
CHAIR: Rear Admiral
(ret’d) John Padgett
Tailored Marine Propulsion
with Innovative Electric
Drives
Modern Power and
Propulsion System
Options for Future Frigate
Programmes
IMO Tier 3 Emissions of
Diesel Engines:
Requirements and
Solutions for Naval Vessels

11:00–12:30

6C: Surface
Unmanned Systems /
MCM
CHAIR: Dr. Jan Dobkowski
Unmanned Safe Maritime
Operations over The Horizon
(USMOOTH)
Future MCM Operations using
Unmanned Maritime System
Autonomous Surface / Sub-
surface Survey System

11:00–12:30

6D: Surface
Early Warship Design
and Platform
Automation
CHAIR: Patrick Keyzer
DINCS – Raising the Bar in Ship
Automation
A Modelling and Simulation
Framework to Assess Naval
Platform Integrated Survivability
Early Warship Design: Virtual Ship
and Integrated Collaborative
Environment

13:30–15:00

7C: Surface
CMS Developments and
Surveillance by Gliders
CHAIR: Captain (ret’d) R.
Cameron Ingram
How Augmented Reality enhances
Situational Awareness in Counter-
asymmetric Threats Systems
Maritime Gliders for Affordable
Persistent Surveillance
IP Based C2 Capability for
Coordinated Maritime Operations

13:30–15:00

7D: Surface
New Methods in
Firefighting and
Shipboard Big Data
CHAIR: Dr-Ing. Hans Dieter
Ehrenberg
Experiences of Shipboard
Firefighting with Cutting
Extinguishers
HARNESS: Development of a
Multifunctional Protective Ship
Bulkhead
Vessel Monitoring and ‘Big Data’
analysis

16:00–17:30

8C: Surface
Littoral Ops, Maritime /
Port Security
CHAIR: Captain Bo Wallander
Big Data Vessel Port Visit
Analytics for NATO MARCOM
The Future Littoral Operations
Challenge: A Call for Integrated
Innovation
Protection against Assymetric
Threats
Manoeuvre Advice for Merchant
Vessels to Counter Piracy Threats

16:00–17:30

8D: Surface
Surface Hydrodynamics
and Novel Hull Forms
CHAIR: Dr. David Wyllie
Full Scale Testing with new Air
Supported Vessel (ASV) Soft
Motion Monohull
Electronic Equipment Failure due
to Corrosion
Hull Vane ESD on DTMB5415
Destroyer - A CFD Analysis of the
Effect on Resistance
Hull Vane on 108m Holland-Class
OPVs: Effects on Fuel
Consumption and Seakeeping

     
     

    

10:00–14:00
Ship Visits
(US Navy)
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Thu 23 Jun 2016
9:00 9:00–10:30

9A: Panel Discussion
Disruptive Technologies - Revolutionary Trends over
the Next 20 Years
This session will bring together top level technologists from
Australia, Japan, USA, and UK/France to discuss breakthrough
and potentially disruptive science and technology, its
application to maritime systems, and the impact to maritime
operations.

10:30 Break

13:00 Break

11:30 11:30–13:00

10A: Undersea
Unmanned Systems II
CHAIR: Dr. Janis Cocking
The Future of an Unmanned
Subsea Presence
Autonomy in Communication-
limited Environments
US Navy Unmanned Undersea
Vehicles Technology Challenges
and Opportunities

11:30–13:00

10B: Undersea
Sonar V - Technologies
CHAIR: Gavin Mennecke-
Jappy
A new Type of Vector Sensor and
its Application in Ambient Noise
Measurement
Modern Transmitter Technology
for Sonar Systems
Concepts for Rapid Innovation

14:00 14:00–15:30

11A: Undersea
Platforms V – Submarine
Operations and Design
CHAIR: Rear Admiral (ret’d)
Charles J. Beers
AIP from an Operational
Perspective
HDW Class 216: A Flexible
Submarine Design to Meet the
Global Challenges of Tomorrow
The Simplified Interaction Tool for
Efficient and Accurate
Underwater Shock Analysis in
Naval Platform Design
Underwater Noise Analysis –
State-of-the-Art Simulations

14:00–15:30

11B: Undersea
Autonomous & Mine
Warfare Systems
CHAIR: Captain Bo Wallander
Update on Autonomous Systems
Remotely Operated Multi-Shot
Mine Neutralisation System
A New Generation of Hybrid
ROV/AUV Vehicles for MCM
Operations
Diver’s Full Face Mask Head-Up
Display System

“One for the Road”Reception

     
     

    

19:00 19:00-22:30
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Chair: Jeroen De Jonge, TNO, Netherlands
Speakers:
• Dr. Patricia Gruber, Director - Office Naval Research Global, USA
• Dr Alex Zelinsky (invited), Chief Defence Scientist - Department of

Defence, Australia
• Dr. Hideaki Watanabe, Commissioner - Acquisition Technology and

Logistics Agency (ATLA), Japan
• TBC, Fraunhofer Institute, Germany

11:30–13:00

10C: Surface
Sensors & Systems for
TD and Electronic
Warfare
CHAIR: CDRE Andre van
Koningsbrugge
Mission Configurable Surface EO
Imaging System for Increased
Maritime Security
Changing Requirements & the
Impact on the Next Generation of
Radars

11:30–13:00

10D: Surface
Statutory / Safety
CHAIR: Bernie Myers
The Role of Classification in
Achieving Naval Ship Safety
Assurance
Sunken Efforts: Legal Hurdles to
Stemming Maritime CBRN
Proliferation
Maritime Cooperation in South
China Sea
Providing Flexibility, Affordability
and Sustainability to the Maritime
Commander through Naval
Countermeasures to face the
Emerging 21st Century Threats

14:00–15:30

11C: Surface
Combat Systems / BMD
/ Corporate
Engagement
Capabilities
CHAIR: Charles A. Giacchi
Aegis Modernization and Common
Source Library Key Enablers
EPAA Phase II/III
First Operational Evaluation of
the new French Navy
Multiplatform Capability
Integrated Fire Control
development for Guns

14:00–15:30

11D: Surface
Weapons
CHAIR: Patrick Keyzer
Calculation of Missile Testing
Capability with All Up Round Test
Equipment
Directed Energy Weapons:
Firepower for Tomorrow’s Naval
Force
BMD Demonstration on Spanish
Navy F-102 in ASD-15
Aegis BMD Flight and Ground Test
2015 Summary
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Papers by Country/
Organisation

Australia
Chambers of Helen Tung
Regulation of Private
Maritime Security Companies,
UK/EU and International
Regulatory Framework
Session 4C – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

Defence Science and
Technology Group

Simulation-based
Investigation of Multi-Vessel
Hydrodynamic Interactions
during Replenishment at Sea
Operations
Session 3C – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

The Impact of Uncertainty on
Signature Monitoring and
Susceptibility Prediction
Session 4B – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

A Modelling and Simulation
Framework to Assess Naval
Platform Integrated
Survivability
Session 6D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

Disruptive Technologies -
Revolutionary Trends over the
Next 20 Years
Session 9A: Plenary Session/
Panel Discussion - Thu 23rd
June: 0900hrs

Canada
OceanWorks International
The Future of an Unmanned
Subsea Presence
Session 10A – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

China
Institute of Acoustics,
Chinese Academy of

Science
The Resolution Performance
of Left-right Ambiguity for
Twin-line Array
Session 3A – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Range Sidelobes Suppression
for MIMO Sonar Short-Range
Imaging
Session 4A – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

Study on Sound Fields
Computation in Orthogonal
Curvilinear Coordinates
Session 7B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

A new Type of Vector Sensor
and its Application in Ambient
Noise Measurement
Session 10B – Thu 23 Jun 2016: 1130hrs

France
DCNS

Early Warship Design: Virtual
Ship and Integrated
Collaborative Environment
Session 6D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

How Augmented Reality
enhances Situational
Awareness in Counter-
asymmetric Threats Systems
Session 7C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

Ministry of Defence (DGA)
First Operational Evaluation
of the new French Navy
Multiplatform Capability
Session 11C – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Thales Underwater Systems
Mine Hunting Performance of
Synthetic Aperture Sonar
Systems
Session 4A – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

Remarks about the Optimality
of lofargram Representations
for Passive Sonar Data
Session 8B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

Germany
ATLAS Elektronik GmbH
Fully Utilizing the Water
Column with Towed Arrays
Session 3A – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Global Solutions for
Underwater Weapon
Systems: The Family Concept
of SeaHake© mod4
Heavyweight Torpedo
Session 6A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

Bundeswehr
European Maritime
BMDCooperation within the
Framework Nation Concept
Session 2C – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs
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DNV GL
Alternative Energy Systems
for Naval Vessels
Session 2E – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Underwater Noise Analysis –
State-of-the-Art Simulations
Session 11A – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

German Navy
NATO’s Readiness to Respond
to Emerging 21st Century
Threats
Session 1A: Official Opening &
Keynote Addresses - Tue 21st
June: 0900hrs

MTU Friedrichshafen GmbH
IMO Tier 3 Emissions of Diesel
Engines: Requirements and
Solutions for Naval Vessels
Session 5D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

Raytheon Anschütz
Today’s and Tomorrow’s
Integrated Navigation
Solutions for Submarines
Session 3B – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Embedding Local Industry
with Smart Data Sharing
Session 6B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

RENK AG
Tailored Marine Propulsion
with Innovative Electric Drives
Session 5D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

Siemens AG
Reliable Submarine
Propulsion @ Siemens
Session 2B – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Adaptability of Electric
Platform Systems (EPS)
Session 3B – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Local Industrial Participation
in Large International Naval
Procurement Projects from a
Supplier‘s Perspective
Session 11A – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

thyssenkrupp Marine
Systems

SchIBZ - Improved Power
Network with Fuel Cells
Session 2E – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Future Logistics Engineering &
Training Concepts for a
Modern and Efficient Fleet

Support
Session 3C – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

HDW Class 216: A Flexible
Submarine Design to Meet the
Global Challenges of
Tomorrow
Session 5B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

AIP from an Operational
Perspective
Session 11A – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Wärtsilä ELAC Nautik GmbH
Implementation and
Performance Data of a DDS-
based Passive Submarine
Sonar Suite
Session 6B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

Interoperable Communication
Possibilities with the UT 3000
between Different Platforms
Session 6B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

Open Hydrophone Array
Design
Session 8B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

Modern Transmitter
Technology for Sonar Systems
Session 10B – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Italy
NATO

Big Data Vessel Port Visit
Analytics for NATO MARCOM
Session 8C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

NATO CMRE
Maritime Gliders for
Affordable Persistent
Surveillance
Session 7C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

Japan
Acquisition Technology and
Logistics Agency (ATLA)

Disruptive Technologies -
Revolutionary Trends over the
Next 20 Years
Plenary Session/ Panel Discussion
- Thu 23rd June: 0900hrs

NEC Corporation
Demonstration of Underwater
Power Transfer For Non-Fixed,
Compact UUV in the Ocean
Session 8A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs
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Malaysia
National Defence
University Malaysia

Maritime Cooperation in
South China Sea
Session 10D – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Monaco
MARSS SAM

Protection against Assymetric
Threats
Session 8C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

Netherlands
Damen Schelde Naval

Shipbuilding
Vessel Monitoring and ‘Big
Data’ analysis
Session 7D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

Defence Materiel
Organisation

NATO’s Readiness to Respond
to Emerging 21st Century
Threats
Session 1A: Official Opening &
Keynote Addresses - Tue 21st
June: 0900hrs

Hull Vane BV
Hull Vane on 108m Holland-
Class OPVs: Effects on Fuel
Consumption and Seakeeping
Session 8D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

Hull Vane ESD on DTMB5415
Destroyer - A CFD Analysis of
the Effect on Resistance
Session 8D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

MARIN
Towards a Launch and
Recovery System
Standardization
Session 3D – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Tool Improvement for Naval
Propeller Design
Session 4B – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

MecDes
Performance Verification of a
Submarine Air Conditioning
System
Session 4B – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

NLR
Modelling, simulation, testing
& evaluation of radar weapon
systems
Session 2C – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

NLR Netherlands
Aerospace Centre

Optimal Staffing for Future
Military Operations –
Implications for the Maritime
Domain
Session 2D – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Royal Netherlands Navy
NATO’s Readiness to Respond
to Emerging 21st Century
Threats
Official Opening & Keynote
Addresses - Tue 21st June: 0900hrs

Thales
Sea Based Ballistic Missile
Defense Early Warning
Session 2C – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Changing Requirements & the
Impact on the Next
Generation of Radars
Session 10C – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

TNO
The Hunt for Buried Objects
Session 5A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

Operational modelling for the
next-generation mine counter
measures capability
Session 5A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

DINCS – Raising the Bar in
Ship Automation
Session 6D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

HARNESS: Development of a
Multifunctional Protective
Ship Bulkhead
Session 7D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

Manoeuvre Advice for
Merchant Vessels to Counter
Piracy Threats
Session 8C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

The Future Littoral
Operations Challenge: A Call
for Integrated Innovation
Session 8C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

Assessment of Obstacle-
Avoidance Methods for AUVs
Session 8A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs
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Autonomy in Communication-
limited Environments
Session 10A – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Integrated Fire Control
development for Guns
Session 11C – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

The Simplified Interaction Tool
for Efficient and Accurate
Underwater Shock Analysis in
Naval Platform Design
Session 11A – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Directed Energy Weapons:
Firepower for Tomorrow’s
Naval Force
Session 11D – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Norway
Effect Ships International AS
Full Scale Testing with new Air
Supported Vessel (ASV) Soft
Motion Monohull
Session 8D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

Pakistan
Emba Corporation Pvt. Ltd.
Electronic Equipment Failure
due to Corrosion
Session 8D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

Poland
CTM (R&D Marine
Technology Centre)

Variable Depth Magnetic Mine
Detection System
Session 7A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

ITTI sp. z o.o.
Situation Assessment in the
Context of Piracy Threat
Session 4C – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

Portugal
Portuguese Navy

NATO’s Readiness to
Respond to Emerging 21st
Century Threats
Official Opening & Keynote
Addresses - Tue 21st June:
0900hrs

Singapore
ABS Pacific

The Role of Classification in
Achieving Naval Ship Safety
Assurance
Session 10D – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Spain
Enigmedia

A Bandwidth Efficient
Encryption Algorithm for
Maritime Security
Session 4E – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

SAES (Sociedad Anonima
de Electronica Submarina)
Detection and Classification of
Vessels based on Multi-
Influence Signature
Correlation Analysis
Session 3B – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Sweden
Cold Cut Systems Svenska AB
Experiences of Shipboard
Firefighting with Cutting
Extinguishers
Session 2E – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

SAAB
Remotely Operated Multi-
Shot Mine Neutralisation
System
Session 11B – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

SAAB Kockums AB
Modelling of the Magnetic
Signature of Submarines and
Naval Surface Ships
Session 4B – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

Underwater Capability – A
National Asset
Session 5B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

Future MCM and Saab
Kockums MCM Patrol Vessel
Session 7A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

SAAB Underwater
Systems AB

The future in ASW training
and evaluation
Session 4D – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

ROV and AUV Operation from
Submarines - What has been
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done, what can be done and
how to do it
Session 5B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

MCM Toolbox with a Modular
and Unmanned Approach
Session 7A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

A New Generation of Hybrid
ROV/AUV Vehicles for MCM
Operations
Session 11B – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Swedish Defence Materiel
Administration (FMV)

A26 - Capabilities for the
Future with Focus on the
Combat System
Session 2A – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Turkey
MilSOFT

IP Based C2 Capability for
Coordinated Maritime
Operations
Session 7C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

Ukraine
National Academy of

Sciences
Supercavitation: Gravity
Influence – Possibilities of
Applications for Drag
Reduction
Session 6A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

United Kingdom
ASV Ltd

Unmanned Safe Maritime
Operations over The Horizon
(USMOOTH)
Session 6C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

Autonomous Surface / Sub-
surface Survey System
Session 6C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

ATLAS Elektronik UK
Compact Towed Array
Capability for Small
Submarines
Session 3A – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Bio-Inspired Nanotechnology
for Future Naval Systems
Applications
Session 4E – Tue 21 Jun 2016:

1630hrs
Wideband Multiple-
Frequency MCM Synthetic
Aperture Sonar (SAS)
Session 5A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

Future MCM Operations using
Unmanned Maritime System
Session 6C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

Novel Naval Sonar Sensors
Session 8B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

BMT Group Ltd
A new Dataset for Maritime
Surveillance
Session 4D – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

A new Knowledgebase and
Methodology for Analysing
Piracy Incidents and
Countermeasures
Session 5C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

An Automated Surveillance
and Decision Support System
to Protect against Piracy
Session 5C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

Chemring
Countermeasures Limited
Providing Flexibility,
Affordability and
Sustainability to the Maritime
Commander through Naval
Countermeasures to face the
Emerging 21st Century
Threats
Session 10D – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Hydroid Inc
Launch and Recovery -
Perhaps not Always Required
Session 8A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

Lancaster University
The Projection of Cyberpower
from the Maritime
Environment
Session 4E – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

MARSS Ltd
Protection Measures for
Merchant Ships (PROMERC)
Session 5C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

MATRiX RsS Ltd.
Paradigm Shift in Anti Piracy
Solutions
Session 4C – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs
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Rolls-Royce Plc
Modern Power and Propulsion
System Options for Future
Frigate Programmes
Session 5D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

Stirling Dynamics
FASC - The Future of
Submarine Control
Technology That Takes a Novel
and Unified Approach
Session 2B – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Systems Engineering &
Assessment (SEA)

International Replenishment
at Sea: Achieving and
Maintaining a Validated
Simulation Capability
Session 3C – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Thales UK Ltd
Architectural Approaches for
Flexible Off-board Mission
Package Integration
Session 3D – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

United States
Analysis, Design &
Diagnostics, Inc.

Phased Array DI and
Beampattern Optimization
via use of Synthetic Annealing
to Modify Element Locations
Session 7B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

Use of a Wideband Passive
Directional Acoustic Sensor to
Provide Situational
Awareness in Difficult Littoral
Environments
Session 7B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

Channel Logistics LLC
LEO Satellite enabled
Maritime Domain Awareness
Session 2D – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

General Atomics
Electromagnetics Systems

Group
Electric Actuation Systems for
Submarines
Session 2B – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

L-3 KEO
Leveraging Modularity and
Open Architecture for

Improved Operational
Capabilities and Situational
Awareness with Lower
Lifecycle Costs
Session 2A – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Mission Configurable Surface
EO Imaging System for
Increased Maritime Security
Session 10C – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Linden Photonics
Extremely Rugged, Thin,
Buoyant Optical Cables
Session 6A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

Lockheed Martin
Aegis Ashore Status
Session 2C – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

BMD Demonstration on
Spanish Navy F-102 in ASD-
15
Session 11D – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Lockheed Martin MS&T
Aegis Modernization and
Common Source Library Key
Enablers EPAA Phase II/III
Session 11C – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Aegis BMD Flight and Ground
Test 2015 Summary
Session 11D – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Naval Surface Warfare
Center

Flexible Combat Systems
Architectures
Session 4D – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

Diver’s Full Face Mask Head-
Up Display System
Session 11B – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Naval Undersea Warfare
Center

Concepts for Rapid Innovation
Session 10B – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

US Navy Unmanned
Undersea Vehicles Technology
Challenges and Opportunities
Session 10A – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Update on Autonomous
Systems
Session 11B – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs
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Office Naval Research Global
Disruptive Technologies -
Revolutionary Trends over the
Next 20 Years
Session 9A: Plenary Session/
Panel Discussion - Thu 23rd
June: 0900hrs

Spire Global, Inc.
Nanosatellites – Shorter
Response Time and Real -
Time Data that Anticipates
21st Century Maritime
Threats
Session 2D – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Stottler Henke
Deploying an Intelligent
Pairing Assistant for Air
Operation Centers
Session 2D – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

U.S. Navy
Automated Data Analysis for
Mine Warfare Sonar Systems
Session 4A – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

US Navy (6th Fleet
Command)

NATO’s Readiness to Respond
to Emerging 21st Century
Threats
Session 1A: Official Opening &
Keynote Addresses - Tue 21st
June: 0900hrs

First Authors

Mr Uwe Albrecht
Siemens AG, Germany

Reliable Submarine
Propulsion @ Siemens
Session 2B – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Mr Shabahat Ali Shah
Spire Global, Inc., USA

Nanosatellites – Shorter
Response Time and Real -
Time Data that Anticipates
21st Century Maritime Threats
Session 2D – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Captain Jatin S Bains
Channel Logistics LLC, USA

LEO Satellite enabled
Maritime Domain Awareness
Session 2D – Tue 21 Jun 2016: 1130hrs

Mr Rob Balloch
MARSS SAM, Monaco

Protection against Assymetric
Threats
Session 8C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

Dr Augustinus Beckers
TNO, Netherlands

The Hunt for Buried Objects
Session 5A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

Rear Admiral Jose Belo
Garcia

Portuguese Navy, Portugal

NATO’s Readiness to Respond
to Emerging 21st Century
Threats
Session 1A: Official Opening &
Keynote Addresses - Tue 21st
June: 0900hrs

Mr Rafine Benoit
DCNS, France

Early Warship Design: Virtual
Ship and Integrated
Collaborative Environment
Session 6D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

Mr Lothar Berniere
Thales Underwater

Systems, France

Mine Hunting Performance of
Synthetic Aperture Sonar
Systems
Session 4A – Tue 21 Jun 2016: 1630hrs

Mr Thorsten Bochentin
ATLAS Elektronik GmbH,

Germany

Fully Utilizing the Water
Column with Towed Arrays
Session 3A – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Mr Bruno Bouckaert
Hull Vane BV, Netherlands

Hull Vane on 108m Holland-
Class OPVs: Effects on Fuel
Consumption and Seakeeping
Session 8D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

Mr Chris Brook
ATLAS Elektronik UK, UK

Future MCM Operations using
Unmanned Maritime System
Session 6C – Wed 22 Jun 2016: 1100hrs
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Dr Richard Brothers
ATLAS Elektronik UK, UK

Wideband Multiple-
Frequency MCM Synthetic
Aperture Sonar (SAS)
Session 5A – Wed 22 Jun 2016: 0830hrs

Mr Tom Cane
BMT Group Ltd,UK

A new Dataset for Maritime
Surveillance
Session 4D – Tue 21 Jun 2016: 1630hrs

A new Knowledgebase and
Methodology for Analysing
Piracy Incidents and
Countermeasures
Session 5C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

An Automated Surveillance
and Decision Support System
to Protect against Piracy
Session 5C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

Mr Luca Cazzanti
NATO, Italy

Big Data Vessel Port Visit
Analytics for NATO MARCOM
Session 8C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

Dr. Janis Cocking
Defence Science &
Technology Group/

Department of Defence,
Australia

Disruptive Technologies -
Revolutionary Trends over the
Next 20 Years
Plenary Session/ Panel Discussion
- Thu 23rd June: 0900hrs

Mr Tory Cobb
U.S. Navy, United States

Automated Data Analysis for
Mine Warfare Sonar Systems
Session 4A – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

Mr David Crist
Lockheed Martin MS&T, USA

Aegis Modernization and
Common Source Library Key
Enablers EPAA Phase II/III
Session 11C – Thu 23 Jun 2016: 1400hrs

Aegis BMD Flight and Ground
Test 2015 Summary
Session 11D – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Cdr Huw Davies
MARSS Ltd, UK

Protection Measures for
Merchant Ships (PROMERC)
Session 5C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

Mr Vincent Dobbin
ASV Ltd, UK

Unmanned Safe Maritime
Operations over The Horizon
(USMOOTH)
Session 6C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

Autonomous Surface / Sub-
surface Survey System
Session 6C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

Mr Andreas Dohrn
ATLAS Elektronik GmbH,

Germany

Global Solutions for
Underwater Weapon
Systems: The Family Concept
of SeaHake© mod4
Heavyweight Torpedo
Session 6A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

Ms Christiane Duarte
Naval Undersea Warfare

Center, USA

Update on Autonomous
Systems
Session 11B – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Mr Arno Duijster
TNO, Netherlands

Assessment of Obstacle-
Avoidance Methods for
Autonomous Underwater
Vehicles
Session 8A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

Mr William Edge
Rolls-Royce Plc, UK

Modern Power and Propulsion
System Options for Future
Frigate Programmes
Session 5D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

Dr Hervé Fargetton
Ministry of Defence (DGA),

France

First Operational Evaluation
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of the new French Navy
Multiplatform Capability
Session 11C – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Mr Christoph Fenske
MTU Friedrichshafen

GmbH, Germany

IMO Tier 3 Emissions of Diesel
Engines: Requirements and
Solutions for Naval Vessels
Session 5D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

Mr Hilvert Jan Fitski
TNO, Netherlands

Manoeuvre Advice for
Merchant Vessels to Counter
Piracy Threats
Session 8C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

Vice Admiral James G.
Foggo III

US Navy 6th Fleet, USA

NATO’s Readiness to Respond
to Emerging 21st Century
Threats
Session 1A: Official Opening &
Keynote Addresses - Tue 21st
June: 0900hrs

Dr Christian Frühling
thyssenkrupp Marine

Systems, Germany

HDW Class 216: A Flexible
Submarine Design to Meet the
Global Challenges of
Tomorrow
Session 5B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

Mr Shanguo Gao
Institute of Acoustics,
Chinese Academy of

Science, China

Study on Sound Fields
Computation in Orthogonal
Curvilinear Coordinates
Session 7B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

Dr Jerome Gormley
General Atomics

Electromagnetics Systems
Group, United States

Electric Actuation Systems for
Submarines
Session 2B – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Mr Jesse Greco
Lockheed Martin, USA

Aegis Ashore Status
Session 2C – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Dr. Patricia Gruber
Office Naval Research

Global, USA

Disruptive Technologies -
Revolutionary Trends over
the Next 20 Years
Plenary Session/ Panel Discussion -
Thu 23rd June: 0900hrs

Colonel ( Retd) Ramli H
Nik

National Defence
University Malaysia,

Malaysia

Maritime Cooperation in
South China Sea
Session 10D – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Mr Marco Hahn
Wärtsilä ELAC Nautik

GmbH, Germany

Implementation and
Performance Data of a DDS-
based Passive Submarine
Sonar Suite
Session 6B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

Dr Bryan Hannon
ATLAS Elektronik UK,

United Kingdom

Novel Naval Sonar Sensors
Session 8B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

Dr David John Webster
Hardie

ATLAS Elektronik UK Ltd,
United Kingdom

Bio-Inspired Nanotechnology
for Future Naval Systems
Applications
Session 4E – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

Dr Fredrik Hellstrom
Swedish Defence Materiel
Administration, Sweden

A26 - Capabilities for the
Future with Focus on the
Combat System
Session 2A – Tue 21 Jun 2016: 1130hrs
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Mrs Jennifer Herzke
Raytheon Anschütz, Germany

Today’s and Tomorrow’s
Integrated Navigation
Solutions for Submarines
Session 3B – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Mr Jens Higgen
Wärtsilä ELAC Nautik

GmbH, Germany

Interoperable Communication
Possibilities with the UT 3000
between Different Platforms
Session 6B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

Mr Andy Hogben
Chemring Countermeasures

Limited, UK

Providing Flexibility,
Affordability and
Sustainability to the Maritime
Commander through Naval
Countermeasures to face the
Emerging 21st Century
Threats
Session 10D – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Ir Willem A. Hol
Thales, Netherlands

Changing Requirements & the
Impact on the Next Generation
of Radars
Session 10C – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Mrs Lesley Jacobs
TNO, Netherlands

The Future Littoral Operations
Challenge: A Call for
Integrated Innovation
Session 8C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

Dr Ir Johan Janssen
TNO, Netherlands

DINCS – Raising the Bar in
Ship Automation
Session 6D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

Mr Thomas Johansson
SAAB Kockums AB,

Sweden

Future MCM and Saab
Kockums MCM Patrol Vessel
Session 7A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

Mr Christopher Knowlton
Naval Surface Warfare

Center, USA

Flexible Combat Systems
Architectures
Session 4D – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

Mr Michael Koch
Lockheed Martin, United

States

BMD Demonstration on
Spanish Navy F-102 in ASD-15
Session 11D – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Dr Ing Frans Kremer
MARIN, Netherlands

Towards a Launch and
Recovery System
Standardization
Session 3D – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Commodore (Air Force)
drs. A.R. Laurijssen

Defence Materiel
Organisation, The

Netherlands

NATO’s Readiness to Respond
to Emerging 21st Century
Threats
Session 1A: Official Opening &
Keynote Addresses - Tue 21st
June: 0900hrs

Mr Chris Lade
SAAB, Sweden

Remotely Operated Multi-
Shot Mine Neutralisation
System
Session 11B – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Mr Keno Leites
thyssenkrupp Marine

Systems, Germany

SchIBZ - Improved Power
Network with Fuel Cells
Session 2E – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Professor Qihu Li
Institute of Acoustics,
Chinese Academy of

Science, China

The Resolution Performance
of Left-right Ambiguity for
Twin-line Array
Session 3A – Tue 21 Jun 2016: 1400hrs
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Range Sidelobes Suppression
for MIMO Sonar Short-Range
Imaging
Session 4A – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

A new Type of Vector Sensor
and its Application in Ambient
Noise Measurement
Session 10B – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Mr John Lisiewicz
Naval Undersea Warfare

Center, United States

US Navy Unmanned
Undersea Vehicles Technology
Challenges and Opportunities
Session 10A – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Mr Jonathan Locke
NATO CMRE, Italy

Maritime Gliders for
Affordable Persistent
Surveillance
Session 7C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

Dr Jeremy Ludwig
Stottler Henke, United

States

Deploying an Intelligent
Pairing Assistant for Air
Operation Centers
Session 2D – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Mr Daniel Mahon
thyssenkrupp Marine

Systems, Germany

AIP from an Operational
Perspective
Session 11A – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Mr Richard Manley
NSWC-PCD, United States

Diver’s Full Face Mask Head-
Up Display System
Session 11B – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Mr Yntze Meijer
TNO, Netherlands

Integrated Fire Control
development for Guns
Session 11C – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Mr Gert-Jan Meijn
Damen Schelde Naval

Shipbuilding, Netherlands

Vessel Monitoring and ‘Big
Data’ analysis
Session 7D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

Dr Gerald Moulis
DCNS, France

How Augmented Reality
enhances Situational
Awareness in Counter-
asymmetric Threats Systems
Session 7C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

Mr Christian Norbert
Mueller

Siemens AG, Germany

Local Industrial Participation
in Large International Naval
Procurement Projects from a
Supplier‘s Perspective
Session 11A – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Mr Tim Munn
Thales UK Ltd, United

Kingdom

Architectural Approaches for
Flexible Off-board Mission
Package Integration
Session 3D – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Dr Rikard Nelander
SAAB Kockums AB, Sweden

Modelling of the Magnetic
Signature of Submarines and
Naval Surface Ships
Session 4B – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

Dr Christopher Norwood
Defence Science and

Technology Group, Australia

S i m u l a t i o n - b a s e d
Investigation of Multi-Vessel
Hydrodynamic Interactions
during Replenishment at Sea
Operations
Session 3C – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

The Impact of Uncertainty on
Signature Monitoring and
Susceptibility Prediction
Session 4B – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs
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A Modelling and Simulation
Framework to Assess Naval
Platform Integrated
Survivability
Session 6D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

Mr Stephen O’Riorden
Linden Photonics, USA

Extremely Rugged, Thin,
Buoyant Optical Cables
Session 6A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

Rear Admiral Karl-
Wilhelm Ohlms

German Navy, Germany

NATO’s Readiness to Respond
to Emerging 21st Century
Threats
Session 1A: Official Opening &
Keynote Addresses - Tue 21st
June: 0900hrs

Mr Pascal Paulissen
TNO, Netherlands

Directed Energy Weapons:
Firepower for Tomorrow’s
Naval Force
Session 11D – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Mr Andrew Pfeil
Stirling Dynamics, United

Kingdom

FASC - The Future of
Submarine Control Technology
That Takes a Novel and Unified
Approach
Session 2B – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Mr Pawel Polanski
CTM (R&D Marine

Technology Centre), Poland

Variable Depth Magnetic Mine
Detection System
Session 7A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

Mr Carl-Marcus Remén
SAAB Underwater

Systems AB, Sweden

The future in ASW training
and evaluation
Session 4D – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

MCM Toolbox with a Modular
and Unmanned Approach
Session 7A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:1330hrs

Mr Phil Reynolds
OceanWorks International,

Canada

The Future of an Unmanned
Subsea Presence
Session 10A – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Dr Vittorio Ricci
Naval Undersea Warfare

Center, United States

Concepts for Rapid Innovation
Session 10B – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Mr Michael Roa
ABS Pacific, Singapore

Role of Classification in
Achieving Naval Ship Safety
Assurance
Session 10D – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Mr Francisco Javier
Rodrigo

SAES (Sociedad Anonima
de Electronica Submarina),

Spain

Detection and Classification of
Vessels based on Multi-
Influence Signature
Correlation Analysis
Session 3B – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Dr Jan Joris Roessingh
NLR Netherlands Aerospace

Centre, Netherlands

Optimal Staffing for Future
Military Operations: Implications
for the Maritime Domain
Session 2D – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Mr Mike Rose
L-3 KEO, United States

Leveraging Modularity and
Open Architecture for Improved
Operational Capabilities and
Situational Awareness with
Lower Lifecycle Costs
Session 2A – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Mr Alan Sassler
Analysis, Design &

Diagnostics, Inc., USA

Phased Array DI and
Beampattern Optimization via
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use of Synthetic Annealing to
Modify Element Locations
Session 7B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

Use of a Wideband Passive
Directional Acoustic Sensor to
Provide Situational
Awareness in Difficult Littoral
Environments
Session 7B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

Mr Dieter Scholz
Siemens AG, Germany

Adaptability of Electric
Platform Systems (EPS)
Session 3B – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Mr Markus Schuppert
thyssenkrupp Marine

Systems, Germany

Future Logistics Engineering &
Training Concepts for a
Modern and Efficient Fleet
Support
Session 3C – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Mr Michael Scott
MATRiX RsS Ltd., UK

Paradigm Shift in Anti Piracy
Solutions
Session 4C – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

Dr Vladimir Serebryakov
National Academy of

Sciences, Ukraine

Supercavitation: Gravity
Influence – Possibilities of
Applications for Drag
Reduction
Session 6A – Wed 22 Jun 2016: 1100hrs

Mr Ralf Siegfried
Wärtsilä ELAC Nautik

GmbH, Germany

Open Hydrophone Array Design
Session 8B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

Mr Jan Siesjo
SAAB Underwater

Systems AB, Sweden

ROV and AUV Operation from
Submarines - What has been
done, what can be done and
how to do it
Session 5B – Wed 22 Jun 2016: 0830hrs

A New Generation of Hybrid
ROV/AUV Vehicles for MCM
Operations
Session 11B – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Ms Louisa Stewart
Systems Engineering &
Assessment (SEA), UK

International Replenishment
at Sea: Achieving and
Maintaining a Validated
Simulation Capability
Session 3C – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Dr Grzegorz Taberski
ITTI sp. z o.o., Poland

Situation Assessment in the
Context of Piracy Threat
Session 4C – Tue 21 Jun 2016: 1630hrs

Dr Hervé Tanguy
Thales Underwater

Systems, France

Remarks about the Optimality
of lofargram Representations
for Passive Sonar Data
Session 8B – Wed 22 Jun 2016: 1600hrs

Mr Yousaf Tariq
Emba Corporation Pvt.

Ltd., Pakistan

Electronic Equipment Failure
due to Corrosion
Session 8D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

Mr Jan Täubrich
Raytheon Anschütz, Germany

Embedding Local Industry
with Smart Data Sharing
Session 6B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1100hrs

Mr Anders Trewe
Cold Cut Systems Svenska

AB, Sweden

Experiences of Shipboard
Firefighting with Cutting
Extinguishers
Session 2E – Tue 21 Jun 2016: 1130hrs

Mr Ulf Tudem
Effect Ships International

AS, Norway

Full Scale Testing with new Air
Supported Vessel (ASV) Soft
Motion Monohull
Session 8D –Wed 22 Jun 2016: 1600hrs
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Ms Helen Tung
Chambers of Helen Tung,

Australia

Regulation of Private
Maritime Security Companies,
UK/EU and International
Regulatory Framework
Session 4C – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

Mr Andreas Uhl
Bundeswehr, Germany

European Maritime
BMDCooperation within the
Framework Nation Concept
Session 2C – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Mr Kasper Uithof
Hull Vane BV, Netherlands

Hull Vane ESD on DTMB5415
Destroyer - A CFD Analysis of
the Effect on Resistance
Session 8D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

Mr Arda Ünal
MilSOFT, Turkey

IP Based C2 Capability for
Coordinated Maritime
Operations
Session 7C – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

Mr Johannes E, van
Aanhold

TNO, Netherlands

The Simplified Interaction Tool
for Efficient and Accurate
Underwater Shock Analysis in
Naval Platform Design
Session 11A – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Mr Bart van der Graaff
Thales, Netherlands

Sea Based Ballistic Missile
Defense Early Warning
Session 2C – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Mr Rogier van der Wal
TNO, Netherlands

HARNESS: Development of a
Multifunctional Protective
Ship Bulkhead
Session 7D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1330hrs

Dr Robbert van Vossen
TNO, Netherlands

Operational modelling for the
next-generation mine counter
measures capability
Session 5A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

Autonomy in Communication-
limited Environments
Session 10A – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Mr Marcel van
Witzenburg

NLR, Netherlands

Modelling, simulation, testing
& evaluation of radar weapon
systems
Session 2C – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Mr Adrian Venables
Lancaster University,

United Kingdom

The Projection of Cyberpower
from the Maritime
Environment
Session 4E – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

Lieutenant General (Marine
Corps) Rob Verkerk

Royal Netherlands Navy,
The Netherlands

NATO’s Readiness to Respond
to Emerging 21st Century
Threats
Session 1A: Official Opening &
Keynote Addresses - Tue 21st
June: 0900hrs

Dr Gerard Vidal
Enigmedia, Spain

A Bandwidth Efficient
Encryption Algorithm for
Maritime Security
Session 4E – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

Dr Urs Vogler
DNV GL, Germany

Alternative Energy Systems
for Naval Vessels
Session 2E – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1130hrs
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Mr Bernhard Vollmer
RENK AG, Germany

Tailored Marine Propulsion
with Innovative Electric Drives
Session 5D – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

Mr Alex Wellman
L-3 KEO, United States

Mission Configurable Surface
EO Imaging System for
Increased Maritime Security
Session 10C – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs

Dr. Hideaki Watanabe
Acquisition Technology and

Logistics Agency (ATLA),
Japan

Disruptive Technologies -
Revolutionary Trends over the
Next 20 Years
Session 9A: Plenary Session/
Panel Discussion - Thu 23rd
June: 0900hrs

Mr Hans Wicklander
SAAB Kockums AB,

Sweden

Underwater Capability – A
National Asset
Session 5B – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
0830hrs

Mr Jan Wilgenhof
MecDes, Netherlands

Performance Verification of a
Submarine Air Conditioning
System
Session 4B – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

Mr Richard Williams
ATLAS Elektronik UK,

United Kingdom

Compact Towed Array
Capability for Small
Submarines
Session 3A – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Mr Richard Williams
Hydroid Inc, UK

Launch and Recovery -
Perhaps not Always Required
Session 8A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

Mr Carsten Worms
DNV GL, Germany

Underwater Noise Analysis –
State-of-the-Art Simulations
Session 11A – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1400hrs

Mr Shuhei Yoshida
NEC Corporation, Japan

Demonstration of Underwater
Power Transfer For Non-Fixed,
Compact UUV in the Ocean
Session 8A – Wed 22 Jun 2016:
1600hrs

Mr G.J.D. Zondervan
MARIN, Netherlands

Tool Improvement for Naval
Propeller Design
Session 4B – Tue 21 Jun 2016:
1630hrs

Dr Christian Zwanzig
Wärtsilä ELAC Nautik

GmbH, Germany

Modern Transmitter
Technology for Sonar Systems
Session 10B – Thu 23 Jun 2016:
1130hrs
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Abstracts Digest

Tue 21 Jun 2016: 0900hrs

Session 1A (FREE ENTRY TO ALL)
Official Opening & Keynote Addresses

“NATO’s Readiness to Respond to Emerging
21st Century Threats”

Commodore (ret.) André van Koningsbrugge

The official opening of the tenth anniversary, thirteenth
MAST conference and trade-show.
Chair:
Commodore (ret.) André van Koningsbrugge, MAST Europe 2016
Conference Chairman
Speakers:
Lieutenant General (Marine Corps) Rob Verkerk, Commander of
the Royal Netherlands Navy, The Netherlands
Vice Admiral James G. Foggo III, Commander US Navy 6th Fleet, USA
Rear Admiral Jose Belo Garcia, Chair NATO Naval Armaments
Group/Head of Ships Directorate, Portuguese Navy, Portugal
Rear Admiral Karl-Wilhelm Ohlms, Naval Command, German Navy,
Germany
Commodore (Air Force) drs. A.R. Laurijssen, Defence Materiel
Organisation, The Netherlands

Tue 21 Jun 2016: 1030hrs

Exhibition Ribbon Cutting

Tue 21 Jun 2016: 1045hrs

Break

Tue 21 Jun 2016: 1130hrs

Session 2A: Domain: Undersea
Combat Systems

Captain (ret’d) R. Cameron Ingram

A26 - Capabilities for the Future with Focus on the Combat
System
Dr Fredrik Hellstrom, Swedish Defence Materiel Administration
(FMV), Sweden
In June 2015, FMV (Swedish Defence Materiel Administration)
signed the contract with Saab Kockums AB to finalize the
design and build and verify two submarine type A26 for the
Royal Swedish Navy.
The objective with this paper is to describe the capabilities the
A26 submarine will have, with focus on the Combat System.
The paper will describe how the submarine will be able to solve
the different tasks: Anti Submarine Warfare; Anti Surface
Warfare; Intelligence; Mine warfare; Special operations
When talking about future submarines in general, and
especially information technology, IT-security is important to
incorporate, and this area will also be assessed in the paper. Is
A26 able to operate in the fourth dimension; the cyber space?

Leveraging Modularity and Open Architecture for Improved
Operational Capabilities and Situational Awareness with
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Lower Lifecycle Costs
Mr Mike Rose, L-3 KEO, United States
Modularity and open interfaces are a means to increase
capabilities, performance and upgradability without the need
for full system redesign and significant investments. The next
generation submarine optronic periscope, is a Modular Open
System Architecture (MOSA) design with excess bandwidth
capacity that allows for rapid and streamlined capability
insertion by switching out modules. This optronic system has
similar multi-spectral performance to the existing Photonics
mast, but is composed of separate modules with open
interfaces - a rotational module and separate sensor modules.
This paper describes the overall architecture and highlights the
various benefits the approach provides to the fleet. The
standalone rotational module enables removal and
reinstallation of sensor modules pier side without the need to
separate mated pressure proof connections. This aspect
allows for agile development and integration of new
capabilities to the fleet, affordable incremental upgrades as
sensors mature, and the ability to implement mission-
configurable optronic solutions. It achieves this with reduced
Non-Recurring Engineering (NRE) burden and lower overall
life-cycle costs. The paper provides system and performance
details of the optronic periscope and separate modules, and
includes a detailed discussion of the 360 degree imaging
module and Extended Range Camera (ERC) module. These
sensors provide an “instantaneous quicklook” and enhanced
situational awareness to the undersea platform. The paper
concludes by describing some future capabilities possible and
how industry partners can participate in integrating their
proven technologies or new sensors into modules for the
optronic mast.

Session 2B: Domain: Undersea
Platforms I -Submarine Propulsion and Control

Jerry Bradshaw

FASC - The Future of Submarine Control Technology That
Takes a Novel and Unified Approach
Mr Andrew Pfeil, Stirling Dynamics, United Kingdom
The future of submarine platform design will require systems
that improve stealth, increase mobility and provide
operational autonomy whilst reducing operator workload. In
an effort to improve the capabilities of future submarines for
new roles and missions, Stirling Dynamics has developed the
Full Authority Submarine Control (FASC) concept. FASC is a
combined hydroplane and ballast submarine and submersible
control system which aims to simplify submarine control by
tying together all aspects of the hover, trim, ballasting, and
steering & diving control systems into a single interface.
Controlling all these systems through a single interface allows
for more optimised control of the submarine, and reduces
manning requirements and the control complexity for the
operator through the use of software control algorithms and
tactile Human Machine Interface (HMI) technology.
FASC incorporates an active force-feedback side-stick and
software control algorithms, based around the Model
Predictive Control (MPC) approach, which control the trim and
compensation system, hover system and hydroplanes
appropriately across the entire speed range. FASC is therefore
a departure from traditional submarine steering and diving
control systems, consisting of separate automatic controllers
for low speed hover (using ballast only) and higher speed
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hydroplane operations, with manually operated trim and
compensation. Under the unified FASC approach, benefits in
improved performance and reduced system integration and
operational costs can be realised.
With continued internal company investment and external
funding received from Innovate UK via their SMART scheme,
the on-going development of FASC has resulted in the creation
of a real-time demonstrator system. Experience in using this
demonstrator has led to the new insights into the benefits of
FASC and has generated new ideas for the system
development. This paper presents FASC in the light of this
further experience and highlights the latest developments in
both the concept and control algorithms.

Reliable Submarine Propulsion @ Siemens
Mr Uwe Albrecht, Siemens AG, Germany
Abstract/presentation upon request

Electric Actuation Systems for Submarines
Dr Jerome Gormley, General Atomics Electromagnetics Systems
Group, United States
The cost-benefit analysis for maximum electrification of
surface ship systems is largely influenced by the benefit of
enabling flexibility to move available power between
propulsion, future electrical-power-hungry weapons systems,
and/or other mission support systems. The cost-benefit
analysis for electrification in submarines is somewhat different
and less clear. One area that has received significant attention,
some development, and fielded some systems is electric
actuators. There are wide-ranging requirements between
submarine control surface actuators, external hatch
actuators, and various large and small internal actuators. This
paper will survey the status of such systems in use today,
discuss some of the cost-benefit considerations, and look to
the near future for this technology as applied to submarines.

Session 2C: Domain: Surface
Combat Systems BMD

CDRE Andre van Koningsbrugge

Aegis Ashore Status
Mr Jesse Greco, Lockheed Martin, United States
The AEGIS Ashore program has successfully adapted the
proven AEGIS BMD system the land-based application.The
first site, named the AEGIS Ashore Missile Defense Test
Complex (AAMDTC), has been installed at Pacific Missile
Range Facility (PMRF) and is intended for test purposes only.
The second site is an operational site located in Deveselu,
Romania and met the Technical Capability Declaration (TCD) in
December 2015. The third site will be located in Poland and is
scheduled to be operational in December 2018.The program
has met every major schedule milestone including successful
conduct of CTV-1 in May 2014 at the AAMDTC and a successful
Operational Test of a ballistic missile intercept on 10 December
2015 (FTO-02E1a). The program has demonstrated cost and
schedule success because it is based on a proven system,
which required relatively small computer program
adaptations.Field installation, integration and test schedule
milestones have been met due to the use of modular designs
for the AWS equipment including Removable Equipment Units,
waveguide hangers, and SPY-1 array frames.This design
approach allows complicated testing and installation efforts to
be completed in a factory production environment and greatly
reduces in-field schedule duration.The AEGIS Ashore mission is
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restricted to BMD only. However, Anti-Air Warfare capability is
inherent to AEGIS and the capability could readily be
implemented.The AEGIS and AEGIS BMD programs have
history of continued upgrades allowing the system to pace
evolving threats. AEGIS Ashore could be upgraded with these
developing capabilities as needed to maintain system viability.

Sea Based Ballistic Missile Defense Early Warning
Mr Bart van der Graaff, Thales, Netherlands
In 2018, the Royal Netherlands Navy will introduce the first of
four SMART-L Early Warning Capability (EWC) sensors in
contribution to NATO’s Ballistic Missile Defence architecture.
The SMART-L EWC is currently being developed by Thales
Netherlands for the Royal Netherlands Navy and once
operational, it will provide a formidable and flexible Long
Range Air Surveillance and Ballistic Missile Defence Early
Warning capability on board of the four Air Defence and
Command Frigates. This paper will focus on the roadmap
towards achieving an operational BMD Early Warning
capability for the protection of NATO Territory.
The unique characteristics (Active Electronics Scanned Array,
Multi Beam Processing, the patented Extended Long Range
Waveform, etc.) in combination with the various rotating and
staring operational modes of the new SMART-L EWC radar,
will enable a flexible employment of the Air Defence and
Command Frigates in two potential expeditionary roles. First
the dynamic Integrated Air and Ballistic Missile Defence
contribution and second the territorial Ballistic Missile Defence
role. For the second role a more static and long endurance and
purely Ballistic Missile Defence focused contribution will be
required. Due to the high level of flexiblity, the SMART-L EWC
can be tailored to detect and track various Ballistic Missile
Categories (Short, Medium, and Intermediate Range) and is
able to characterise unitary missiles from staging missiles and
individual re-entry vehicles. Interoperability within the Alliance
Ballistic Missile Defence architecture is assured by adhering to
and implementing the NATO standards and requirements on
non-real time (AdatP-3) and real time (Link-16)
communications beyond line of sight.
The new Ballistic Missile Defence Early Warning mission area
requires an enhancement and refinement of the Royal
Netherlands Navy Maritime strategy as well as the
development of maritime tailored BMD Early Warning Concept
of Operation (CONOPS). The development of this CONOPS is
executed in close cooperation with BMD subject matter
experts from various sources, who are developing operational
user cases, based on the National, International and NATO
requirements and tailored to the Maritime environment and
requirements.
Along the road towards the actual BMD early warning
operational capability in 2018, various milestones have been
determined which contributes to the validation and finalization
of this CONOPS. Exercises like Joint Project Optic Windmill
series in which future Network Enabled Capabilities Integrated
Fire Control techniques like Cueing and Launch on Remote
have already been explored and will be deepened in upcoming
editions by using advanced hardware in the loop simulations.
These type of exercises provide an essential contribution to the
development of the CONOPS. Another important initiative for
the CONOPS development is the Maritime Theatre Missile
Defence Forum (MTMD) “At Sea Demo” 2015 (ASD), in which
numerous experiments were executed .
The CONOPS development will also pave the way towards a
future Active Ballistic Missile Defence capability, once the
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decision has been made by the Netherlands government.

Modelling, simulation, testing & evaluation of radar weapon
systems
Mr Marcel van Witzenburg, NLR, Netherlands
The procurement and operational application of high-tech
Electronic Warfare (EW) systems, and radar weapon systems
in particular, presents military users with challenges in various
areas. Knowledge is essential when using or purchasing the
most suitable Electronic Attack (EA), Defence or Surveillance
systems. Moreover, users cannot always fully assess its
capacity due to the classification of such equipment.
This paper presents an overview of NLR’s activities on M&S
and T&E of radar weapon systems in support of the Ministry of
Defence.

European Maritime BMDCooperation within the Framework
Nation Concept
Mr Andreas Uhl, Bundeswehr, Germany
The NATO Framework Nation Concept - building capabilities -
is connected to the NATO Readiness Action Plan - building
forces. Within the FNC, Germany leads the cluster Air & Missile
Defence. Due to emerging sensor upgrades, the German Navy
was tasked to take the lead for the subcluster “Upper Layer”.
This subcluster combines German, Danish and Dutch
objectives for sensor integration, a common architecture and
interfaces, doctrines as well as training and education. Norway
currently is in the role of an observer, The presentation
provides an overview of the Programme-of-Work and the
Way-Ahead in the European Maritime BMD cooperation.

Session 2D: Domain: Air & Space
Satellite Surveillance and Air Center Manning

Rear Admiral (ret’d) Charles J. Beers

LEO Satellite enabled Maritime Domain Awareness
Captain Jatin S Bains, Channel Logistics LLC, United States
The $20 Billion illegal fishing problem in Africa is well known.
With a large coastline there is no effective C4ISR capability
integrated across countries or regional group (e.g. ECOWAS).
Now the maturity of the Low Orbit Satellite revolution offers
remote sensing operational capability to address this
challenge. This paper will demonstrate how LEO satellites with
diversified sensor payloads can deliver the near real time
operational capability using BIG DATA analytics for addressing
these are numerous other challenges like illegal bunkering,
environmental damage, movement of nefarious non-state
actors etc. This paper will provide a deconstruct into how LEO
satellite data used with CATE capability (specialized in Big
Data analytics) is well positioned in 2016 to offer African
stakeholders a cost effective UNCLASSIFIED C4ISR that can
be used by various stakeholder over the internet using
software as a service (SaaS). The MAST attendees shall also
see a live (near real time) operational capability demonstration
using a standard internet browser.

Nanosatellites – Shorter Response Time and Real - Time
Data that Anticipates 21st Century Maritime Threats
Mr Shabahat Ali Shah, Spire Global, Inc., United States
Ms Xiaoqing Dong, Spire Global Singapore Pte. Ltd., Singapore
Mr Kevin Lyons, Spire Global Inc, United Kingdom
Accurate, reliable, real-time AIS data is critical for naval
readiness and responsiveness. Spire’s large constellation of
multi-sensor nanosatellites working together with a global
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network of ground stations enables entirely new maritime
domain awareness applications - from enhanced surface ship
surveillance using near real-time AIS data to dark target
recognition using imaging sensors collocated on-board the
same spacecraft. Unlike conventional satellites, nanosatellites
are created at a fraction of the manufacturing cost and can be
sent into orbit in constellations of 50+ satellites at a time. With
that many satellites working in tandem with a worldwide
network of ground stations, data is gathered from every point
on Earth and done so with higher frequency than ever before.
Gaps are now measured in minutes rather than hours - the
most frequently refreshed global ship tracking data in the
industry. The breadth and reliability of Spire’s network means
that you receive the most up-to-date information possible and
in time to make critical decisions. Spire’s nanosatellite
constellation will form the world’s most resilient and reactive
space-to-ground communication network.

Optimal Staffing for Future Military Operations –
Implications for the Maritime Domain
Dr Jan Joris Roessingh, NLR Netherlands Aerospace Centre,
Netherlands
Mr Richard Kist, NLR, Netherlands
Staffing is a key issue when planning operations with new
systems. NLR has developed and proved a methodology for
estimating these personnel numbers and is able to indicate
where gains could be made.
The methodology and application are based on operational
ambitions (e.g. 24/7 surveillance of a specific area),
operational constraints (e.g. the number of available weapon
platforms to complete this task) and personnel constraints (e.g.
regulations concerning shift work for personnel, training
requirements). The output of the methodology is an optimized
planning with allocation of crews to tasks, the relative extent to
which resources such as personnel and systems are utilized,
etc.
Using this methodology, the number of combat ready pilots
was estimated to fulfil the ambition for fighter aircraft for
operations in conflict zones and Quick Reaction Alert (QRA).
NLR’s calculations revealed that training requirements had a
major impact on the number of required pilots. Calculations
included schemes of what can be achieved when the desired
number of personnel is not available.
Another application focused on operations with an Unmanned
Aerial System (UAS). NLR proposed a number of ideas for
deploying personnel as efficiently as possible without excessive
task load. The deployment of air crew was optimised within
flight and duty time limitations. Using the methodology,
complex timing issues related to the operational concept of the
UAS could be optimally resolved. The presentation will explain
the methodology for optimal staffing and discuss application
to the maritime domain.

Deploying an Intelligent Pairing Assistant for Air Operation
Centers
Dr Jeremy Ludwig, Stottler Henke, United States
Within a US Air Force Air Operations Center, planners make
crucial decisions to create the air plan for any given day. One
major challenge is making the best use of available resources.
For instance, rather than assigning an unmanned aerial vehicle
to an intelligence, surveillance, and/or reconnaissance
collection task, it may be more cost effective and expedient to
further task a manned aircraft that is already operating in the
area. Hurried human planners often overlook opportunities to
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take advantage of relationships between tasks.
This paper describes the Intelligent Pairing Assistant (IPA)
decision aid, which uses encoded expert knowledge to analyze
the data and present recommendations at specific decision
points in the planning process. IPA assists planners in making
their decisions by generating recommendations that narrow
down the possibilities that must be considered. Specifically, IPA
filters the existing missions to highlight those most likely to be
able to meet a specific collection request or set of requests. IPA
then provides additional information for these missions in a
graphical format to help the planner quickly decide among the
available missions.
IPA is deployed as a plug-in to a software system already in
use within US Air Force Air Operations Centers. The primary
contributions of this case study are applying artificial
intelligence techniques to the air planning domain and
discussing the software evaluation efforts in moving from a
prototype to a deployed system.

Session 2E: Domain: Surface
New Systems for Onboard Power Supply and

Firefighting
Rear Admiral (ret’d) Radamanthys Fountoulakis

SchIBZ - Improved Power Network with Fuel Cells
Mr Keno Leites, thyssenkrupp Marine Systems, Germany
SchIBZ ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems and 6 partners from
industry and science developed a fuel cell system for seagoing
vessels. The unique feature of this system is the use of low
sulphur diesel oil as fuel.
The system is based on solid oxide fuel cells coupled with a
unique reforming unit for the diesel fuel and connected with an
energy buffer. The components are modular so power outputs
roughly between 50 and 500kW per systems can be realized.
The advantages of the system are a high electrical efficiency,
around 50%, very low gaseous emissions without exhaust
treatment, low heat radiation and noise, very low maintenance
due to few active components, possibility for heat recovery for
further energy efficiency, high intrinsic redundancy and the
possibility to reduce the power installed on board.
Additionally the safety of energy supply can be increased by
decentralized installation of the units on board of vessels.
Furthermore, the system offers advantages for transportable,
remote power supply when installed in container.
The consortium is actually in the phase of the construction of a
50kW demonstrator which is going to be installed onboard a
merchant vessel for several months of sea trials in 2016. It is
planned to offer the system commercially after that successful
test.
Further development activities will comprise adaption to other
fuels, improvements at the electrical side and scaling.
The proposed paper will present the results of the laboratory
tests and the first phase of the demonstrator tests as well as
an outlook for further development of the technology and
application.

Alternative Energy Systems for Naval Vessels
Dr Urs Vogler, DNV GL, Germany
This paper highlights lessons learned from implementing new
technologies for electric power supply on-board civilian vessels
and their potential for employment on-board of naval vessels.
In particular, recent developments for cruise vessels in the field
of fuel cell and battery technology are of relevance. In parallel
advances in processes for design, approval and operations
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offer new approaches to reduce risk and increase resilience
and efficiency. For example energy flow simulations are
increasingly used to guide decision making in design and
operations. Case studies are used for illustration.

Experiences of Shipboard Firefighting with Cutting
Extinguishers
Mr Anders Trewe, Cold Cut Systems Svenska AB, Sweden
For the last 15 years, cutting extinguishers and the cutting
extinguisher method have been used in thousands and yet
thousands of fire interventions by municipal firefighters around
the globe.
The numbers of cutting extinguishers installed on ships are few
in comparison to the numbers in use by the fire and rescue
services. Adding the higher level of safety awareness on-board
naval vessels, compared to the general public, naval shipboard
fires, and thus experience, tend to be scarce. It’s hard to find
real cases.
However, in many areas, special units from municipal fire and
rescue services, such as Maritime Intervention Response
Groups and similar teams, are assigned to shipboard
firefighting when vessels are near or alongside quays. These
units are trained to fight fires on board ships and have great
routine and experience in fighting fires, on-board as well as on
shore.
Cross-discipline learning is crucial to reach high efficiency in
introducing new technology and methods. This paper will
describe and illuminate the experiences, procedures and
methods from fighting real fires on-board ships using the
extinguisher and its method. It will also conclude in lessons
learned from the actual incidents.

Tue 21 Jun 2016: 1200hrs

Ship tour (Royal Netherlands Navy) 1: HNLMS Holland
An exclusive opportunity to be shown around a leading Dutch
offshore patrol vessel.
Tour numbers will be strictly limited (max. 20 pax.per tour) and
all guests must be in possession of both their MAST badge and
corresponding national photo ID. Restrictions on
photography/recording devices to be advised.
Book your place now!

Tue 21 Jun 2016: 1300hrs

Break

Tue 21 Jun 2016: 1400hrs

Session 3A: Domain: Undersea
Sonar I – Towed Arrays

Dr. David Wyllie

Fully Utilizing the Water Column with Towed Arrays
Mr Thorsten Bochentin, ATLAS Elektronik GmbH, Germany
Towed receive arrays are now being used with medium and
low frequency (MF respective LF) active sonars. MF and LF
functionality can be combined in a single “nested” passive
antenna. But the demands on a LF sonar receiver utilized in
long range ASW detection differ from those on a MF receiver
utilized in medium range submarine and in torpedo detection
(TDCL). Long range detection with active LF sonar in a
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multistatic LF architecture usually demands relatively deep
placement of the antenna within the water column. TDCL is
“close-in” in character and the torpedo attacking a surface
ship operates of necessity close to the surface, especially in the
attack phase. This demands relatively shallow placement of
the passive array. The two requirements are not fully
compatible, especially if the Sound Velocity Profile (SVP) is such
that a strong thermocline acts as a de facto barrier. The
placement of a “nested” passive antenna is therefore a
compromise between differing operational demands.
Using separate antennas, which can be individually adjusted to
their respective optimal towing depth in the given SVP, for
bistatic MF and mono- or multistatic LF can solve this dilemma.
Combining both antennas on a single tow is feasible by utilizing
an innovative array design minimizing shipboard footprint and
operational complexity. This offers uncompromised
performance and avoids the necessity for an additional “tow”.
Even within a single frequency regimen, benefits can be
achieved by placing multiple receiving antennas at different
depths within the water column.

The Resolution Performance of Left-right Ambiguity for
Twin-line Array
Professor Qihu Li, Institute of Acoustics, Chinese Academy of
Science, China
Underwater towed array system has been interested in the
area of sonar design and ocean develop research since early
of last century. Specially in last 30 years, there are many
research reports were published. In the military application
area, the single line array sonar can’t identify whether the
target come from left or right, this is so called “Left/right
ambiguity” problem. i.e., when the sonar system detect a
target, it can’t make decision if the target is in the left (port) or
right (starboard) of the towed platform. Of course, the
maneuver of platform can partially solve this problem, but it is
not always possible in sonar operation. The triple element
combination of hydrophone can provide the information of
left/right targets, but the application is limited by the
operational frequency band and the diameter of towed line
array.
Multiple line array system provides the possibility to solve
left/right ambiguity problem. But there are no theoretical
criteria yet, with which can evaluate the ability of a multiple line
system in identifying left/right target. The identification ability
of twin-line array system is discussed in this paper. The system
response in the direction of incidental angle of the target over
the value of opposite symmetrical direction is defined as the
index to distinguish left/right target. This ratio is called
suppression ratio (SPR) for twin-line array. The method and
algorithm presented in this paper is for twin-line array, but it
can be straightforward to extend to the case of multiple line
array system.

Compact Towed Array Capability for Small Submarines
Mr Richard Williams, ATLAS Elektronik UK, United Kingdom
Large submarines have the capacity for deploying large-
aperture towed sonar arrays. As a consequence, SSNs and
large SSKs (3000+tonne) have the potential to exploit a
significant passive sonar advantage over their smaller rivals,
taking advantage of low-frequency long-range propagation. A
key factor in the realisation of effective towed array capability
is the overall size of the handling system and total array volume
when winched inboard.
ATLAS ELEKTRONIK UK is developing compact modular towed
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array handling systems with a high degree of flexibility in
configuration. This allows for the maximum aperture of reel-
able towed array to be fitted on board, even the most confined
SSK platforms. This presentation provides details of AEUK’s
modular handling system solutions and attempts to quantify
(albeit with simplified assumptions) the potential benefits that
such a system could confer compared to a more conventional
hull-mounted sonar suite.

Session 3B: Domain: Undersea
Platforms II - Advanced Submarine Subsystems

George McNamara

Detection and Classification of Vessels based on Multi-
Influence Signature Correlation Analysis
Mr Francisco Javier Rodrigo, SAES (Sociedad Anonima de
Electronica Submarina), Spain
Mr Antonio Sanchez Garcia, SAES (Sociedad Anonima de
Electronica Submarina), Spain
In the defence field, the reduction of the vessel’s multi-influence
signature, as a mean to reduce their detectability, configures
nowadays as a vital importance element to accomplish their
missions and even for their own survival. During the last times,
this interest has also moved towards the civilian vessels field,
centred mainly in the reduction of the marine environment
pollution due to the different energy radiations generated by
vessels. In this context, this study centres on the use of the
vessel’s multi-influence signature as a basis to perform firstly
their detection and secondly their classification from the
results of the analysis of correlation among their set of
signatures. It is based on real signals from vessels obtained
with the Multi-Influence Measurement System, MIRS. The use
of this technique permits to increase the capability of use of the
MIRS system in fields as the Mine Warfare or the protection of
harbour environments, acting either as an independent
system or integrated with other sensors, such as the AIS
system or surveillance cameras, which collaborate together in
the classification process. At the same time this technique
permits to configure databases of classified contact multi-
influence signatures in an automated way.

Today’s and Tomorrow’s Integrated Navigation Solutions for
Submarines
Mrs Jennifer Herzke, Raytheon Anschütz, Germany
Based on a flexible architecture, the life cycle costs can be
minimized while being capable to adapt or upgrade the system
whenever necessary.
Future integrated navigation systems further improve
advanced capabilities like.
The paper explains how both future functional and non-
functional requirements can be met.

Adaptability of Electric Platform Systems (EPS)
Mr Dieter Scholz, Siemens AG, Germany
Mr. Michael Moersch, Siemens AG, Germany
The tendency / trend of Navies not to opt for discrete
indigenous submarine designs (with well-known advantages
and disadvantages) but partnering with other Navies and
following the idea of “Pooling and Sharing” by going for
submarine designs also used by other “friendly” Navies results
to new aspects and requires extended technical features for
Electric Platform Systems (EPS).
Using the same submarine design in different Navies doesn’t
necessarily go along with resignation of operational,
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geographical, or national specific demands. A basic submarine
type might have different peculiarities considering these
specific demands resulting into models / version differentiating
(within limits) in size / esp. length, preferred suppliers, f.e.
related to combat management system, preferred operational
and technical features.
In the past EPS were designed and optimized for one
characteristic submarine type not - or only to a very limited
extent - considering variants. With the a. m. trend an increased
demand for adaptability of such systems seems to be essential
to avoid costly redevelopments.
This paper will discuss - with focus on Electrical Propulsion
Systems - a changed approach in construction of EPS with the
resulting impacts / consequences on different technical
features.

Session 3C: Domain: Surface
Logistics, Training, Simulation

Commodore (ret’d) Patrick Tyrrell

Future Logistics Engineering & Training Concepts for a
Modern and Efficient Fleet Support
Mr Markus Schuppert, thyssenkrupp Marine Systems, Germany
Logistics Engineering is a method to incorporate logistic
aspects from the very first development phase of a product -
especially when it comes to the optimization of total costs of
ownership. To follow this approach, it is necessary to identify
end users’ needs like´: i.e. the optimization of usage costs over
the lifetime, the knowledge level of service personnel, the
technical set up for maintenance facilities, the necessity to do
preventive maintenance and others.
Thyssenkrupp Marine Systems follows, according the Systems
Engineering approach DIN ISO 15288, a methodology which
foresees the logistic support for the complete System Life
cycle. It will take into account costs associated with acquisition,
the operation up to the decommissioning of a vessel. Moreover
it incorporates training concepts for the crews as well for
maintenance and yard personnel. It foresees customers
tailored and optimized training solutions and concepts on
board as well as on shore in order to guarantee well trained
people with the best technical solution in order to have an
efficient and powerful fleet.

International Replenishment at Sea: Achieving and
Maintaining a Validated Simulation Capability
Ms Louisa Stewart, Systems Engineering & Assessment (SEA),
United Kingdom
The UK MOD has, over several years, participated in a NATO
Project Arrangement to develop and validate an international
RAS simulation capability, which is based on HLA, and
available to all participating nations. The IRAS PA has recently
been concluded, and the capability is now available for use.
The goal of the IRAS simulation is to enable the rapid
assessment of the performance of supply and receiving ships
during RAS operations. In particular, inclusion of full
hydrodynamic forces including interaction forces between the
two hulls allows the generation of an operating envelope for
any two ships. This is particularly valuable in situations where a
requirement arises for international cooperation using ships
not previously operated together.
The UK has made a significant contribution to IRAS, including
the supply of simulation modules and validation evidence for
the capability. The paper gives an overview of the IRAS
simulation as operated by the UK, summarises the robust
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validation evidence now available for individual UK federates
as well as UK federations, discusses the process required to
use the simulation to rapidly generate operational
recommendations for two ships performing RAS, and presents
a set of example results from the IRAS simulation.

Simulation-based Investigation of Multi-Vessel
Hydrodynamic Interactions during Replenishment at Sea
Operations
Dr Christopher Norwood, Defence Science and Technology Group,
Australia
Replenishment At Sea (RAS) operations are recognised as one
of the most challenging naval seamanship evolutions.
Commanding officers must decide on the most appropriate
replenishment speed, heading and vessel separation distance
based on consideration of the wave environment, the relative
size and shape of the vessels and their loading conditions. Due
to the close proximity of the vessels, complex hydrodynamic
interactions develop between the hulls and impact both the
motions and manoeuvring capability of each vessel. The
Defence Science and Technology Group (DST Group) is
undertaking a research program into multi-vessel
hydrodynamic interactions during RAS. This program aims to
validate numerical seakeeping tools to enable development of
enhanced operator guidance for RAS operations.
This paper provides an overview of a simulation-based
investigation of RAS evolutions between a Landing Helicopter
Dock (LHD) and a supply vessel. RAS operations involving
these vessels are of particular interest to the Royal Australian
Navy given that the supply vessel is unconventionally the
smaller of the two vessels. The purpose of the simulation-
based study is to shape the development of a future model test
program. The resulting experimental data set will be utilised as
a case study for validating the chosen simulation method.
Numerical analysis has been performed using the
commercially available frequency domain seakeeping code
Waveload-FD. These simulations are focussed on examining
how the multi-vessel hydrodynamic interactions are influenced
by forward speed, sea direction and separation distance
(lateral and longitudinal). Directions for future work are also
provided.

Session 3D: Domain: Surface
Off-board Systems

Rear Admiral (ret’d) Charles J. Beers

Towards a Launch and Recovery System Standardization
Dr Ing Frans Kremer, MARIN, Netherlands
This paper describes the progress of the LAURA Joint Industry
Project (JIP) consisting of navies, system manufacturers,
shipyards and hydrodynamic knowledge institutes in their
efforts to develop a standardized system for the launch and
recovery of small crafts and vehicles from larger vessels. An
overview on promising concepts (use of a cradle, extension of a
davit system to unmanned crafts, use of planers, and a
lobsterpot concept for zero craft speed recovery) are given.
The increasing maturity of the concepts is illustrated with the
results from calculations, model and full scale testing. An
outlook is given on the way forward for critical aspects
identified.

Architectural Approaches for Flexible Off-board Mission
Package Integration
Mr Tim Munn, Thales UK Ltd, United Kingdom
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Within the worldwide market today, there are many vehicle
and sensor suppliers that provide excellent solutions within
their domains. Un-manned and autonomous vehicle platforms
are provided with flexible mission management systems and
communications means, sensor and effector packages provide
excellent performance in difficult environments. To deliver
reliable and operable capability with off-board systems
necessitates the successful integration of the vehicle platform
and sensor/effector packages into a capability centric system
within a modular, highly operable mission package while at the
same time supporting the ability to reconfigure mission
packages from a suite of potential vehicle and sensor/effector
equipment. This drive to modular payloads working together
with short in-field reconfiguration timescales places challenges
on the integration paradigm for off-board systems and
represents a change in the approach needed to deliver
capability. This paper outlines possible approaches and
suggests design issues that need to be considered in both
future vehicle and sensor/effector payload development.

Ship tour (Royal Netherlands Navy) 2: HNLMS Holland
An exclusive opportunity to be shown around a leading Dutch
offshore patrol vessel.
Tour numbers will be strictly limited (max. 20 pax.per tour) and
all guests must be in possession of both their MAST badge and
corresponding national photo ID. Restrictions on
photography/recording devices to be advised.
Book your place now!

Tue 21 Jun 2016: 1530hrs

Break

Tue 21 Jun 2016: 1545hrs

Product Briefing

CENTURION Directional Launcher System – Improving
countermeasure performance to increase mission capability
Andy Hogben, Chemring Countermeasures (Stand 48)

Tue 21 Jun 2016: 1600hrs

Ship tour (Royal Netherlands Navy) 3: HNLMS Holland
An exclusive opportunity to be shown around a leading Dutch
offshore patrol vessel.
Tour numbers will be strictly limited (max. 20 pax.per tour) and
all guests must be in possession of both their MAST badge and
corresponding national photo ID. Restrictions on
photography/recording devices to be advised.
Book your place now!

Tue 21 Jun 2016: 1630hrs

Session 4A: Domain: Undersea
Sonar II – Mine Warfare Sensors

Dr-Ing. Hans Dieter Ehrenberg

Automated Data Analysis for Mine Warfare Sonar Systems
Mr Tory Cobb, U.S. Navy, United States
Over the past twenty years the U.S. Navy has invested in sonar
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automated target recognition (ATR) technology development
with aims of reducing tactical mine countermeasure (MCM)
timelines by decreasing the operator workload and improving
MCM performance. Here we provide an overview of side-look
sonar ATR and two new technology thrusts that aim to 1)
automatically incorporate operator feedback to improve
performance and 2) improve the operator’s situational
awareness by characterizing human operator or ATR
performance in situ. Side-look sonar ATR has been
demonstrated on a variety of side-scan and synthetic
aperture systems, including real-time embedded systems.
Active learning algorithms use an operator’s calls to retrain
ATR on-the-fly and improve performance in heretofore
unseen environments. Performance estimation technology
seeks to provide a real-time estimate of expected ATR correct
classification rates using sensor/platform diagnostics or
environmental information. The technology overview is
presented within an overarching transition strategy that seeks
to improve operator trust in ATR technology by relying on a
transparent and cohesive collaboration of government,
academic, and industry partners.

Mine Hunting Performance of Synthetic Aperture Sonar
Systems
Mr Lothar Berniere, Thales Underwater Systems, France
The use of synthetic aperture sonar (SAS) in mine hunting
operations is a relatively new concept. Highly resolved sonar
images enable detailed inspection of the sea bottom structure
and the level of detail allows detecting virtually every object on
the sea floor. As a consequence, the number of detected
contacts is not only significantly greater than for classical
forward looking mine hunting systems but the average contact
size is decreased as well; a fact that poses high demands on
the systems classification performance.
This paper discusses the mine hunting operation process with
particular focus on contact classification and its relation to
NATO risk doctrines. Some trade-offs are illustrated by
comparing the mine hunting performance of four typical SAS
configurations. The quantitative assessment shows that
A mandatory driver in mine hunting performance is the sonar
resolution. The SAS resolution must be at least 5 cm. It is not
possible with a resolution cell larger than 5 cm to conduct a
mine hunting operation due to poor classification
performance.
Data obtained with a GFS (gap filler sonar) have no added
value for mine hunting operation since the resolution is
insufficient for mine classification.
Multi-View Single Path (MVSP) systems, i.e. SAS systems
providing multiple views in one single track enable to
significantly reduce the number of ambiguous contacts. Only
MVSP systems allow efficient mine hunting in situations where
the area can be covered only once. It is shown that broadside-
only systems require more than one survey in order to obtain
reasonable classification performance.
MVSP SAS is fundamental for robust ATR (Automatic Target
Recognition) and operator classification.

Range Sidelobes Suppression for MIMO Sonar Short-Range
Imaging
Professor Qihu Li, Institute of Acoustics, Chinese Academy of
Science, China
To suppress the range sidelobes for multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) sonar imaging system, long sequences and the
loss of white Gaussian noise gain are inevitable for traditional
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mismatched filtering. Nevertheless, for the short-range sonar
imaging application, long sequences are easily to make
transmitting waveforms and echoes mixed with each other,
and the loss of white Gaussian noise gain is harmful to the
noise suppression effect. For suppressing the range sidelobes
and avoid excessive loss of noise gain, we propose an improved
mismatched filtering method. Our method contains two steps.
Firstly, short orthogonal polyphase coded sequences are
chosen and optimized by the simulated annealing (SA)
algorithm to suppress the range sidelobes initially. Then, under
the restriction of losing little white Gaussian noise gain,
mismatched filters are used to process the optimized
sequences to suppress the range sidelobes further. Numerical
simulation examples are given for demonstrating the
effectiveness of our method.

Session 4B: Domain: Undersea
Platforms III – Signature Control

Andreas Grunicke

The Impact of Uncertainty on Signature Monitoring and
Susceptibility Prediction
Dr Christopher Norwood, Defence Science and Technology Group,
Australia
Onboard signature monitoring systems are a key emerging
technology allowing ships and submarines to have knowledge
of their signature in “real time”. These signature estimates
provide the command with more up to date information
regarding the platform signature. The estimates can also be
used to predict the detection range and range advantage
against a variety of threats. These predictions utilise
knowledge of the threat, the environment and the background
in addition to the signature information. Each of these has an
uncertainty or probability distribution associated with it. This
means that there is not a single detection range for the
platform for a particular threat. Instead the susceptibility is
represented by a probability distribution. This paper examines
the uncertainty associated with the background noise, and
transmission loss for acoustic susceptibility and shows the
effect of the uncertainty for prediction of acoustic
susceptibility.

Modelling of the Magnetic Signature of Submarines and
Naval Surface Ships
Dr Rikard Nelander, SAAB Kockums AB, Sweden
Mr Per Granberg, SAAB Kockums AB, Sweden
The magnetic signature of a submarine or a naval surface ship
arises from induced and permanent magnetization in the
ferromagnetic structural parts of the ship. The magnitude of
the magnetization in the structure exhibits large variations and
is dependent on several internal parameters, such as the
crystalline structure, geometric form as well as the magnetic
properties of the different magnetic materials. External
parameters, such as direction and strength of the earth
magnetic field, mechanical stress variations in the
ferromagnetic structural parts also have a large impact on the
magnetic state of the vessel. Due to a complex interplay
between the different internal and external parameters the
prediction of the magnetic signature of a submerged vessel
becomes difficult.
A powerful method to increase the understanding of the
magnetic signature problem is to use computer modelling of
both the vessel and its degaussing system. By combining the
numerical modelling with laboratory results from magnetic
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and magneto-mechanical experiments on different hull
materials, a deeper insight is obtained in the understanding of
the magnetic signature problem.
Some general aspects on the computer modelling of the
magnetic signature of submarines and naval surface ships
equipped with a degaussing system will be presented. The
modelling has also given the possibility to study the impact of
environmental parameters on the magnetic signature and
how the operational handling will influence the signature
properties.

Tool Improvement for Naval Propeller Design
Mr G.J.D. Zondervan, MARIN, Netherlands
The development and application of tools for the design and
analysis of ship propellers is a core business of MARIN in its
provided services. Since its creation in the 1930’s, MARIN is at
the forefront of the development of ship propellers. Over many
decades, MARIN has been able to build its propeller
knowledge, in particular in research projects for the Royal
Netherlands Navy and with feedback from a large range of
ships.
In this paper, after a historical review of the development of the
art of propeller design at MARIN, a description is given of the
current state-of-art in the design (optimization) and analysis of
naval propellers. Both experimental (Depressurized wave
basin) as well as numerical techniques are shown that are
currently in use at MARIN. It shows, how modern tools can give
an improvement of performance on ships sailing today leading
to an beneficial operational cost impact.

Performance Verification of a Submarine Air Conditioning
System
Mr Jan Wilgenhof, MecDes, Netherlands
In a conventional submarine the energy consumption is
important because of the limited battery capacity and some of
the large energy consumers are the cooling systems.
The equipment waste heat is partly removed by liquid cooling
systems and partly by the air conditioning system, which also
removes metabolic heat and water vapour produced by the
crew. High air temperatures in the compartments must be
avoided in view of crew endurance and equipment limits (in
particular electronics). In the first design stage the air
conditioning cooling power is estimated. In the following detail
design stage it is desired to verify the performance capability
with the then available data on structure details, insulation,
deck covering, accommodation separation walls, etc., as well
as ventilation duct arrangement and air flow rates. Besides
performance verification it is also desired to know resulting
temperatures in the compartments in different sailing
conditions. A conventional heat balance, performed for static
conditions, cannot provide this because it assumes fixed
(maximum allowable) space temperatures.
Therefore a dynamic air energy balance has been developed
as a software tool that simulates the heat transfer with the
environment and the heat transfer between the spaces in the
submarine as well as the thermal contribution of the ventilation
flow. Equipment and crew are included as heat sources.
The tool has been further developed by addition of several
types of air cooling equipment.
Several heat exchanger models were developed: a dry air
cooler model and a cooling coil
model (as applied in an air conditioning unit) which cools the air
and decreases humidity.
This model provides the temperature and humidity ratio
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difference as well as sensible and latent cooling power. This
model was developed using test results of air conditioning units
and will be concisely discussed. In this way the tool enables
calculation of the resulting temperature in each space in the
submarine as well as humidity.
A number of examples will be presented, which demonstrate
the functioning of the model.
The installed cooling power, defined as nominal cooling power,
will result in lower compartment temperatures than the
maximum allowable in a certain sailing condition. By adjusting
the cooling power downward the available power margin can
be found. Then the average power consumption for this sailing
condition can be found.
The new software tool enables faster and more efficient
analysis, in particular if a lot of submarine operation conditions
have to be analysed; demonstration of compliance with
building specification requirements; optimization of the cooling
power distribution over the spaces; finally it provides more
accurate energy consumption data for the submarine
endurance and range calculations.

Session 4C: Domain: Surface
Piracy Control I

Commodore (ret’d) Patrick Tyrrell

Paradigm Shift in Anti Piracy Solutions
Mr Michael Scott, MATRiX RsS Ltd., United Kingdom
No one has stopped piracy since man first put to sea, no one
ever will. Why? Because of a very simple truth: ‘Low risk, High
gains, Poor people.’ So where is the solution? I can start by
stating where it is not. It is not on board a ship at sea because
it is a difficult environment, with limited resources. What a ship
has when it departs port is what it has when it encounters a
threat. You cannot increase personnel or equipment at a
moments notice, or change protocol or defences, and there are
not the resources to detect and rectify the costly human
failings (64% in 2014 resulting in success for the attackers) So
the solution is to move the problem to a controlled environment
on land. In a controlled land based environment the equation
changes dramatically. And a different approach can be made
to the three elements: • Warning: Early guaranteed and filtered
threat detection with 12sec SLA. • Tactical defence: Stopping a
threat without lethal force but before it can board the vessel. •
Recovery: The ability to covertly hear, see, communicate and
take remote control of a hijacked vessel, within hours or even
minutes of the event. The technology now exists for this
paradigm shift to take place, and obtain a workable solution
for less than 15% of armed guards. A solution that can work
24/7 365 world wide. In port, At anchor, on the high sea.

Regulation of Private Maritime Security Companies, UK/EU
and International Regulatory Framework
Ms Helen Tung, Chambers of Helen Tung, Australia
The rise of Private Maritime Security Companies (PMSCs2) has
seen their role as actors in the maritime security sector and
one to stay. The pending questions surrounding their legal
presence is one much debated. I would like to examine the
UK/EU and relevant International rules and regulations
surrounding PMSCs2. More over I would like to examine the
theory and practice of such rules and case scenarios where
stakeholders may find themselves in. This paper will look at
possible gaps, areas to examine and ways to move forward in
relation to the maritime security sector.
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Situation Assessment in the Context of Piracy Threat
Dr Grzegorz Taberski, ITTI sp. z o.o., Poland
Currently many vessels crosses areas in which the piracy
attack is a risk. Having this in mind a number of organizations,
such as IMO, IMB or UKMTO, have issued special guidelines and
provide help for those who might be attacked. On the basis of
the past incidents we could draw a conclusion that in
significant number of cases the pirate attack was detected too
late to implement proper countermeasures. This implies that
the captain’s situational awareness should be supported by
solutions providing the common operational picture (COP) of
the environment.
The proof-of-concept of such system is already being
developed in the FP7 IPATCH project (Intelligent Piracy
Avoidance using Threat detection and Countermeasure
Heuristics) founded by EC (grant number 607567). This system
will include sensors deployed on the ship, tracking algorithms
for the nearby vessels and specific modules, i.e. situation
assessment, threat detection and decision support.
This paper presents the concept the situation assessment
module, being developed in IPATCH project, aimed at providing
a captain with well-structured common operational picture.
For this reason, dedicated situational features and relations,
which strictly define specific situational characteristics, have
been designed. The picture will be based on macro (using GIS
data) and micro analyses of the situation (using ship tracks
provided by other IPATCH system module). The data model
proposed within the paper represents comprehensive
approach for maritime situation, which could be useful not only
for IPATCH project, but also for other systems which need a
holistic understanding of the maritime environment.

Session 4D: Domain: Surface
Maritime Security / ASW / Modularity@LCS

Charles A. Giacchi

A new Dataset for Maritime Surveillance
Mr Tom Cane, BMT Group Ltd, United Kingdom
Currently, there is a lack of publically available datasets for the
scientific community and industry to use for the development
and testing of maritime sensing and surveillance solutions. To
address this, the IPATCH and AUTOPROTECTION projects
have created a maritime surveillance dataset which consists of
synchronised data from 13 visible and thermal cameras
mounted on a vessel, plus radar, AIS and navigational sensors.
The dataset was captured by acting out variations of 16
different scenarios around a vessel to generate interesting
events for maritime surveillance applications. The scenarios
are based on real-life piracy incidents, developed and refined
by a panel of experts. They include ‘normal’, ‘suspicious’ and
‘threatening’ behaviours, involving varying numbers of targets
(speedboats, ‘skiffs’, fishing boats, etc.).
In total, the dataset consists of 59 sequences recorded by 17
sensors mounted on the vessel and is fully annotated to allow
for development and performance evaluation of object
detection, tracking and threat recognition algorithms. The
dataset is unique in the sense it comprises a suite of
heterogeneous sensors covering 360° around the vessel.
This paper describes the sensors and scenarios included and
the methodology used to generate the dataset. Results from
the IPATCH project are also presented, to show how the
dataset is being actively used to develop maritime surveillance
solutions.
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The future in ASW training and evaluation
Mr Carl-Marcus Remén, SAAB Underwater Systems AB, Sweden
Training aids to enhance the performance of a ship’s crew has
always been a vital part of any Navy. To take these training
recourses/ASW targets to the next level Saab Dynamics
Underwater Systems AB has developed and delivered the
unique unmanned autonomous vehicle the AUV 62 AT
(Acoustic Target) to Navies worldwide. With a long history in
the field of ASW and the experience from development of
advanced torpedoes and AUV´s Saab now strengthen its
product portfolio with new simulation and training product
that can mimic realistic submarine. The AUV62-AT vehicle can
easily be configured as an Artificial Target using a Payload
Module with a Noise Transmitter and advanced Echo
Transponders. It is thereby used to resemble a true Submarine
for operator training, as well as onboard ASW sonar and
command system check-up. This paper will have its focus on
both the AUV 62 AT Vehicle and the operational experience
together with the Swedish Navy.

Flexible Combat Systems Architectures
Mr Christopher Knowlton, Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgren
Division, United States
Flexible, adaptable, and standardized combat systems
architectures (functional, physical, and computational) are
foundational for rapid and deliberate implementation of
advanced technologies and emerging warfighting concepts.
Flexibility enables warships to outpace threat advances and
adapt to new mission requirements throughout their 30+ year
lifespan, ensuring continued effectiveness and relevance
across the operational environments of today and tomorrow.
The United States Navy is applying architectural precepts to
advance both the functional and physical flexibility of its
combat capability. The combat system functional reference
architecture provides a framework for allocating and
assessing new capabilities in alternative tactical and physical
instantiations across the projected spectrum of missions and
environments. Modernization plans built from the reference
architecture enable each new combat system baseline
delivery to increase the flexibility and adaptability of the
resident architecture. Key insights into developmental
strategies such as Flexible Warship, combat system product
line architecture, tactical power management, and total ship
approaches spanning combat system architectures,
mechanical system architectures and ship naval architecture
will be discussed. These efforts are paramount to maintaining
current warfighting relevance as well as effecting the
advancement and integration of a new generation of electric
weapons which must deploy seamlessly alongside the
traditional warfighting capabilities of the force.

Session 4E: Domain: Cyberspace
Maritime Cyber

Professor Dr. David Hardie

Bio-Inspired Nanotechnology for Future Naval Systems
Applications
Dr David John Webster Hardie, ATLAS Elektronik UK Ltd, United
Kingdom
Nanotechnology promises a revolution in science and
engineering. Already there are a number of solutions,
particularly in material science that could have significant
impact in the maritime and ultimately naval domain. Nano-
particles already provide the means for reduced maintenance
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and improved robustness through their use in advanced
paints. Composites with nano-particle reinforcement offer
increased strength, reduced weight and design flexibility for
maritime craft.
An important feature for any future designs is the examination
of biological solutions on the micro and nano-scales. Here
macromolecules and cellular structures have been honed over
millennia under the pressure of evolution. Advances in
protective coatings, novel stealth measures and improved
autonomy are key applications. This overview attempts to
highlight some of the areas of research and cite a few
examples where nanotechnology could provide an increase in
the overall reliability, availability and capability of naval
systems.

The Projection of Cyberpower from the Maritime
Environment
Mr Adrian Venables, Lancaster University, United Kingdom
Cyberspace and cyberpower are terms that are now
commonly used in in a range of operational contexts, but are
accepted as being notoriously difficult to define and measure.
This paper builds on previous research to propose a novel
method to model cyberspace in three dimensions and apply it
to the maritime environment. The unique properties of
cyberspace have been acknowledged as a means to project
power and influence, the aim of which is ultimately to alter the
behaviour of a target audience and as it does not recognise
national borders, it can be used to directly engage with
populations that are prevented from accessing information
deemed subversive or contrary to government policy. The
ability of maritime forces to be mobile, yet able to maintain a
persistent presence in an operational environment is a well-
developed technique of combining both the hard power
attributes of coercion and threats supported by physical force
with the soft power qualities of persuasion and cultural
attraction. By combining the strengths of the maritime
operating environment with the characteristics of cyberspace,
a range of methods and procedures are proposed by which
cyberpower could be used to directly target a local audience as
part of a wider information operations campaign. When
combined with techniques used to determine the effectiveness
of web based commerce, this provides a means to measure
the overall success of a campaign of maritime cyberpower
projection.

A Bandwidth Efficient Encryption Algorithm for Maritime
Security
Dr Gerard Vidal, Enigmedia, Spain
Maritime security is widely used for military purposes, from
sensor networks to critical infrastructures. Main drawbacks of
these systems are bandwidth expensiveness and latency.
When encryption is required these limitations become even
more important due to implications on the quality of the
received signal. Major reasons are the use of overheads and
difficulties to recover damaged encrypted information, forcing
to resend it.
These problems appear in real-time transmissions such as
audio or video in military communications, as well as
bandwidth constrained channels, which can jeopardize
maritime security.
We present a novel encryption algorithm which assures both
security and resource efficiency called Enigmedia Crypto
Systems. In order to verify that we have done speed tests, to
measure the performance and efficiency, and quality tests, to
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measure how Enigmedia improves the subjective quality in
video and audio transmissions.
Efficiency has been compared against OpenSSL
implementations and transmissions against an OpenVPN,
resembling a standard configuration. Results showed that
there is no perceptible degradation of the system when using
Enigmedia, versus a clear perceptual degradation in the case
of OpenVPN. Besides, Enigmedia is x20 times more efficient
than AES-256-CBC in Intel processors. It is important to
remark that all these results have been verified by third
parties.
As a conclusion, we present a solution for maritime security
purposes which is portable, efficient and purely software which
fits perfectly even in 16-bit processors.
Type of presentation: lecture – including a demo (benchmark of
techs)
Target audience: technical specialists
Short BIO: Gerard Vidal, Founder & CEO of Enigmedia
Telecommunications Engineer with a PhD in Physics, Gerard
has past experience as Head of R&D for Scientifica,
participating in a project at CERN (European Organization for
Nuclear Research). As co-founder and CEO of Enigmedia he
establishes strategical alliances and also he is involved in the
validation process of the technology which is being used by
large corporations, banks and governments. In its 4 years of
existence, the company has grown from 3 employees to 44,
fundraised over €3M, won more than 20 awards, and got
selected by EUROFOUND as their success case of a young
company employing talented young scientists and researches
within the European Union in their “Born Globals” 2015 report.

Tue 21 Jun 2016: 1800hrs

Ship tour (Royal Netherlands Navy) 4: HNLMS Holland
An exclusive opportunity to be shown around a leading Dutch
offshore patrol vessel.
Tour numbers will be strictly limited (max. 20 pax.per tour) and
all guests must be in possession of both their MAST badge and
corresponding national photo ID. Restrictions on
photography/recording devices to be advised.
Book your place now!

Wed 22 Jun 2016: 0830hrs

Session 5A: Domain: Undersea
Sonar IV - Mine Hunting Sonars

Bernie Myers

The Hunt for Buried Objects
Dr Augustinus Beckers, TNO, Netherlands
Searching for buried objects in the maritime domain remains
an important area of interest for both military and civil
applications. Various technologies have a potential to enable
object detection in the top layer of sediment. An important
class of solutions relies on low frequency sonar of which the
waves penetrate into the sediment. Despite the difficult
conditions that are related to finding object responses in highly
reverberant conditions, it can be demonstrated that low-
frequency sonar really allows the detection of buried objects.
TNO has been working on maturing and testing technology
based on wide band low frequency synthetic aperture sonar.
Experimental results of these tests will be shown.
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Wideband Multiple-Frequency MCM Synthetic Aperture
Sonar (SAS)
Dr Richard Brothers, ATLAS Elektronik UK, United Kingdom
Wideband sonar technology has been developed to exploit the
enhanced information from transmissions over at least two
octaves. The proposed design is sufficiently lightweight and
power efficient that it may ultimately be incorporated within an
ATLAS ELEKTRONIK UK Vision 600 Synthetic Aperture Sonar
(SAS) system on a medium sized UUV. This wideband SAS is
capable of gathering high resolution images of objects on the
seabed and lower water column, and combining them with
structural responses from target objects. This provides
information about the material nature of the objects as well as
their external form. The system is also capable of detecting
and classifying buried objects aiming at a comprehensive and
robust MCM solution.

Operational modelling for the next-generation mine counter
measures capability
Dr Robbert van Vossen, TNO, Netherlands
Dr Bart van Oers, Defence Materiel Organisation, Netherlands
Dr Augustinus Beckers, TNO, Netherlands
Many European nations are considering to modernize or
replace their mine countermeasure (MCM) capability. It is
anticipated that for these replacement MCM-capabilities,
unmanned and untethered systems (named UxVs hereafter)
will play a prominent role in achieving a more effective and
more efficient MCM-capability. The exact role to be played by
UxVs is not very clear, however, for two main reasons. First, a
large variety of unmanned systems is already available from
industry, with many more to come in the near future. This raises
the question as to which unmanned system, of what
combination of unmanned systems, is most suited to conduct
future MCM-operations. Second, the introduction of
unmanned systems requires a change in their concept of
employment as different sets of unmanned systems fight in
different ways, occasionally complemented by conducting
MCM-tasks with the MCM-mothership. As a result, assessing
the relation between particular sets of unmanned systems, the
associated concepts of employment and the operational
outcome is complicated. To make matters worse, exact choice
for the suite of unmanned systems drives the design of the
MCM-mothership and her crew. As such, choosing a sub-
optimal set of unmanned systems carries considerable risk
from an operational, technical and financial point of view. To
gain insight in the factors influencing the selection of the set of
unmanned MCM-systems, TNO, together with the Defence
Materiel Organisation and the Royal Netherlands Navy have
conducted a range of variations using agent-based
simulations with the HOLON-framework to assess their impact
on the time required to finish the MCM-operation. Amongst the
variations were the following: Concept of employment; Types of
UxVs in MCM toolbox; Number of UxVs in toolbox; Stand-off
distance; Bottom-type
The paper will discuss these simulations and their results. It will
use them to identify several key drivers that influence the type
and number of UxV in the toolbox. For example, the paper will
illustrate how the same efficiency can be achieved in different
ways. Furthermore, it will highlight how the simulation
approach can help identify bottlenecks, i.e., characteristics that
have a big impact on the time required to complete the MCM-
operation, as well as find important trade-offs to be
considered. In summary, the simulations discussed in the paper
have been and will continue to be essential to guide work on
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the replacement of the Alkmaar-class MCM-capability.

Session 5B: Domain: Undersea
Platforms IV – Capabilities

Rear Admiral (ret’d) Phil (John P.) Davis

Underwater Capability – A National Asset
Mr Hans Wicklander, SAAB Kockums AB, Sweden
Sweden has defined underwater capability as an essential
national security interest. This paper will discuss why and what
impact this has on how Sweden develops and sustains
submarines - the Swedish way.
The threat is real. Sweden has a long cost line and is operating
in a dense threat environment with short stand-off distances.
The Baltic Sea was on the border between the former
Warszawa Pact and NATO. Today, with increased military
activities in all three dimensions, the challenge is not easier to
handle.
The submarine’s most important characteristic is to conduct its
business without being seen. It is essential to protect and
control stealth technology and sensitive system information.
The best way of doing so is to design and build our own
submarines and only cooperate with carefully selected
strategic partner nations, who can protect our secrets.
Following the Swedish model, we have recently started the
construction phase for the new A26 submarines.

ROV and AUV Operation from Submarines - What has been
done, what can be done and how to do it
Mr Jan Siesjo, SAAB Underwater Systems AB, Sweden
Saab has supplied both ROV and AUV systems for operation
from submarines. In addition studies have been done
regarding how integration and operation can be done in a
number of variations. These include torpedo tube launch,
external mounting, and larger payload bays. In parallel with
this Saab has developed and produced Hybrid AUVs for the
commercial market that have functions like autonomous
docking, sophisticated obstacle avoidance and homing
functions. These new systems also have new technology such
as high bandwidth optical communication and compact
manipulators. This new technology combined with what has
already been proven opens up new possibilities for submarine
based vehicle systems. Payloads can be deployed at large
standoff distances from a submarine. Real time control and
manipulation can be done at 100+ meters from a submarine.
Surface communication or surveillance can be done remotely.
All of this can be done without any physical, tether connection
to the submarine.
This paper will present the state of the art of the submarine
based ROV systems along with what can be done on both new
and existing submarines.

HDW Class 216: A Flexible Submarine Design to Meet the
Global Challenges of Tomorrow
Dr Christian Frühling, thyssenkrupp Marine Systems, Germany
The paper gives an overview on the HDW Class 216 design. It
highlights innovative and flexible concepts for the integration of
ship and mission systems to an advanced conventional
submarine platform. With a displacement of approx. 4000 t,
HDW Class 216 represents the largest design of Thyssenkrupp
Marine Systems’ current submarine portfolio. It is developed to
cope with a wide range of present and future challenges
arising from continuously changing operational scenarios.
The boat is equipped with a hybrid diesel electric and fuel cell
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based air-independent propulsion system (AIP). Instead of
direct hydrogen storage, a methanol reformer system is used.
In combination with a lithium-ion battery, this ensures excellent
submerged endurance values at all speeds.
Reconnaissance and surveillance as well as special operating
forces (SOF) support represent prominent examples for
present and future mission scenarios. HDW Class 216
accordingly provides SOF facilities like an easy accessible diver
lock and pressure proof equipment containers. A
multifunctional garage can be used for the storage of diver
delivery vehicles, unmanned systems, or alternative mission
equipment. Further flexibility is included in the design by a
vertical multi-purpose lock (VMPL) system which can be used
e.g. as additional diver lock, fuel oil tank, or missile launching
device. Several VPMLs can be included in the submarine to
increase mission flexibility.
Further attention has been paid to the habitability concept.
New approaches have been applied to achieve a high
accommodation comfort level which is deemed an essential
asset for the envisaged 80 days mission duration.

Session 5C: Domain: Surface
Piracy Control II

Commodore (ret’d) Patrick Tyrrell

Protection Measures for Merchant Ships (PROMERC)
Cdr Huw Davies, MARSS Ltd, United Kingdom
PROMERC has been funded by the EC to provide a layered
approach to planning, routeing & threat reduction.
PROMERC has applied naval and military tactics to create
layered defence comprising 3 elements which interlock to
provide a comprehensive toolset. The first is the online Counter
Measures manual which is used to evaluate the vulnerability of
individual vessels, assess the risk to that vessel on specific
voyages and select an appropriate package of counter
measures to mitigate the risk to an acceptable level.
This Counter Measures database also underpins the second
PROMERC tool, the Route planner which provides voyage and
vessel specific route optimisation and is used by the Company
security officer and voyage manager to can monitor the fleet
and to plan voyages.
All of the factors that contribute to risk have been identified
through analysis of thousands of incidents. As well as the ship
characteristics and Counter Measures in force they include
location, wind speed, light levels, even the day of the week. The
risks specific to the vessel are calculated at 3 hourly intervals
for the entire voyage. These underpin the optimisation and are
also displayed as a heat map.
Risk is not static and changes overtime as well as space.
There is a trade-off between risk and cost high-risk areas can
be avoided but this may be at the expense of fuel and time.
Risk can be reduced by a high-speed transit but this adds to
the voyage cost. The route optimiser gives the voyage manager
control of this trade-off and he can select the optimum route to
meet his needs.
A ship Master may only encounter a pirate attack once in his
career and it is essential that he takes appropriate actions to
minimise the risk of a successful boarding. The 3rd PROMERC
tool is an onboard decision aid which is linked to the ship’s VDR
and radar as well as receiving near real time information on
pirate activity, risk levels and route recommendations from
ashore. The decision aid provides best practice guidance which
is sensitive to the time, location and threat level.
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A new Knowledgebase and Methodology for Analysing
Piracy Incidents and Countermeasures
Mr Tom Cane, BMT Group Ltd, United Kingdom
Modern maritime piracy, despite its apparent decline in recent
years, represents a huge economic and human cost to the
shipping industry. With the advent of BMP4 and other
guidelines, ships have learned to defend themselves through
various countermeasures, but inappropriate use can result in
unnecessary cost and even place the ship and crew at greater
risk. A better understanding of the effectiveness and
implications of existing countermeasures is needed, as well as
the legal and ethical issues surrounding their use.
This has been studied as part of the European-funded
research project, IPATCH (Intelligent Piracy Avoidance using
Threat detection and Countermeasure Heuristics). The
objectives of IPATCH were to collect, integrate and analyse
historical data on piracy incidents and investigate the legal,
ethical, economic and societal implications of
countermeasures. The result of this work was the production of
a piracy knowledgebase and a ‘manual’ for the shipping
industry to support effective use of countermeasures.
The knowledgebase was formed by fusing information from
over 800 incident reports and complementary data from
public sources into single database of 99 parameters. This was
combined with a catalogue of countermeasures detailing their
usage, costs and an assessment of legal and ethical
implications.
The knowledgebase is subsequently used for the calculation of
piracy risk and countermeasure performance indicators in
different situations, which are presented in the form of a
‘manual’. This paper explains the methodology used to collect,
fuse and analyse the information on incidents and
countermeasures and reports on the findings of the project.

An Automated Surveillance and Decision Support System to
Protect against Piracy
Mr Tom Cane, BMT Group Ltd, United Kingdom
Piracy is a constantly evolving threat. One thing that hasn’t
changed is the need for a good lookout and constant
awareness of the situation in order to give maximum early
warning of a possible attack. However, crews are getting
smaller and maintaining the watch is becoming more of a
burden on seafarers. At the same time, commercial shipping
cannot afford the kind of high-grade sensors used by the
military. What is needed is an affordable technology solution to
support the crew’s situational awareness.
The proof-of-concept of such system is already being
developed in the European-funded research project, IPATCH
(Intelligent Piracy Avoidance using Threat detection and
Countermeasure Heuristics), which runs until March 2017.
IPATCH is developing an innovative on-board automated
surveillance and decision support system which uses
advanced software to compensate for the shortcomings of
off-the-shelf sensor hardware. The IPATCH system combines
low cost visual and thermal cameras with existing ship sensors
(radar, AIS, navigation). The sensor data is fused and analysed
to create the situational picture. Software algorithms then
automatically assess the threats and provide information on
mitigation actions to the Captain and crew.
This paper explains how the data from multiple heterogeneous
sensors is transformed into a common operational picture
which is subsequently used for threat detection and decision
support. The overall concept and architecture of the on-board
system is presented, along with the results obtained in the
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IPATCH project.

Session 5D: Domain: Surface
Propulsion Systems and Diesel Emissions

Rear Admiral (ret’d) John Padgett

Tailored Marine Propulsion with Innovative Electric Drives
Mr Bernhard Vollmer, RENK AG, Germany
Viewing at operational profiles of today’s and future maritime
propulsion systems, the ship designer is challenged for multiple
variants meeting exact operational demands, and
manufacturers of propulsion key components like gas turbines,
diesel engines, gear boxes, electric motors, or propellers in their
wholly available combinations are to follow this path.
Inspired by hybrid electric drive concepts utilizing electric
motors as loiter and cruise speed propulsors rather than diesel
engines an alternative electric propulsion module was
developed featuring low weight and ultimate low noise
signatures. It offers to propulsion systems of surface
combatants or the commercial marine additional flexibility at
high efficiency as not known before.
Proven with newly available performance measurement
results it is adding to existing solutions an exciting option
without compromises.
The paper provides the technical highlights and various
application examples with such electric drive modules.

Modern Power and Propulsion System Options for Future
Frigate Programmes
Mr William Edge, Rolls-Royce Plc, United Kingdom
The Royal Australian Navy will pass through the first
government gate in mid-2016 for the Future Frigate Program,
SEA 5000. The preceding conceptual work will include a
number of complex trade-off studies for all ship’s systems and
the decisions made will strongly influence the operational
capability achieved and the ultimate success of the project. At
the heart of these systems is the Power and Propulsion (P&P)
system which, early in the project, must be carefully specified
to meet today’s mission requirements as well as in providing
sufficient flexibility to enable technology insertion and
therefore meet future requirements throughout the life of the
platform, which could be as far into the future as 2060.
Reviewed in the light of increasing power demand from mission
systems and top-level mission requirements such as high-end
anti-submarine warfare, this paper will present the
advantages and limitations of various P&P system options that
should be considered for SEA 5000. This discussion will be
developed from experience gained by Rolls-Royce Naval,
having worked on a number of frigate programs worldwide.
The paper will make the argument for single large Gas Turbine
(GT) hybrid electro-mechanical P&P which, if carefully specified
during the concept phase, will provide a highly-capable and
robust solution meeting reliability and survivability
requirements at the same time as reducing whole of life costs .
The contribution of modern GT technology in reducing these
costs as well as their operational and platform design
advantages will also be discussed.

IMO Tier 3 Emissions of Diesel Engines: Requirements and
Solutions for Naval Vessels
Mr Christoph Fenske, MTU Friedrichshafen GmbH, Germany
IMO Tier 3 is not mandatory for naval vessels, yet many navies
want or by political will are being required to comply with the
latest exhaust gas emission limits for diesel engines. The
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reduction of NOx emissions by 80% versus Tier 2 limits is a
challenge for shipbuilders and navies the like. New
technologies are required which have to prove their maturity.
New, more complex engines or additional space consuming
equipment with potentially hazardous consumables adds new
variables into the design.
The paper outlines the current legislative and operational
requirements, describes technologies to achieve these and
describes the path MTU has chosen to follow. Further it
discusses the shipbuilding and operational impacts and
potential compromises between emission compliance and
operational flexibility. The paper concludes with an outlook of
alternative technologies and their maturity.

iPad Pro Prize Fact Finding
Collect business cards from ten exhibition stands, and bring to
the registration desk. Place one of your own in the prize draw
box before 1700hrs for a chnace to win the top Pro tablet. 

Prize draw location to be announced 

Wed 22 Jun 2016: 1000hrs

Ship tour (United States Navy) 6: USS Carter Hall
(LSD-50)

An exclusive opportunity to be shown around a US Navy Dock
Landing Ship, designed for the transport and launch of
amphibious craft, vehicles, crews and embarked personnel.
Tour numbers will be strictly limited (max. 20 pax.per tour) and
all guests must be in possession of both their MAST badge and
corresponding national photo ID. Restrictions on
photography/recording devices to be advised.
Book your place now!

Wed 22 Jun 2016: 1030hrs

Product Briefing

Stealth mode & Low Observables - Micromag’s Radar
Absorbent Technology
Mr Santiago Alvarez de Cienfuegos, Micromag (Stand 55)

Wed 22 Jun 2016: 1100hrs

Session 6A: Domain: Undersea
Weapons

Dr. John Sirmalis

Global Solutions for Underwater Weapon Systems: The
Family Concept of SeaHake© mod4 Heavyweight Torpedo
Mr Andreas Dohrn, ATLAS Elektronik GmbH, Germany
ATLAS ELEKTRONIK’s Naval Weapons Division is continuously
driving the diversification of its integrated product portfolio of
underwater weapon systems while sharpening the established
profile as the technology leader in the modern heavyweight
torpedo market.
The Naval Weapons Division offers a broad portfolio in the field
of heavyweight torpedoes ranging from the SeaDevil® long-
term support solution for SST4 and SUT generation
heavyweight torpedoes over the Open Architecture
heavyweight torpedo for navies with highest requirements on
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indigenous content to the benchmark-setting SeaHake®
mod4 /ER with a proven range of more than 140 km.
While these solutions are generally different, they all share the
same mature and sea-proven technological platform based
upon the latest developments of the SeaHake® mod4
heavyweight torpedo architecture.
To establish today’s portfolio, originally shaped and driven by
the heavyweight torpedo as the core product for decades, the
product roadmap had to undergo significant change. Rapidly
changing customer demands for tailored solutions to answer
new, increasingly asymmetric threat scenarios imposed
specific constraints. A strategy of progressive change has met
these challenging demands through a shift to a diversified
portfolio, modernising the core capabilities far beyond
previous perceptions as a mere munition manufacturer.
Thus the evolving strategy has tapped into further market
potential beyond the heavyweight torpedo, where
opportunities in innovation and product developments have
led to:
the world’s first torpedo hardkill countermeasure SeaSpider®
the next-generation lightweight torpedo SeaRaven®
Heavyweight torpedo derivatives such as the submarine
simulator SUSI
novel applications for ATLAS ELEKTRONIK’s leading Lithium-
Iron Phosphate battery technologies.
As a consequence of this evolved strategy, ATLAS reclaimed
for in-house development what was once third-party
components, thus regaining 100% of the intellectual property
rights for the portfolio’s core technologies.
With our strong orientation for long-term service partnerships
in mind and together with the new portfolio structure that
reflects not just the intended way ahead but in fact the
division’s actual order book, the Naval Weapons Division has
forged a multi-term strategy to create the stable foundation
for today’s clear and progressive vision for the future – to
become the leading global solution provider for underwater
weapon systems.

Extremely Rugged, Thin, Buoyant Optical Cables
Mr Stephen O’Riorden, Linden Photonics, United States
Linden Photonics has developed technology to apply Liquid
Crystal Polymers (LCP) to optical fiber using conventional
extrusion manufacturing. With this technology a 1 mm cable
with 100 lb breaking strength ideal for underwater ROV
applications can be produced. Additional extruded layers
make the cable buoyant, non-hockling, or rad-hard, thus
accessing underwater, terrestrial and space applications.
Linden STFOC™ cables have been precision wound in lengths
up to 20 km. These spools allow inside payout at speed in
underwater ROV and weapons applications.
Linden has unique experience in applying extruded coatings of
Liquid Crystal Polymer (LCP) to commercial optical fibers
covered by three issued patents. To date, techniques have
been developed such that extruded LCP layer has an UTS of
200 kpsi. This is exceptionally high compared to any other class
of thermoplastics, but with room for further improvement. This
is evidenced by the fact that Vectran HT yarn, which is made
from the same LCP resins, but in strands that are < 25 um
diameter, has an UTS of about 450 kpsi. This implies that if
extrusion techniques can be developed to achieve the same
level of molecular alignment in extruded LCP as in spun
Vectran yarn, the UTS will also approach 450 kpsi. The LCP
layer could then be much thinner and still have the same
breaking strength. Furthermore, extruded LCP could replace
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braided Kevlar or braided Vectran in a host of wire and cable
applications, reducing cost and allowing much longer
continuous lengths.
Linden makes buoyant cables by applying an extruded layer of
low specific gravity (SG) polymer (SG<1) on top of the LCP layer.
We have used two classes of thermoplastics with SG of 0.96
and 0.84 respectively. As well, we have developed extrusion
techniques such that OD of extruded layer will have a tolerance
< ± 0.0005". This results in better than 1% control of cable
density. Combining a thinner LCP layer with the 0.84 SG
thermoplastic results in a buoyant cable with diameter < 1mm.

Supercavitation: Gravity Influence – Possibilities of
Applications for Drag Reduction
Dr Vladimir Serebryakov, National Academy of Sciences, Ukraine
Vladimir Serebryakov, Institute oh Hydromechanics of NASU,
Ukraine serebryakov_vladimir@yahoo.com The paper contains
the analysis of the most complete picture for interaction of
supercavitation, with the field of gravities as it applies to the
problems of drag reduction of high-speed vehicle at very high
speed motion. Application of cavitation to the problem of drag
reduction is limited to very high speeds of motion, that not
always acceptable to some types of vehicles. The necessity of
application of the cavitation for the range of not high speed
enough of motion is closely related to the problems of
calculation and reliable estimation substantial affecting of the
field of gravities on cavitating flow. The aim of this work
consists in that, to present the integral picture of
understanding of the basic physical effects related to
interaction of the developed cavitating flows, with the field of
gravities on the basis of analysis of large quantity of the known
data of theoretical and experimental researches. It includes
the improvement of the known approaches joint with
development of more complete system of practical methods of
calculation of supercavitating flows near to axisymmetrical
taking into account substantial influence of ponderability of
liquid and by research of possibilities of reduction and
compensation of this influence. Key words: Hydrodynamics,
supercavitation, cavity, gravity.

Session 6B: Domain: Undersea
Underwater Communication and Data

Management
Commodore (ret’d) Patrick Tyrrell

Interoperable Communication Possibilities with the UT 3000
between Different Platforms
Mr Jens Higgen, Wärtsilä ELAC Nautik GmbH, Germany
The interoperability of different kind of platforms and smart
vehicles is essential in a collaborating underwater world.
Coordinating and enhancing each other’s capacity needs
cooperative communication i.e. an exchange of data in point to
point or rather network infrastructure. This requires digital
underwater communication and therewith a new quality of
service for naval applications. The integration of machines i.e.
unmanned platforms is indispensable to overcome the
complexity and needs of ISR, ASW or MCM scenarios. Thus,
analogous communication between humans by speech is not
sufficient as the exclusive acoustic communication method
underwater.
A possible interface for human operators to underwater
communication facilities can be provided by an underwater
telephone, mounted on a manned platform like surface vessels
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or submarines. The UT 3000 from Wa¨rtsila¨ ELAC Nautik is
the very first underwater communication system combining
analogue (STANAG 1047) and digital communication in one
unit. The cooperation with modem manufacturers facilitates
the establishment of stable communication links between
ships/submarines and small manned or unmanned platforms
like divers, submersibles, AUVs or bottom nodes to offer an
interoperable platform independent solution to our customers.
For wireless platform specific communication purposes, e.g.
wireless diver command and control, or for the transfer of
tactical situation pictures a data link interface to the UT 3000
can be used. Thus, external application programs can send to
and receive information (like command and control,
measurement or target data) from the UT 3000 exchanged
via the underwater channel.
Wa¨rtsila¨ ELAC Nautik GmbH’s presentation will give an
overview of existing and in process features and solutions for
interoperable application driven communication scenarios and
will describe the necessary work to overcome the challenges of
the underwater channel. Already established and
demonstrated application examples will be conceived.

Implementation and Performance Data of a DDS-based
Passive Submarine Sonar Suite
Mr Marco Hahn, Wärtsilä ELAC Nautik GmbH, Germany
Present Sonars often employ a proprietary and thus closed
architecture. Purportedly this increases performance and
security. Common wisdom is that this cannot be achieved with
an open architecture. We will show that this assumption can be
disproven and additional benefits to the customer are viable
only with open architectures.
Wa¨rtsila¨ ELAC Nautik GmbH implemented a passive Sonar
Suite based on OpenDDS, an implementation of the OMG-
standardized DDS architecture on COTS processors. This
implementation, which has passed several customer
acceptance tests, currently integrates data from four different
Sonars with highly divergent characteristics into a single user
interface, giving full visual and auditive access to the
environment outside the submarines hull.
A DDS based architecture facilitates easy extension with new
processing algorithms (supplied by manufacturer or customer
alone) and hardware, new sensors and interfaces, and
additional consoles. It increases long-term stability and
resilience to partial malfunctions. Behind the scenes, it
established new development processes for example UML-
based MDA, which made it possible to get a better
documented and higher quality product.
Wa¨rtsila ELAC Nautik GmbH will present data on the
performance, discuss security aspects, and show how
additional benefits have been obtained. Present Sonars often
employ a proprietary and thus closed architecture.
Purportedly this increases performance and security. Common
wisdom is that this cannot be achieved with an open
architecture. We will show that this assumption can be
disproven and additional benefits to the customer are viable
only with open architectures.
Wa¨rtsila¨ ELAC Nautik GmbH implemented a passive Sonar
Suite based on OpenDDS, an implementation of the OMG-
standardized DDS architecture on COTS processors. This
implementation, which has passed several customer
acceptance tests, currently integrates data from four different
Sonars with highly divergent characteristics into a single user
interface, giving full visual and auditive access to the
environment outside the submarines hull.
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A DDS based architecture facilitates easy extension with new
processing algorithms (supplied by manufacturer or customer
alone) and hardware, new sensors and interfaces, and
additional consoles. It increases long-term stability and
resilience to partial malfunctions. Behind the scenes, it
established new development processes for example UML-
based MDA, which made it possible to get a better
documented and higher quality product.
Wa¨rtsila ELAC Nautik GmbH will present data on the
performance, discuss security aspects, and show how
additional benefits have been obtained.

Embedding Local Industry with Smart Data Sharing
Mr Jan Täubrich, Raytheon Anschütz, Germany
Sharing data by means of a common network as of today
provides sufficient and aggregated information to operate the
submarine.
Once the data sharing is realized using a common middleware,
the hardware and software remain only loosely coupled. Such
a step opens the stage for centralized off-the-shelf computing
infrastructure.
hosting several applications from steering assistance to
navigation domain and to many other domains. A centralized
and harmonized infrastructure is perfectly suited as offset with
additional benefits in logistics and maintenance. Furthermore,
a common middleware enables new presentation of
aggregated information leading to a next level situation
awareness and improving staffing flexibility.
This paper presents the steps forward to a shared
infrastructure and highlights the offset opportunities and
situation awareness improvements on the road.
Finally, this paper will explore a concept to unify a submarine
steering console, a navigation data management centre and a
battery monitoring system on a shared computing
infrastructure.

Session 6C: Domain: Surface
Unmanned Systems / MCM

Dr. Jan Dobkowski

Unmanned Safe Maritime Operations over The Horizon
(USMOOTH)
Mr Vincent Dobbin, ASV Ltd, United Kingdom
Autonomous Surface Systems offer the potential to transform
the manner in which many activities are conducted at sea. This
transition to autonomy has the ability to save costs, reduce risk
and increase flexibility across a range of military applications
including mine countermeasures, weapons testing,
hydrography, security and surveillance.
ASV has specialist expertise and experience in autonomous
surface platform design, build and operation. Project
‘USMOOTH’ goes beyond the mechanics of operating
autonomous systems by looking in detail at Unmanned Safe
Maritime Operations Over The Horizon. This presentation will
showcase the work carried out so far in this two year long
project. This work will be key to industry worldwide when the
use of Autonomous Surface Vehicles (ASVs) becomes
mainstream.
The project addresses regulatory and safety issues
appertaining to unmanned Over The Horizon operations and is
seeking to develop robust vessel behaviours, reliable and
effective communications, situational awareness and a robust
safety case. ASV has teamed with; D-RisQ Ltd, to introduce
from the aerospace domain accredited software development
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techniques; Cranfield University, to further develop collision
avoidance algorithms; and external safety and regulatory
experts. The approach addresses USV technologies alongside
their human operators introducing a holistic solution, robustly
addressing the safety constraints blocking current OTH USV
deployment.
In the UK, government and industry are working together
combining advice and funding with technical expertise to fully
exploit this huge area of opportunity. ASV, in partnership with
nine other commercial and research organisations, is
undertaking in excess of £3million worth of research and
development for Maritime Autonomous Systems (MAS). These
projects are co-funded by Innovate UK, the UK’s innovation
agency following the UK governments announcement that
robotics and autonomous systems were one of the ‘eight great
technologies’ set to propel the UK to future growth.

Future MCM Operations using Unmanned Maritime System
Mr Chris Brook, ATLAS Elektronik UK, United Kingdom
There is an urgent need for cost-effective Mine Counter-
Measure (MCM) capability within modern navies. Over the last
few years there has been great interest and research into
remotely-operated and autonomous assets for MCM
operations. Unmanned maritime platforms and systems offer
flexibility, reduced risk and higher tempo, all at reduced cost.
These advanced “system of systems” solutions, integrating
disparate assets and sensors can be configured for mine
hunting in difficult cluttered waters or for improved mine
sweeping in-stride, or both using common platforms and sub-
systems. Operated either from a low-cost MCM “mother-ship”
or from a remote land-based station, this approach
represents a radical departure from traditional ways for
dealing with the ever-present underwater mine threat and
potentially transforming how navies will conduct MCM in
future.
ATLAS ELEKTRONIK UK is developing such an approach for
the Royal Navy’s Future MCM Capability. A key asset is the
ARCIMS unmanned surface craft: a versatile production craft
able to deploy and recover MCM-dedicated UUVs or to carry
out MCM sweeping operations. This presentation highlights
some of the key technical challenges that have been
addressed in the realisation of these advanced concepts,
including ARCIMS, aiming to deliver cost-effective and safe
MCM capability.

Autonomous Surface / Sub-surface Survey System
Mr Vincent Dobbin, ASV Ltd, United Kingdom
Autonomous Surface Systems offer the potential to transform
the manner in which many activities are conducted at sea. This
transition to autonomy has the ability to save costs, reduce risk
and increase flexibility across a range of military applications
including mine countermeasures, weapons testing,
hydrography, security and surveillance.
The Autonomous Surface / Sub-surface Survey System
(ASSSS) programme combines autonomous surface vessels
(ASVs), in this case the C-Enduro ASV, and autonomous
underwater vehicles (AUVs) with novel communications
technology to create an integrated system which provides a
means of conducting effective subsea operations such as
positioning, monitoring and surveys.
The system architecture will enable the C-Enduro to provide
regular position updates to the AUV system removing the need
for the AUV to surface to update its internally calculated
position, this will significantly increase the endurance available
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for subsea operations. With the combination of the high
accuracy sonar systems positioned close to the seabed on the
AUV and accurate position from the C-Enduro this will provide
game changing solutions.
Due to the size and transportability, this system will also bring
the possibility of completing subsea operations from a shore
base, without the need for ships to be mobilised.
The C-Enduro will communicate through 2 key methods;
acoustics to provide short mission updates and positioning
information and optical communication technology to enable
the system to upload the data from the survey sensors. With
the data uploaded to the C-Enduro it is then possible for it to
process this data to provide autonomous adaptive mission
planning and for summary data to be passed back through
satellite communications.
Success will accelerate the wider adoption of unmanned
systems and will enable long term, cost effective survey and
monitoring operations for offshore energy applications, deep
sea mining prospecting and Carbon Capture and Storage
(CCS) monitoring. This will position UK industry and the UK
maritime science community ahead of world competitors and
result in job creation throughout the maritime industry and its
supply chain. There will also be a consequential reduction in the
need to place humans in dangerous environments and a
greater acceptability of unmanned systems by operators and
regulators. Adoption of the technology is likely to spawn
opportunities in adjacent market sectors and facilitate cross
domain technology transfer. As part of these developments
the assets will be made compatible with the UK’s DSTL
Maritime Autonomy Framework (MAF).
In the UK, government and industry are working together
combining advice and funding with technical expertise to fully
exploit this huge area of opportunity. ASV, in partnership with
nine other commercial and research organisations, is
undertaking in excess of £3million worth of research and
development for Maritime Autonomous Systems (MAS). These
projects are co-funded by Innovate UK, the UK’s innovation
agency following the UK governments announcement that
robotics and autonomous systems were one of the ‘eight great
technologies’ set to propel the UK to future growth.

Session 6D: Domain: Surface
Early Warship Design and Platform Automation

Patrick Keyzer

DINCS – Raising the Bar in Ship Automation
Dr Ir Johan Janssen, TNO, Netherlands
Successful naval missions rely heavily upon the availability of
sensor, weapon and command systems. In turn these systems
are inherently dependent upon their own support systems,
particularly distributed fluid systems. Malfunctions or weapon-
induced damage result in deterioration or failure of these
support systems, thus impacting the overall mission.
Distributed Intelligent Networked Control Systems (DINCS)
offers timely and efficient reconfiguration of these support
systems following incidents. Software agents contained within
DINCS autonomously detect, isolate and reconfigure these
systems to maintain as much of the ship’s fight-through
capability as possible. The DINCS technology is being
developed through a collaborative project, between MoD NL
and MoD UK, and has already been proven on a shore based
Chilled Water demonstrator up to Technology Readiness Level
6. Survivability analysis was performed to determine the
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impact of DINCS on the ship’s survivability. Results show that
the fight-through capability increased strongly when using
DINCS, whereas the vulnerability of the platform support
systems to battle damage is minimised. Increased automation
often raises questions about the impact upon the Operator’s
situational awareness. To improve this awareness, new
Human-Machine Interaction (HMI) concepts for the DINCS
technology demonstrator are being developed, with due
consideration to relevant naval design standards and
guidance.
This paper reports the DINCS technology, its impact on ship’s
survivability and man-machine interaction.

A Modelling and Simulation Framework to Assess Naval
Platform Integrated Survivability
Dr Christopher Norwood, Defence Science and Technology Group,
Australia
Assessment of Naval platform integrated survivability within a
diverse threat environment requires an innovative modelling
and simulation framework. The Integrated Ship Survivability
Assessment Capability (ISSAC) is such a framework, being
designed to improve the resilience and robustness of Naval
platforms. Platform survivability is an integrated concept
encapsulating the domains of susceptibility, vulnerability and
recoverability.
However, domain specific survivability models are generally
used in isolation, without communication across domain
boundaries. ISSAC is a component-based, open architecture
that provides the necessary inter-connection between the
survivability domains and allows analysts to integrate domain
models of their choosing. For example, ISSAC would have the
ability to model crew response to a blast event that may result
in fires with the potential for ‘cook-off’ of explosive ordnance.
ISSAC would model the blast event, fire, ‘blanket search’ for
casualties and firefighting in hazardous conditions. Analysis of
threat scenarios using ISSAC will facilitate improvements to
procedures and configuration to enable the platform to survive
complex, evolving threat events. The underlying framework
avoids the limitations of many survivability assessment
techniques. It provides a holistic interconnection between the
susceptibility, vulnerability and recoverability domains, thereby
permitting trade-off analysis. ISSAC development is
exemplified by integrating the human movement model,
maritimeEXODUS, the fire model, SMARTFIRE, and a 3D
computer Naval platform model. ISSAC will, therefore, enable
simulation using qualitative models without the need for
probabilistic analysis utilising subjective and objective data.
ISSAC is expected to provide future benefits as a training tool
and as a real-time decision support aid during survivability
operations.

Early Warship Design: Virtual Ship and Integrated
Collaborative Environment
Mr Rafine Benoit, DCNS, France
Mr Julien Benabes, SIREHNA - DCNS, France
Warship designers have to cope with increasing of capabilities
requirements, cost of technologies and declining of military
budget. Designers, in preliminary design step, have to search
for innovative and optimal designs according to technical and
economic aspects. This paper proposes an innovative design
framework using a Virtual Ship multi-physic simulator to
optimize technical performances versus design requirements
and budget. This approach is used in very early design phase,
considering that decisions made during this phase have
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irreversible consequences for 80% of architectural choices
(and probably cost).
Consistency between design parameters and modelling tools,
used to assess ship performances, is a key feature of Virtual
Ship simulator that ensures the coherent evolution of the ship.
Virtual Ship simulator also integrates decision making tools to
help designers in the search for innovative and optimal ship
solutions.
Future development objectives will be dedicated to the
integration of a System Architecture framework in the Virtual
Ship framework. It allows sharing information between
subsystems designer and helps the ship architect to aggregate
viewpoints from several experts, and to detect inconstancy
within the requirements. Some extracted view of the
framework could be shared with the customer to optimize
requirement balance.

Wed 22 Jun 2016: 1200hrs

Ship tour (United States Navy) 5: USS Carter Hall
(LSD-50)

An exclusive opportunity to be shown around a US Navy Dock
Landing Ship, designed for the transport and launch of
amphibious craft, vehicles, crews and embarked personnel.
Tour numbers will be strictly limited (max. 20 pax.per tour) and
all guests must be in possession of both their MAST badge and
corresponding national photo ID. Restrictions on
photography/recording devices to be advised.
Book your place now!

Wed 22 Jun 2016: 1230hrs

Break

Wed 22 Jun 2016: 1330hrs

Session 7A: Domain: Undersea
Mine Warfare

Rear Admiral (ret’d) Phil (John P.) Davis

Variable Depth Magnetic Mine Detection System
Mr Pawel Polanski, CTM (R&D Marine Technology Centre), Poland
Systems that are currently used for detection and
classification of sea mines, especially those buried in bottom
sediments, present several shortcomings. Research and
development works are carried out to eliminate these
technological gaps, and subsequently to achieve/enhance
ability to counter buried mines.
In order to solve that issue works are performed on improving
sonars, e.g. by using transmitters able to generate low
frequency hydroacoustic signal that is capable of better
penetration of bottom sediments (mine acquisition) and on
using magnetic detection systems for confirmation of
acquired/detected targets (reacquisition). Due to relatively low
detection range of magnetic sensors, it is necessary to
decrease the distance between targets (mines located on or
buried in bottom sediments) and detectors. A variable depth
stabilized platform towed by ASV was developed and
equipped with magnetometers, magnetic gradiometers and
electromagnetic detection system. By altering the towing
depth it is possible to move detection system closer to the
target and in thus improve the effectiveness of magnetic
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detection systems.
In September 2015, within EDA’s BURMIN project, extensive
sea trials of new buried mines’ detection systems were
performed in Gdansk Bay, that included magnetic and
electromagnetic systems integrated with underwater
platform developed by CTM.
Tests and sea trials, whose summary is presented in this paper,
confirmed purposefulness and effectiveness of using magnetic
and electromagnetic detection systems installed on specially
developed underwater platform.

Future MCM and Saab Kockums MCM Patrol Vessel
Mr Thomas Johansson, SAAB Kockums AB, Sweden
To keep ports and sea lines of communication free from sea
mines is an important task for all European navies. Hunting
mines from dedicated mine countermeasures vessels (MCMVs)
in own territorial waters was the predominant technique when
Europe was the scene for the cold war conflict between East
and West. Today, new and extended operational requirements
coming from new alliances and conflicts in foreign and
unknown waters reveal that traditional MCMVs are not always
the most suitable vessels to operate under these
circumstances.
When designed, the traditional dedicated MCMVs were
configured to operate near home or rely on shore/ship based
self-defence, command and logistic support. The operational
scenarios were mostly associated with none or low hostile
activity besides the threat of sea mine. Future MCM operations
adds new requirements, with demands for safe, rapid and
uninterrupted mine clearance in both own and foreign possibly
hostile waters, without constant support.
The Saab Kockums MCMPatrol vessel is a new innovative
concept designed to provide navies with a more flexible tool for
missions related to modern mine warfare. MCMPatrol is a
modular platform and primarily designed for MCM missions,
but as it incorporates a high degree of modularity and is
capable of launching various unmanned
underwater/surface/aerial vehicles (UXVs), it is also suited for
other types of secondary missions such as hydrographic
survey, ISR and patrol tasks.

MCM Toolbox with a Modular and Unmanned Approach
Mr Carl-Marcus Remén, SAAB Underwater Systems AB, Sweden
Future demands and needs in the field of MCM moves towards
using a combination of manned and unmanned system with
different levels of operator interaction. These future
requirements and operations would need to be based on a
combination of flexibility and modularity with a mix of proven
and new technology. A Saab modular and unmanned MCM
toolbox has evolved from more than 30 years of experience
supplying and developing MCM solutions to world leading
navies. This toolbox is based on Saabs’ unique way of thinking
which leads to developing efficient and mature systems for
MCM complemented with a mix of new and revolutionary
unmanned technologies. The Saab MCM mind-set on
developing this toolbox of unmanned MCM systems has
always been to to secure and support “No man in the
minefield” and “Increase speed of advance in MCM
operations”.

Session 7B: Domain: Undersea
Sonar III – Sonar Technology

Professor Dr. David Hardie
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Use of a Wideband Passive Directional Acoustic Sensor to
Provide Situational Awareness in Difficult Littoral
Environments
Mr Alan Sassler, Analysis, Design & Diagnostics, Inc., United States
Passive Acoustic Sensors have historically been important
tools for use in detecting, classifying, and localizing (DCL)
submerged platforms, and also for use by submerged
platforms needing to DCL both surface and other submerged
platforms. In the past, this task has primarily been left to
sensors operating at low to mid frequencies, but in many areas
of the world, noise from heavy shipping, oil and gas exploration,
marine mammals and other biologics, or harbor activities
severely degrade the performance of these systems. During
this timeframe, use of high frequency active sonars for
navigation, obstacle avoidance, communications, imaging, and
harbor defense have proliferated. Despite the large and
increasing number of high frequency active emitters currently
in use, few affordable, low-power, high performance,
directional acoustic sensors have become available to exploit
them. This lack of capability is periodically demonstrated when
an airplane disappears into the ocean, and it is difficult to
accurately DCL the emergency pinger. This paper categorizes
the types of signals commonly associated with high frequency
emitters, and describes optimal detectors, methods of
classification, and localization. Characterization of sources is
followed by a discussion of the issues associated with
designing a sensor optimized to DCL wideband emitters and
report detections and classifications while remaining
affordable and compact, with power consumption of less than
five Watts. The DCL capabilities of this type of system are
demonstrated using real world signals from marine mammals
and other biologics, intentional and unintentional emissions
from assorted surface vessels, and signals from a Benthos
underwater acoustic modem.

Study on Sound Fields Computation in Orthogonal
Curvilinear Coordinates
Mr Shanguo Gao, Institute of Acoustics, Chinese Academy of
Science, China
Choice of coordinate system in sound field computation is very
important. Coordinate system is usually chosen by geometry
properties of sources and boundaries. Cartesian coordinates,
cylindrical coordinates and spherical coordinates are usually
used. Suitable coordinate system can improve computation
accuracy and reduce calculation load greatly. Thus, more
orthogonal curvilinear coordinates and its applications should
be considered for complex and variant topography. Based on
theoretical analysis, we first give a mathematical
representation of Helmholtz equation in any orthogonal
curvilinear coordinate system and then study how to choose
the suitable coordinate system for some typical topography.
With normal modes method, some new applications of usual
orthogonal curvilinear coordinates and new orthogonal
curvilinear coordinates are introduced to illustrate the
convenience. The result shows that the Helmholtz equation can
be easily solved in the suitable coordinate system. Compared
with usual methods, our method in sound field computation for
complex topography has some notable advantages.

Phased Array DI and Beampattern Optimization via use of
Synthetic Annealing to Modify Element Locations
Mr Alan Sassler, Analysis, Design & Diagnostics, Inc., United States
Phased Arrays are commonly used in both passive and active
applications to enhance a system’s Figure of Merit (FoM) by
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adding significant beamformer gain. These Arrays are
frequently designed with simplistic criteria, i.e. keeping the
spacing of nearest element spacing at approximately l / 2 at
the highest frequency of interest, and arranging the elements
in a regular pattern, e.g. use of rows and columns of equally
spaced elements to implement a planar array. The resulting
beampatterns are then tailored using amplitude shading to
reduce sidelobe levels at the expense of a broader main lobe.
This design methodology is simple, but results in far from
optimal performance. This paper demonstrates the use of a
synthetic annealing approach with a simple scoring function to
significantly improve DI and beampatterns by optimizing the
location of the elements. This technique works via modification
of the array’s covariance matrix, defined by the location of the
elements, the speed of sound, the frequency being
investigated, and the steering angle. The optimization criteria
will include maximizing DI and minimizing sidelobe levels given
the range of frequencies and steering angles of interest. A
number of practical examples will be demonstrated using
MATLAB modeling, including the design of a line array
optimized for use in a Dipping Sonar, and the design of a planar
array suitable for a Forward Looking Sonar. The performance
of these designs will be contrasted with more conventional
designs to quantify the potential improvement using this
approach.

Session 7C: Domain: Surface
CMS Developments and Surveillance by Gliders

Captain (ret’d) R. Cameron Ingram

How Augmented Reality enhances Situational Awareness in
Counter-asymmetric Threats Systems
Dr Gerald Moulis, DCNS, France
CV(r) FN Vincent de Larminat, DCNS, France
Vision is essential to address maritime activities, and there is a
lot of information to handle collectively. This paper describes
DCNS future system module dedicated to enhance situational
awareness against asymmetric threats using Augmented
Reality (AR). In our case AR adds task specific real time
information to videos, as colour visible lossless ultra UHD 360°
panorama. This paper describes system development steps
from concept inception, as related in our previous MAST 2012
paper, to on shore demonstration with French Navy working
groups. Current system status and results are described,
without detailed screenshot description. Innovations and
technical issues are exposed and future directions are
sketched.
Developing such a system introduces various innovations into
traditional CMS architectures: It introduces a dedicated AR
collaboration concept based on a shared “visual situation”. This
visual situation corresponds to tactical and nautical situation
displayed on the video provided by the 360° on board
surveillance sensor. It allows users to coordinate easily with
others local, remote or distant users. It allows sharing
situational awareness, complying with engagement rules, and
following decisions. It also introduces new 360° sensors and
dedicated video algorithms and software that enrich Combat
Management Systems architecture.

Maritime Gliders for Affordable Persistent Surveillance
Mr Jonathan Locke, NATO CMRE, Italy
Current concerns regarding illegal immigration, piracy and the
trafficking of WMD, require a mature understanding of the
maritime pattern-of-life (PoL) without which it would be very
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challenging to detect unusual or anomalous activity. An
effective solution will be reliant on a data collected by wide
range of platforms and sensing modalities. As part of this mix
and following the success of low-cost ship-launched small
UAVs, it is postulated that the latest crop of maritime gliders
have the potential to provide effective maritime situation
awareness (MSA) and ISR. Gliders are attractive platforms as
they are inexpensive, potentially covert and can operate for
many months without intervention - they have the potential to
provide persistent surveillance and cue follow-up manned
response. This paper reports recent innovative work
conducted at the CMRE through the application of low-SWAP
passive sensing to demonstrate the potential of both the
wave-glider and buoyancy-glider as ISR/MSA platforms.
Specifically we report experimental work on the application of
low-cost acoustic, ESM, and EO/IR technology in order to
better understand the location, movement and identity of
vessels

IP Based C2 Capability for Coordinated Maritime Operations
Mr Arda Ünal, MilSOFT, Turkey
World navies are more relying on small boats, RHIBs and UAVs
for coordinated maritime operations. In these environment,
small boats and RHIBs are positively controlled through
Mother Ships or Ground Based headquarter. Mother Ships
and/or HQs will have capability to generate Common Tactical
Picture (CTP) or Common Operational Picture (COP), which
increases the situational awareness at operational area. WEB
technologies will be used to share / display CTP, COP and Fleet
Asset Status between participating units.
MilSOFT has combined its experience on CMS and Tactical
Data Links together with IP-Based Coordinated Command
and Control (C2) capability to implement fully integrated
solution for coordinated attacks, fighting against asymmetric
threats and performing out-war operations like protection of
critical infrastructures, border control, patrol etc.

Session 7D: Domain: Surface
New Methods in Firefighting and Shipboard Big

Data
Dr-Ing. Hans Dieter Ehrenberg

HARNESS: Development of a Multifunctional Protective Ship
Bulkhead
Mr Rogier van der Wal, TNO, Netherlands
HARNESS is a joint project between governments, industry
and TNO with the objective to develop a multifunctional
protective bulkhead for application on naval vessels. The
multifunctional bulkhead aims at increasing the resilience of
naval vessels, reduce damage and repair time and provide a
safer environment for crew and equipment against internal
explosions. There are several technologies available to protect
warships against the blast of an internal explosion. For
fragments from a detonating anti-ship missile, there is no
solution readily available which meets constraints of both
mass and cost. Fire insulation on or inside the bulkhead must
withstand the shock of the bulkhead bulging from the
explosion, as well as the induced shock due to underwater
explosion (UNDEX). The project was preceded by the
HARDCORE project, in which TNO and partners assessed the
effect of polymer pre-layers on armour steel in order to
improve fragment resistance. We observed that a pre-layer on
the armour steel enhanced the energy absorption by a factor
two or more. This paper describes a test program to enhance
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the fragment resistance of armour steel by using maritime
insulation materials and interior decoration as a pre-layer. By
using such materials, high levels of integration and modularity
can be obtained, thereby reducing additional weight and cost
for the bulkhead and increasing the probability of actual
implementation in naval vessels.

Vessel Monitoring and ‘Big Data’ analysis
Mr Gert-Jan Meijn, Damen Schelde Naval Shipbuilding,
Netherlands
The collection and storage of platform data from operational
vessels is gaining importance within the maritime world. Many
stakeholders are already investing effort into the collection
and storage of the data, resulting in enormous amounts of
data, growing towards the start of “big data”. However the
analysis of these data sets, going through the process of
collecting, structuring, interpreting, and evaluating is still very
labor intensive and needs much more attention in order to
efficiently process these enormous amounts of data.
Over the past year data has been gathered from four Holland-
class Offshore Patrol Vessels (OPV’s) belonging to the Royal
Netherlands Navy. By applying different a-priori and a-
posteriori data analysis methods to this dataset (i.e. multi-
dimensional clustering and neural networks) it is shown that
data coming from these vessels cannot only be a great
performance indicator but can also play a critical role in
feedback on the design. In the end this results in improved
simulation techniques and modeling, higher reliability, higher
maintainability and an overall better product. It is expected
that in future ventures the role of data logging and remote
monitoring will significantly increase and with it the need for
more advanced data analysis methods.

Session 7E: Unassigned

Wed 22 Jun 2016: 1515hrs

Product Briefing

“AN/AQS-24B Airborne and Surface Minehunting System”
Dave Allan, Northrop Grumman (Stand 53)

Wed 22 Jun 2016: 1600hrs

Session 8A: Domain: Undersea
Unmanned Systems I

Rear Admiral (ret’d) Fusahiko Yamasaku

Assessment of Obstacle-Avoidance Methods for
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles
Mr Arno Duijster, TNO, Netherlands
Among all requirements for operations with Autonomous
Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), survivability is usually one of the
most important. Hence, collisions with obstacles in the water
column should be prevented since they can lead to severe
damage or even total loss of the vehicle. This requires timely
detection, risk assessment, evasive action and survey
replanning. Which action can be taken, depends on the vehicle
dynamics and capabilities and on the way reactive behaviour
is implemented in the vehicle. Since AUVs are used to scan the
seafloor with portside and starboard sidescan sonar, an
avoidance manoeuvre can lead to voids in the area coverage.
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Proper survey replanning is crucial in order to maximize area
coverage, while minimizing survey time.
To get a feel for the problem, we developed a generic 2D AUV
motion simulator and implemented three basic avoidance
strategies with subsequent survey replanning: two reflexive
strategies and one with more autonomous behaviour. These
methods were tested for various numbers, locations and sizes
of obstacles, and were compared to identical situations
without obstacle avoidance in order to determine their added
value. Statistics derived from all results of the Monte Carlo
simulation lead to quantifiable performance measures, such
as survival rate, average area coverage, average survey
duration, and average area coverage rate. The simulation
study shows that, depending on the environment, the AUV’s
survivability may increase significantly by including collision
avoidance and that a certain degree of intelligence helps to
achieve the operational objectives (e.g., required area
coverage rate).

Launch and Recovery - Perhaps not Always Required
Mr Richard Williams, Hydroid Inc, United Kingdom
Launch and Recovery – a step in the right direction
Automated underwater docking
Underwater persistence
In this presentation we consider feedback and requirement
from the largest Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) user
community in the world and consider how this is shaping the
development of systems to enhance a persistent presence in
their operating area.
With US defence continuing to be the largest operator of AUVs,
we review how their needs and visions are shaping future
capabilities in this rapidly evolving technology. We take a look
at how new interoperable transportable launch and recovery
systems and dynamic docking technology can facilitate the use
of AUVs in unmanned operations with Unmanned Surface
Vehicles (USV) and other platforms and how this can
potentially further increase the adoption of unmanned
systems.
We investigate how recent developments in docking
technology is enabling significant progress to be made in
sustainable subsea presence and how demands for this
capability in ocean observatories and defence applications are
identifying issues that must be addressed as we look to the
future.

Demonstration of Underwater Power Transfer For Non-
Fixed, Compact UUV in the Ocean
Mr Shuhei Yoshida, NEC Corporation, Japan
The world-first wireless charging via seawater for non-fixed,
compact underwater unmanned vehicle (UUV) in the ocean
was successfully demonstrated. A system for the wireless
charging is composed of antennas, a battery unit, and a sensor
unit. To transmit power via seawater efficiently, NEC’s unique
antenna consists of dielectric-assist materials and a spiral coil
was used. The fabricated antenna achieved a high efficiency of
50% with a transmission distance of 10 cm via sea-water, with
a small size of 24 cm x 24 cm x 1.5 cm. The antenna was
equipped to a compact UUV with a battery unit and a sensor
unit. The whole system was tested in the harbor and wireless
charging via seawater to the non-fixed UUV was successfully
demonstrated. The results and measured current and voltage
characteristics during the charging by the sensor unit will be
presented. The underwater power transfer system for non-
fixed charging can contribute to enable various kinds of
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efficient operation of UUVs and autonomous underwater
vehicles.

Session 8B: Domain: Undersea
Sonar V - Advanced Concepts

Rear Admiral (ret’d) Radamanthys Fountoulakis

Novel Naval Sonar Sensors
Dr Bryan Hannon, ATLAS Elektronik UK, United Kingdom
Advanced high-performance low-noise sensors underpin all
advanced naval underwater surveillance systems. The need
for novel designs is becoming even more acute with the
increase in the stealth capability of threat submarines and
mines. Over the last few years there has been enhanced
interest and research into novel sensor solutions for a variety
of underwater applications such as ASW and MCM.
ATLAS ELEKTRONIK UK has been at the forefront of UK
research into compact passive and active sensors and arrays.
Fibre-optic and single-crystal piezoceramic sensors have been
shown to provide the basis for cost-effective system solutions.
Other more esoteric and innovative approaches exploiting bio-
inspired concepts and strongly non-linear phenomena are
being explored for more challenging applications.

Open Hydrophone Array Design
Mr Ralf Siegfried, Wärtsilä ELAC Nautik GmbH, Germany
The concept of Ethernet and middleware based hydrophones
are emerging as a viable and relatively cost effective method
for multi-channel hydrophone arrays. The requirements for
future submarines however, present extremely challenging
sonar systems which is far away from traditional sonar
systems and especially hydrophone array concept. This
includes increased sonar performance by increasing the
aperture and consequently increase the number of
hydrophones from a few hundred to a few thousand of
hydrophones
This paper describes a technical approach of an Ethernet
based hydrophones array which is free configurable and
includes an OpenDDS based interface to the combat system.

Remarks about the Optimality of lofargram Representations
for Passive Sonar Data
Dr Hervé Tanguy, Thales Underwater Systems, France
Representing data is an essential part for systems providing a
detection, such as sonar, radar, video surveillance systems.
These systems usually use a screen to display information,
using various graphical items like: letters, numbers,
geometrical patterns and shapes, textures, etc. The quality of
the system relies on both the signal processing and on the
graphical display of the data computed by the processing.
Depending on technical history of the field, data displayed on
screen is either raw or synthetic, or a mixture of both. Since the
origin of sonar systems, sonar systems display raw data, using
a plot called lofargram: it is an image where each dot codes the
power of the signal for given frequency and date. This
representation has been used for at least half a century, and
has changed very little since. How is it that no better display
has been found ? Using theoretical concepts of information
visualisation, this article aims a showing that lofargrams are a
very powerful tool for representing data. Fundamental works
of Bertin and Tufte provide scientific tools such as visual
variables that allow to analyse the nature and structure of
data, and its adequacy versus its visualisation. In particular,
quality of a visual display of data is structured upon the
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emerging data it allows. Lofargrams are on this matter a very
rich display. In the end, while still relying on human detection,
lofargrams are a display that probably cannot be beaten.

Session 8C: Domain: Surface
Littoral Ops, Maritime / Port Security

Captain Bo Wallander

Big Data Vessel Port Visit Analytics for NATO MARCOM
Mr Luca Cazzanti, NATO, Italy
Scientists at the NATO Centre for Maritime Research and
Experimentation (CMRE) have been working closely with the
NATO Shipping Centre (NSC) to understand how basic AIS
data may be best exploited by military end-users to enhance
maritime situation awareness (MSA). CMRE’s worldwide
vessel database of AIS detections reaching back to 2007
provides an extensive data set with latent potential to meet
the needs of the NSC users. Specifically, CMRE has established
a service where any authorised user may access a set of web-
based information products which include, for example, chart-
based monthly statistics of vessel port visits. This product,
provides insight to the maritime pattern of life and enables the
user to better understand how ports are being used and
provides information on the behaviour of vessels under
scrutiny. Adopting a multi-domain approach, computational
MSA takes advantage of the latest research in machine
learning, signal processing and big data analytics. The port
analytics product uses a prototype framework which
demonstrates, more generally, how current industry standards
can be applied to automate the synthesis of very large volumes
of information.

The Future Littoral Operations Challenge: A Call for
Integrated Innovation
Mrs Lesley Jacobs, TNO, Netherlands
The urbanised littoral is considered to be one of the most
complex and in the same time one of the most probable
military operating environments of the nearby future. Littoral
operations take place in a pressure cooker environment that
poses many challenges due to the fact that several
megatrends such as a strong increase in urbanisation (leading
to megacities), littoralisation (number of people living in cities in
coastal areas) and connectedness (due to network technology)
intertwine. Moreover the rapid and increasing use of disruptive
technology has an impact on every aspect of daily life and
possible conflicts in this environment.
In the littoral, all five military domains - land, sea, air, cyber and
space - have to interact and work together. They have to
operate in an integrated manner together with Joint,
Interagency, Multinational and Public (JIMP) partners, during
all phases of conflict and during all levels of conflict. This has
also been recognized by the Royal Netherlands Armed Forces
and has led to the understanding that an integratedsystems-
of-systems- approach is needed in support of the
development of a Future Littoral Operating Concept which
takes into consideration the full dynamic complexity of
urbanised networked littoral operations with all its hybrid and
irregular threats.
This calls for a profound cross-domain analysis and integrated
innovation. In this paper the Royal Netherlands Armed Forces
and TNO will present the challenges ahead, both from an
operational and scientific point of view, and required
innovation in current and future military research and
technology.
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Protection against Assymetric Threats
Mr Rob Balloch, MARSS SAM, Monaco
Warship design remains largely focussed on carrying our
traditional roles and combating traditional threats
AAW/AsuW/ASW. Asymmetric threats are a new challenge
and ships are particularly vulnerable when they are engaged in
port visits, inshore surveys or whilst on deployment.
To meet the requirement for enhanced local area surveillance
when the risk of asymmetric attack is high or when the
Operations Room is not fully manned, MARSS has developed
the NiDAR™ system.
NiDAR is patented technology, developed in partnership with
the NATO Centre for Maritime Research and Experimentation,
which provides an integrated sensor suite providing
underwater/surface/shoreside threat detection, tracking,
classification and non-lethal deterrence and controlled by an
intuitive Command and Control module designed for use from
the Operations Room or by the Quartermaster and ship
protection detail. The system can be controlled remotely by
patrolling teams via smartphone, tablet or head mounted
display. NiDAR can be provided as a ship fit or as a deployable
package.
NiDAR has a modular architecture and is ‘sensor agnostic’. The
system is scalable and can incorporate numerous advanced
sensors from leading manufacturers.

Manoeuvre Advice for Merchant Vessels to Counter Piracy
Threats
Mr Hilvert Jan Fitski, TNO, Netherlands
Mr Edwin van Veldhoven, TNO, Netherlands
PROMERC (Protection Measures for Merchant Ships) has been
funded by the European Union to provide a layered approach
to planning, routeing and threat reduction. PROMERC has
applied naval and military tactics to create layered defence
comprising three elements, which interlock to provide a
comprehensive toolset: the online Counter Measures Manual,
the Route Planner, and the onboard Counter Measures Tactical
Decision Aid.
This paper gives an overview of the project and elaborates on
the Counter Measures Tactical Decision Aid (CM-TDA). The
three main components of the CM-TDA will be explained: the
counter measures advice module, the manoeuvre advice
module, and the user interface presenting dynamic situation
specific advice. The focus will be on the manoeuvre decision
aid, which provides manoeuvre advice when a suspect contact
(potential hostile pirate) is detected by the merchant vessel.
The three manoeuvres that have been identified in PROMERC
are avoid being detected, step aside, and high-speed escape.
Examples of these manoeuvres will be demonstrated.

Session 8D: Domain: Surface
Surface Hydrodynamics and Novel Hull Forms

Dr. David Wyllie

Full Scale Testing with new Air Supported Vessel (ASV) Soft
Motion Monohull
Mr Ulf Tudem, Effect Ships International AS, Norway
Effect Ships International AS has developed a new skirt-less
Air Supported Vessel (ASV) mono-hulled navy/paramilitary
platform. The goal has been to combine market leading
efficiency, high speed and improved onboard motions at high
speed in waves. Extensive tank testing has been carried out at
SSPA Sweden, and in collaboration with the Danish yard Tuco;
an 18 m x 5,3 m full size demonstrator has been built in carbon
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fiber with Diab Divinycell and engineering. Due to approx 40%
reduced hull resistance, light weight and high efficiency Volvo
Penta IPS drivelines; the vessel will have a top speed close to
40 knots, and unrivalled high speed fuel consumption. The
vessel will be launched in January 2016, and the the paper will
give full scale details on performance, motions / vessel
handling and efficiency from the planned testing. The new ASV
platform can be scaled to a wide range of fast navy vessels;
from 15 m to 60 m or more LOA. First images of a 60 m carbon
ASV with Gas Turbines and waterjets, capable of 60 knots be
presented.

Electronic Equipment Failure due to Corrosion
Mr Yousaf Tariq, Emba Corporation Pvt. Ltd., Pakistan
Electronic Equipment Failure due to Corrosion There are many
reason which are involved in electronic equipment failure i.e.
temperature, humidity, dust, smoke etc. Corrosive gases are
also one of the factor which may involve in failure of equipment.
Sensitivity of electronic equipment increased when “lead-free”
regulation enforced on manufacturers. In data center,
equipment like hard disk, servers, printed circuit boards etc.
have been exposed to gaseous contamination due to increase
in sensitivity. There is a worldwide standard to protect
electronic industrial electronic from corrosive gases. It is well
known as “ANSI/ISA S71.04 – 1985 - Environmental Conditions
for Control Systems: Airborne Contaminants”. ASHRAE
Technical Committee (TC) 9.9 members also recommended
ISA standard in their whitepaper on Gaseous and Particulate
Contamination Guideline for data centers. TC 9.9 members
represented some of the major IT equipment manufacturers
e.g. IBM, HP, Cisco etc. As per standard practices, first step is to
monitor air quality in data center. If contamination level shows
more than G1, it means that gas-phase air filtration is required
other than dust/smoke air filtration. It is important that outside
fresh air entering in data center should have
pressurization/re-circulated process in order to absorb
corrosive gases & to maintain level within specified limit. It is
also important that air quality monitoring should be conducted
once in a year. Temperature & humidity should also be
monitored as per standard practices & to maintain level within
specified limit.

Hull Vane ESD on DTMB5415 Destroyer - A CFD Analysis of
the Effect on Resistance
Mr Kasper Uithof, Hull Vane BV, Netherlands
The Hull Vane is a patented energy saving device for fast
displacement vessels. The device, which looks like a transom-
mounted hydrofoil, generates forward thrust out of the stern
wave and reduces the wave system produced by the ship.
Earlier work has shown that the Hull Vane is particularly
suitable for naval and coastguard vessels. Due to their wide
operating profile and seakeeping requirements these vessels
often have a hull shape beneficial to the application of a Hull
Vane. On offshore patrol vessels of 52m, 55 m and 108 m, CFD
studies have shown savings in the range of 10 to 21%. On the
55 m OPV (built as a fast supply vessel), the CFD calculations
were validated by full scale sea trials showing resistance
reductions from 10% at 12 knots to 15% at 21 knots.
This paper describes the research done to quantify the effect
of the Hull Vane on the DTMB5415, a hull shape of a 153 m
destroyer available in the public domain for research purposes.
Resistance savings are expected to be lower than on OPVs due
to the slenderer, hollow aft ship with narrow stern. CFD runs
were done at a speed of 18, 24 and 30 knots, comparing the
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bare hull with the ship equipped with Hull Vane. The paper will
include graphical representations of the flow lines, pressure
distribution and viscous drag for both cases, as well as
numerical data for both pressure and viscous resistance. The
wave pattern generated by the ship will be visualised for both
cases. The CFD work will be done with a RANS solver, with the
model allowed to trim and sink freely.

Hull Vane on 108m Holland-Class OPVs: Effects on Fuel
Consumption and Seakeeping
Mr Bruno Bouckaert, Hull Vane BV, Netherlands
The consequences of applying a Hull Vane® to a Holland Class
108 m Oceangoing Patrol Vessel of the Royal Netherlands
Navy were studied by means of a Computational Fluid
Dynamics study using Fine/Marine. The effect on the annual
fuel consumption was determined by linking the savings
percentages at several speeds to the operational speed
profile. This paper demonstrates that – from propulsion point
of view – a reduction in total fuel consumption can be achieved
of 12.5% if a Hull Vane is installed, along with a small
modification to the ship’s hull. At the speed at which most fuel is
consumed annually (17.5 knots), the total resistance is reduced
by 15.3%. Further operational benefits were quantified, such as
a reduction of the vertical accelerations at the helicopter deck
when sailing in head waves (-13%), a reduction of the turbulent
zone just behind the slipway enabling small craft launch &
recovery (from 5 to 2.5 meters), an increased range (from
5,000 nautical miles to 5,850 nautical miles at 15 knots) and
an increased top speed (from 21.5 knots to 22.1 knots).
Seakeeping analyses with and without Hull Vane were
performed in regular head waves of 2 m and 4 m, both at a
speed of 17.5 knots.

Wed 22 Jun 2016: 1745hrs

iPad Pro Prize Draw
Naval Forces stand - Exhibition hall

Wed 22 Jun 2016: 1900hrs

Annual Party: “Bonaire Beach Club”

Amongst numerous social functions and hospitality events

of MAST Europe week, the highlight will be...

MAST Annual Party: “Bonaire Beach Party”
Anyone at the launch edition of MAST (Nice, France 2006)
will remember fondly the elaborate inaugural party on one of
the Cote d’Azur's many beautiful beaches.
Amsterdam may not immediately spring to mind as a loca-
tion for beach parties, but MAST promises to bring a taste
of the Dutch Caribbean to its thirteenth party at a private
beach close to the RAI and walking distance to MAST Eu-
rope official hotel, Novotel Amsterdam City. 
MAST parties are the highlight of the week’s social func-
tions, and the best way to unwind whilst continuing to net-
work, in a relaxed, enjoyable environment. 

What’s more, entrance is free-of-charge to VIPs, delegates,
and authors, and exhibitors will receive a pre-determined
allocation (based on stand size).
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Subject to availability, additional tickets may be purchased
(@100 euros, or £70 from the organisers office, until
1200hrs Wednesday 22nd June)

Time: 1900 - 2230hrs Dress code: Casual

Thu 23 Jun 2016: 0900hrs

Session 9A: Plenary Session (FREE ENTRY TO ALL)
“Disruptive Technologies - Revolutionary Trends over

the Next 20 Years”
Jeroen De Jonge

This session will bring together top level technologists from
Australia, Japan, UK/USA to discuss breakthrough and
potentially disruptive science and technology, its application
to maritime systems, and the impact to maritime operations
Chair: 
Jeroen De Jonge, TNO, Netherlands
Speakers:
Dr. Patricia Gruber, Director - Office Naval Research Global, USA
Dr. Janis Cocking, Defence Science & Technology Group/
Department of Defence, Australia
Dr. Hideaki Watanabe, Commissioner - Acquisition Technology and
Logistics Agency (ATLA), Japan

Thu 23 Jun 2016: 1130hrs

Session 10A: Domain: Undersea
Unmanned Systems II

Dr. Janis Cocking

The Future of an Unmanned Subsea Presence
Mr Phil Reynolds, OceanWorks International, Canada
The Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) market has experienced
an exponential growth, leaving the subsea field behind in its
wake. The advancements in communications and battery
technologies has made the air based market the easier first
frontier. Now the subsea market is emerging from the depths
with the advancements in Unmanned Underwater Vehicles
(UUVs), Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), and subsea
monitoring via cabled observatories. This convergence of
technology brings an exciting new frontier to subsea vehicles
and their applications.
Previously, UUV missions were restricted by the necessity to
recover them at regular intervals for recharging and data
dumps. Now imagine if a UUV was able to be deployed without
recovery for a week, month or even years? The ability to have a
subsea platform, using the cabled observatory infrastructure,
creates a home base for the UUV. These home bases can be
solitary, linked via subsea cables or connected to a surface
buoy and would extend the UUV operating missions. Further, it
would remove the need for difficult/costly recoveries that are
very much dependent on weather windows. Such a structure
would open the door to a whole new world of mission
possibilities.
The applications for this technology include littoral patrols,
military covert operations, search and rescue, seabed
exploration/research, under ice exploration, subsea mining,
oil/gas (exploration, maintenance, monitoring, inspection, etc.)
and more. Additional applications could also lead into
planetary exploration with terrestrial ocean testing advancing
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the technology. The following paper outlines some of these new
technologies and explores their applications in more detail.

Autonomy in Communication-limited Environments
Dr Robbert van Vossen, TNO, Netherlands
Dr Augustinus Beckers, TNO, Netherlands
Unmanned underwater systems become increasingly
important in the maritime security and defence domain.
Equipped with modern sensors producing large data volumes,
they provide opportunities for covert stand-off mapping and
surveillance operations. A main challenge for unmanned
underwater systems is that they have to operate in a dynamic
and variable environment on which limited prior information is
available. Because the underwater environment is limited in
communications in terms of bandwidth, range, latency,
availability and reliability, it is not possible to have an operator
in-the-loop for responding to altering conditions in a timely
fashion. This has to be performed largely autonomously by the
underwater system itself using in-situ observations as input. To
achieve this the underwater system needs to be capable of
extracting actionable information from in-situ observations
using data processing, interpretation and fusion, followed by
decision making. Because data interpretation and fusion
substantially reduce data volumes, it also opens the possibility
to share this information in a communication-limited
environment with the operator. This process of building shared
situational awareness is applied to a mine-hunting use case
and illustrated on data acquired during the Multi-National
Autonomy Exercise 2014 (MANEX’14) organized by the NATO
Centre of Maritime Research and Experimentation. A GUI has
been developed to demonstrate situational awareness of the
underwater system and situational awareness that can be
shared in a communication-limited environment. Shared
situational awareness is important for effective operations
with collaborating systems and for effective and efficient
operator involvement.

US Navy Unmanned Undersea Vehicles Technology
Challenges and Opportunities
Mr John Lisiewicz, Naval Undersea Warfare Center, United States
Abtract/presentation on request from the author

Session 10B: Domain: Undersea
Sonar V - Technologies

Gavin Mennecke-Jappy

A new Type of Vector Sensor and its Application in Ambient
Noise Measurement
Professor Qihu Li, Institute of Acoustics, Chinese Academy of
Science, China
It is proved that the vector hydrophone is one kind of sensor for
ambient noise measurement in underwater acoustics. Since
the frequency response of vector sensor can extend to very low
band and have almost frequency-independent directivity, so
we can find many application area, including ambient noise
measurement, low frequency signal beamforming of relative
short array, left/right ambiguity resolution of towed array
sonar etc. The traditional vector sensor usually is consists of
one pressure sensor and two (X and Y axis) velocity sensors.
The information of Z axis are neglect when they are used in
deep water environment. A new type of 4 – D vector sensor is
described in this paper, which is consists of one pressure
hydrophone and three (X,Y and Z axis) velocity sensors. The
combined application of the data received from these four
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sensors show some advantage comparing to single
hydrophone. A 24 meter’s long experimental array with four
vector sensors and some auxiliary sensors is designed. Some
research results of at sea and lake experiment in the field of
ambient noise measurement and underwater acoustic
channel modeling are illustrated in this paper. The
experimental results are also compared with two 32- element
horizontal and vertical arrays. Some problems in using vector
sensors are also presented.

Modern Transmitter Technology for Sonar Systems
Dr Christian Zwanzig, Wärtsilä ELAC Nautik GmbH, Germany
Affordable high-performance transmitter technology is
essential for all types of advanced active sonar systems.
Modern sonar transmitters face a bunch of important
technological challenges:
Sonar transmitters must be able to handle in real-time a huge
number of high-power transmission channels, which are
individually controllable concerning transmission frequencies,
time delays, phases and amplitudes. Additionally, they must
support different transmission schemes and provide
appropriate pulse shapes over time, reducing spectral side
lobes significantly. In order to ensure versatile applicability,
sonar transmitters should be highly energy-efficient and low-
cost.
During the past years, Wärtsilä ELAC Nautik has addressed
these challenges and developed a new dual-use sonar
transmitter, which is primarily dedicated to deep-water
multibeam systems. However, the transmitter has been
designed in such a manner that special variants can be applied
within military sonar systems. The transmitter design results
from a strict balancing between investment costs, production
costs and functional capabilities to ensure broad applicability.
In spite of the low-cost approach, the new sonar transmitter
has several technological advantages and provides high
performance.
The new transmitter handles hundreds of individual
transmission channels and utilizes pulse width modulation with
very high time resolution, implemented on the latest Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). The transmitter
supports time delay beamforming, frequency modulated
pulses and different pulse shapes. In order to enable a
sweeping mechanism for illumination of broad space sectors,
each pulse can consist of several consecutive time segments
with individual transmission parameters.
This paper presents the technological characteristics and
possible applications of the new transmitter technology of
Wärtsilä ELAC Nautik.

Concepts for Rapid Innovation
Dr Vittorio Ricci, Naval Undersea Warfare Center, United States
Abtract/presentation on request from the author

Session 10C: Domain: Surface
Sensors & Systems for TD and Electronic

Warfare
CDRE Andre van Koningsbrugge

Mission Configurable Surface EO Imaging System for
Increased Maritime Security
Mr Alex Wellman, L-3 KEO, United States
Mr Mike Rose, L-3 KEO, United States
Mr James Westwell, L-3 KEO, United States
A new generation surface naval Electro-Optical (EO) Imaging
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System has been developed that leverages modularity and
open interfaces to provide increased capabilities with
enhanced performance. The system architecture utilizes a
modular design that is compatible with various platforms and
provides operational benefits through reduced size, weight,
power, and cost. The system can be deployed for a variety of
missions, and the modules can be swapped deck-side for
maximum flexibility and readiness. The system is capable of
directing naval weapons, long-range, maritime ISR, wide field
of view situational awareness, target detection and tracking,
and fire control system hand off. This smaller next generation
design and subsequent module offerings allows the system to
be deployed on fixed site towers, smaller, lighter surface craft,
as well as the large scale maritime ships.
The design approach of this system, as well as its advantages
and future growth possibilities is described in detail. The design
has an elevation over azimuth director with a universal and
common mechanical and electrical interface that
accommodates mission configurable sensor modules. The
system weight and size is reduced by leveraging latest
generation sensor packages, custom electronics, and compact,
common optical approaches that support multiple sensors
over a single aperture. The interfaces support future
requirements and bandwidths allowing the system to scale
with new resolutions and technologies as they mature. This
modular approach is further carried out to include
environmental requirements; the addition of a shock module
upgrades the systems shock qualification from MIL-STD-901
Grade B to a Grade A.

Changing Requirements & the Impact on the Next Generation
of Radars
Ir Willem A. Hol, Thales, Netherlands
The development of future systems is driven by human,
technical and operational factors. Human factors consist of
smaller crews, reduced education, training-on-the-job and
less experience, while technical factors come from desired
reduction in size and weight, improvement of performance
(SWaP) and the importance of minimal life-cycle costs. The
expected variety of future missions with various types of tasks,
areas of operation, environmental conditions and threats
require flexibility, re-configurability and multi-functionality.
Furthermore, evolving and new threats including swarm
attacks (surface) and saturation attacks (air) not only lead to
changing and challenging requirements, but also to a
conflicting combination of requirements. High speed, high
manoeuvrability and pop-up targets ask for shorter reaction
times, while slow air and surface targets in heavy clutter
environments ask for longer observation times.
Detection, tracking and classification of both stealthy, fast and
small, slow moving targets asks for a combination of high
update rate and long time-on-target. A dual-axis multi-beam
radar with many simultaneous reception beams in both
azimuth and elevation, solves this conflicting combination of
requirements, while maintaining the solid base for resolution
and ECCM.
Application of dual-axis multi-beam radar technology brings
game-changing benefits like longer observation times, faster
revisit times, adaptable radar budget and improved accuracy,
discrimination and classification capabilities, as will be
illustrated with some examples.

Session 10D: Domain: Surface
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Statutory / Safety
Bernie Myers

The Role of Classification in Achieving Naval Ship Safety
Assurance
Mr Michael Roa, ABS Pacific, Singapore
This paper will discuss how the ship classification process can
serve as a central component of safety programs developed
for achieving naval ship safety assurance. As part of continual
improvement efforts regarding the overall safety of their fleet,
many navies are aggressively exploring the feasibility of
involving Classification Societies as a means for incorporating
worldwide recognized safety standards and practices into
their naval ship safety programs. The paper will discuss how
the ship classification and certification process can be used to
help meet the goals of a naval ship safety assurance program
and what the technical rationale and benefits are in using the
classification process for this purpose. The processes for
design review, equipment certification, surveys during
construction, and in-service surveys will be outlined.

Maritime Cooperation in South China Sea
Colonel ( Retd) Ramli H Nik, National Defence University Malaysia,
Malaysia
Given the uncertain status of the contemporary maritime
confidence building measures (MCBM) in the South China Sea
(SCS), the coastal states have to be committed to ensure
freedom of navigation, peace and stability prevailed. For this
reason, both ASEAN and extra-regional powers are equally
concerned with the naval activities in this maritime domain.
Therefore, the concept of MCBM is a central feature in
promoting peace and security in the maritime domain. Also,
the coastal states’ obligations towards regional agreements
and international maritime conventions to further enhancing
maritime security in the region are fairly important.
This paper examines the essence of maritime security
confidence building-measures based on the three major
elements namely political will, credibility and commonality of
interests. The aspects of political will, include among others, the
concept of Prevention of Incidents at Sea (INCSEA), and
declaration Zone of Peace, Freedom and Neutrality in 1971 by
ASEAN setting a bold commitment to establish “ a zone of
peace.” This is the foundation of the confidence- building
measures in the region. Then, the formation of coast guards or
maritime enforcement agency by various ASEAN members,
and maritime exchange of intelligence further impressed upon
the aspects of credibility. Finally, in attaining commonality of
interests, factors such as, adopting a strategic partnership
with the extra-regional powers, and joint maritime exercises
among the coastal states to combat piracy and the smuggling
of drugs in SCS will be discussed. Thus, the combination of
these elements will promote peace, stability and economic
progress.

Providing Flexibility, Affordability and Sustainability to the
Maritime Commander through Naval Countermeasures to
face the Emerging 21st Century Threats
Mr Andy Hogben, Chemring Countermeasures Limited, United
Kingdom
The contemporary and future maritime commander faces
competing demands in the execution of his mission. Challenged
by a complex operating environment, a range of potential
missions and demands from the tactical to the strategic, the
maritime commander requires scalable capabilities to meet
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current and emerging 21st century threats, that allow
sufficient flexibility to meet the demands of multiple warfare
disciplines and mission roles at varying levels of intensity.
Capacity for this capability flexibility is determine by warship
design and its subsequent weapon outload. The latter must be
optimised (with the correct balance of capabilities) for
offensive action, self and force defence as required by the
assigned mission. Intrinsic to determining this capability mix is
its affordability in terms of capital investment, efficient use and
through life inventory costs which in turn must be considered
with sustainability to optimise the time on station of the
maritime unit to deliver effect. This paper examines the use of
naval countermeasures as a means of contributing to this
balance of flexible capability, in an affordable manner that can
be sustained to optimise the effect the maritime commander
can deliver for 21st century operations.

Thu 23 Jun 2016: 1300hrs

Break

Thu 23 Jun 2016: 1400hrs

Session 11A: Domain: Undersea
Platforms V – Submarine Operations and Design

Rear Admiral (ret’d) Charles J. Beers

AIP from an Operational Perspective
Mr Daniel Mahon, thyssenkrupp Marine Systems, Germany
Conventional diesel-electric submarines need to surface
periodically to run their diesel powered generators in order to
recharge their batteries. This is when the submarine becomes
most vulnerable to detection and possible attack. Conversely,
a submarine which has greatly reduced requirement to
surface is freer to choose the timing and location of surfacing.
The presentation will discuss why Air Independent Propulsion
(AIP) is a state-of-the-art feature of modern submarines and
will illustrate that the introduction of AIP systems is more than
only adding a new propulsion system on board. In fact it adds a
new dimension to the operation of conventional submarines.
Modern AIP Systems, such as Fuel Cell Technology, enhance
tactical autonomy as they turn the imperative of snorkelling
into a feasible consideration. Furthermore they ensure the
initiative to remain with the submarine, enhance the
operational performance and at last secure the overall
legitimacy of submarines.
My career as a submarine officer began on a German HDW
Class 206A Submarine. I then served for many years on the
German HDW Class 212A Submarine, ascending to the rank of
Commanding Officer. At ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems I am
working as a naval analyst and as a captain on new built HDW
class submarines during sea acceptance trials. Reflecting on
my personal experience in multilateral exercises, long term
deployments, NATO Operations and various sea acceptance
trials, this presentation will highlight the tactical and
operational perspective of AIP submarines and its strategic
implications.

Local Industrial Participation in Large International Naval
Procurement Projects from a Supplier‘s Perspective
Mr Christian Norbert Mueller, Siemens AG, Germany
Local industrial participation in large international
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procurement projects from a supplier‘s perspective.
Many countries nowadays demand on participation of their
local industry in large international procurement projects. This
is obvious as the specific country needs to argue the use of
large amounts of money to their habitants. The country wants
to support its own industry and push its own economy. In
addition maintenance and support of these projects need to
be done independently from other countries influence.
All these facts require local expertise, which is not always
available. Therefore a compromise between offset
requirements, local participation and transfer of technology
needs to be evaluated.
Siemens as supplier for naval products and systems for many
decades has executed a lot of international projects
incorporating different local procurement strategies.
This paper will give an overview of different approaches of
industrial participation and how localisation concepts can be
implemented. A review from the first beginning up to today’s
demands will show the challenges and opportunities.

The Simplified Interaction Tool for Efficient and Accurate
Underwater Shock Analysis in Naval Platform Design
Mr Johannes E, van Aanhold, TNO, Netherlands
Mr Johan T. Tuitman, TNO, Netherlands
Mr Johannes A. A. Vaders, Ministry of Defence, Defence Material
Organisation, Netherlands
In order to satisfy the need for good quality UNDerwater
EXplosion (UNDEX) response estimates of naval platforms,
TNO developed the Simplified Interaction Tool (SIT). SIT is a
module of user routines linked to LS-DYNA, which generates
the UNDEX loading on the wet hull of a 3D finite element model
of the platform structure by means of sophisticated physical
approximation. This eliminates the need for a 3D modelling of
the surrounding water, such as necessary for advanced
coupled finite element/hydrocode simulations. Both the shock
wave stage with reflections and cavitation and the subsequent
gas bubble loading are modelled in SIT. For surface vessels, SIT
was validated using experimental data from full-scale ship
shock trials. A significant new development is application to
submarines, where SIT is further developed using results from
simulations using a Lagrangian hydrocode. A typical simulation
of a detailed 3D finite element model of a naval platform takes
only hours for the shock wave stage, against days or weeks for
a comparable coupled fluid structure simulation. Its simulation
efficiency has made SIT a prime UNDEX simulation tool for use
in platform design. The SIT allows to assess the response to
UNDEX loads of novel structural designs and new UNDEX
scenarios beyond current design rules. The SIT results also
provide a first principles prediction of the shock environment
on-board which is especially relevant for sensitive equipment.
This paper provides a short overview of the physical
approximations of the SIT, recent enhancements and
examples of applications.

Underwater Noise Analysis – State-of-the-Art Simulations
Mr Carsten Worms, DNV GL, Germany
This paper describes the DNV GL approach to underwater
noise analysis based on simulations, motivated by stealth
requirements (navy) or environmental restrictions (civilian).
Combining of two approaches allows covering frequencies
from vibro-acoustic range to virtually unlimited high
frequencies. Both structure-borne and hydrodynamic noise
sources are considered. Propeller noise can be considered by a
fully empirical model (combining basic propeller design data
and full-scale data regression) or by a semi-empirical model
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(computing the tip vortex strength for the actual propeller
geometry). For narrow-band frequencies below 80 Hz, a joint
development software project with Free Field Technology
(ACTRAN) is used applying finite and infinite element methods
for full fluid-structure coupling. For frequencies above 80 Hz,
our in-house code GL.NoiseFEM is used with semi-empirical
noise source excitations. Underwater noise propagation from
the outer shell is computed by the in-house code GL.UWNoise.
The theoretical background to all codes is explained with
strengths and limitations. Examples of full-scale validated
applications are shown, both for deep and for shallow water.

Session 11B: Domain: Undersea
Autonomous & Mine Warfare Systems

Captain Bo Wallander

Update on Autonomous Systems
Ms Christiane Duarte, Naval Undersea Warfare Center, USA
Abtract/presentation on request from the author

Remotely Operated Multi-Shot Mine Neutralisation System
Mr Chris Lade, SAAB, Sweden
The paper will seek to explore a potential solution to some of
the problems associated with current Mine Neutralisation
methods. It will compare existing one-shot and ROV placed
blast charge systems with a new system that Saab is
developing the Multi-Shot Mine Neutralisation System
(MuMNS) and describe the method of operation of the system
detailing particularly the system’s operation from an
Unmanned Surface Vessel.
In the early 2000s the one-shot systems were very much seen
as the mine disposal silver bullet and proved their credentials in
the Shatt El Arab MCM operations when they were operated
by the Royal Navy for the first time in anger. However that
operation also highlighted a number of operational shortfalls
that perhaps were not fully appreciated before their
acceptance into service. Over the past two years Saab Seaeye
has been exploring its new concept, MuMNS, that will tackle
many of the issues.
The Saab system will not only increase operational efficiency it
will be integrated with an Unmanned Surface Vessel thereby
taking Mine Neutralisation to the next technical level. Designed
as a modular system and with a technical vision for through life
development MuMNS is an exciting concept that has achieved
commercial recognition as part of the French UK joint project
Maritime Mine Countermeasures, MMCM. The paper will
highlight the operational concept, the technical challenges
faced in the design of the Remotely Operated Vehicle, the Mine
Neutralisation Weapons and the integration into the USV it will
then go on to explore future developments as part of the Saab
MCM Toolbox vision.

A New Generation of Hybrid ROV/AUV Vehicles for MCM
Operations
Mr Jan Siesjo, SAAB Underwater Systems AB, Sweden
Over the last ten years the distinction between ROVs and AUVs
has become more and more diffuse. Today the latest vehicles
produced by Saab are all hybrids to some extent. The small
two man portable Sea Wasp ROV system shares the same
software and components with the full-fledged Sabertooth
hovering AUV system. This means that they are booth capable
of waypoint navigation, obstacle avoidance, dynamic
positioning etc. On the ROVs these functions enable unskilled
pilots to do difficult tasks. On the AUVs these same functions
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enable not only traditional AUV functions but also near real
time control over low bandwidth acoustic links. From an MCM
perspective this technology is especially useful in applications
such as USV based MCM and multi role ships where
communication is limited and space is critical.
This paper will present some of the latest Saab USV based
MCM and hybrid ROV systems and what sort of operations
that are enabled by this technology.

Diver’s Full Face Mask Head-Up Display System
Mr Richard Manley, NSWC-PCD, United States
Military, public safety and science divers conduct operations in
what can be one of the most inhospitable environments on the
planet characterized by extreme temperature, pressure, and
extremely poor visibility. Handheld displays and gauges can be
virtually useless in an environment frequently characterized by
zero visibility, and this has been a serious limitation to
underwater manned diving operations. Whether the mission is
underwater construction, maritime security, search and
rescue, or scientific research; divers have a critical need to view
life support, communication, navigation, and other sensor data
in real time regardless of the ambient visibility conditions.
Waveguide optical display technology couples images from a
micro display into an optical waveguide, translates those
images through a series of internal reflections, finally exiting
toward the eye to provide a magnified, see-through image in
front of the viewer. This emerging technology has the potential
to radically transform diver visual display systems by enabling
the diver’s face mask itself to become a true see-through
head-up display, similar to something from an Iron Man or Star
Trek movie.
Naval Surface Warfare Center-Panama City Division (NSWC
PCD) is the US Navy’s leading laboratory for research,
development, testing, evaluation, and technology transition of
diving and life support systems, including diver visual display
systems. Under a recent international government sponsored
task plan, NSWC PCD used polarized waveguide optical
display technology to build a concept prototype binocular see-
through head-up display inside a diver’s full face mask.
This paper will describe diver visual display systems,
waveguide optical display technology, development of the
concept prototype, results of diver evaluations, and
recommendations for follow-on research and development.

Session 11C: Domain: Surface
Combat Systems / BMD / Corporate

Engagement Capabilities
Charles A. Giacchi

Aegis Modernization and Common Source Library Key
Enablers EPAA Phase II/III
Mr David Crist, Lockheed Martin MS&T, United States
AEGIS BMD programs have a history of continued upgrades
allowing the system to pace evolving threats.The US Navy is in
the middle of modernizing Aegis Cruisers and Destroyers.This
modernization includes weapons system computing suite,
Multi-Mission Signal Processor (MMSP), and other
hardware/computer equipment upgrades.The weapons
system computer program is being developed in a multi-
program, multi-purpose Common Source Library (CSL).The
CSL is a repository of requirements and source code that is
maintained for all product configurations andsupports the
objective of minimizing cost and schedule for delivering
computer program capability updates and maximizing reuse
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across multiple Aegis ship configurations and surface ship
classes.

First Operational Evaluation of the new French Navy
Multiplatform Capability
Dr Hervé Fargetton, Ministry of Defence (DGA), France
After a research plan of 10 years, DGA decided to carry-out an
experimentation at sea of the multiplatform capability on the
French Navy ships, relying on the industry to develop the on
board system. This capability called TSMPF allows the host
ships to elaborate automatically an enriched situational
awareness by multiplatform data fusion of the sensor
detections. A no dedicated IP network using radio SATCOM
and LOS links is used for data exchange between ships. The
aim of TSMPF capability is to improve the tracking of threats as
helicopters, fighters, drones, theatre missiles whatever the
environment (near the coast, jamming) by a composite tracking
taking benefit of all the radars detections of the fleet.
In mid-2015, DGA and industry have begun with French Navy
an evaluation of TSMPF capability on the main French ships.
The evaluation will last for two years and is organized around
three technical experimentations at sea (XP) followed by
operational deployments:
XP1 has been realised in November 2015 with a Horizon frigate
and the Charles de Gaulle aircraft carrier,
XP2 and XP3 will be realised in September 2016 with two
Horizon Frigates, a FREMM frigate and the Charles de Gaulle
aircraft carrier.
During experimentations, DGA and industry verify the technical
performances of the TSMPF capability on the host ships and
train French navy sailors to its exploitation. The technical
experimentations are followed by the exploitation of the
capability during the operational deployment of the French
navy carrier strike group. This task is performed by the sailors
with ground support of DGA and industry. It constitutes a
major opportunity to take advantage of the capability and to
assess its military value all along the mission.
The paper presents some results of the XP1 and also of the
following operational evaluation. The improvements of
tracking are illustrated on several criteria (track creation
range, continuity, accuracy, discrimination) by several views of
multiplatform tracks compared to the local tracks built on
monoplatform tracks and TDL tracks.

Integrated Fire Control development for Guns
Mr Yntze Meijer, TNO, Netherlands
Abtract/presentation on request from the author

Session 11D: Domain: Surface
Weapons

Patrick Keyzer

Directed Energy Weapons: Firepower for Tomorrow’s Naval
Force
Mr Pascal Paulissen, TNO, Netherlands
The introduction of Directed Energy Weapons (DEW) in the
operational theatre is only a matter of time. And time is short:
some high energy lasers and high power electromagnetic
radiation systems are ready-to-field and more are in their final
stage of development.
What impact will – and indeed should - these new weapons
have in the maritime environment? We will guide the audience
along the major issues and benefits associated with DEW, to
present a notional roadmap for the transition from emerging
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technology to fielded capability.
The unique potential of DEW is expressed by its unparalleled
accuracy of effects delivery and dosage, reduced time-to-
target and re-target, affordable kill potential, deep magazine,
and platform integration readiness. We will show how these
features could be matched with current and future operational
needs to effectively engage targets.
not being involved with DEW is also addressed. We will
increase awareness of the disrupting nature of DEW, the
expected proliferation, and the challenges associated with
developing DEW protection.
We will describe the emerging technologies, their envisaged
use in operations, as well as issues and benefits involved. The
gathered insights are presented in a roadmap for the purpose
of shaping this new capability for tomorrow’s naval force.

BMD Demonstration on Spanish Navy F-102 in ASD-15
Mr Michael Koch, Lockheed Martin, United States
On June 22, 2007, Spain’s Frigate, Méndez-Nuñéz (F-104),
became the first Spanish warship to detect and track a
medium-range separating ballistic missile. Demonstrating this
capability on a Spanish Aegis frigate was a major milestone for
the Spanish Armada. In late 2014, the Armada in conjunction
with MDA and Lockheed Martin initiated a feasibility study to
assess the options for a Spanish frigate to participate in the
At-Sea Demo 2015 (ASD-15), a multinational sea-based
missile defense exercise set to take place off the northwest
coast of Scotland in 2015. Being conducted under the direction
of the Maritime Theater Missile Defence (MTMD) Forum, ASD-
15 was intended to assess and evaluate network
interoperability between participating units, with an integrated
air and missile defense capstone event including a Standard
Missile-3 (SM-3) guided-missile intercept. During this event,
the Spanish frigate Almirante Juan de Borbón (F-102),
equipped with a temporary computer program upgrade,
successfully demonstrated the ability to detect and track a
Ballistic Missile target and transmit a cue message to a remote
US Aegis BMD ship and lab. This event builds on the success of
Flight Test Standard Missile-12 (FTM-12) and marks another
significant milestone in Spain’s incremental pursuit of a tactical
sea-based ballistic missile defense capability.
This paper will summarize the work done collaboratively by
Lockheed Martin, the Spanish Armada and MDA to ready the
Spanish frigate F-102 and her crew for participation in ASD-
15, and outline the objectives, goals and results of this
successful exercise.

Aegis BMD Flight and Ground Test 2015 Summary
Mr David Crist, Lockheed Martin MS&T, United States
The US Ballistic Missile Defense System (BMDS) is equipped
with Aegis BMD destroyers, cruisers, and Aegis Ashore
integrated with the Ground Based Midcourse Defense (GMD),
Terminal High Altitude Air Defense (THAAD), Army Navy /
Transportable Radar Surveillance and Control Model 2
(AN/TPY-2) TPY-2 sensors, and Command and , Control,
Battle Management and Communications (C2BMC) systems
to provide defense of US Territory as well as allies abroad. As
the interaction between these elements of the BMDS becomes
more challenging and demanding, flight tests and ground tests
demonstrating the capability of the integrated BMDS are
becoming ever critical.
2015 was a very busy year for the Aegis BMD flight and ground
test community as it successfully conducted numerous BMDS
level tests with THAAD, C2BMC, AN/TPY-2, Space Based
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Infrared System (SBIRS), and GMD. As the BMDS grows in
complexity and capability, these “system of system” level tests
are a critical part of assessing operational readiness and
depth. Several flight tests exercising Aegis BMD equipped
destroyers and Aegis Ashore at Pacific Missile Range Facility
(PMRF) demonstrated Aegis BMD’s capability to successfully
execute each of its key mission areas, including organic
engagements, cueing other BMDS systems, long range search
and track, as well as engagements using remote sources. In
addition to the testing done at sea, several BMDS level ground
tests were conducted using Hardware in the Loop facilities as
well as deployed assets using the Single Stimulation
Framework (SSF) architecture. Numerous complex scenarios
spanning multiple geographical battlefields demonstrating the
breadth of Aegis BMD’s capability integrated into the larger
BMDS. This paper describes the missions that were
successfully conducted in 2015, the objectives of these tests,
and the accomplishments associated with each mission. The
information gathered from these tests will reduce risk for
future Aegis BMD/BMDS development efforts and provide
critical feedback to decision makers and operational forces.

Session 11E: Unassigned

Thu 23 Jun 2016: 1900hrs

“One for the Road” Reception
Location: “BAR-LOUNGE@NOVOTEL”, Novotel Amsterdam
City Hotel
Unwind after the tenth anniversary MAST with fellow
exhibitors, delegates, and visitors. An informal get-together to
swap stories and plan further meetings before and during
MAST Asia 2017 (12th - 14th June 2017), Tokyo, Japan.
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Exhibitor
Profiles
AGC Aerocomposites

Slidcroft Works
Wide Street
United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 (0) 7768 848802
Contact:  Steve Burton
(steve.burton@agcaerocomp
osites.com)

AGC AeroComposites Portland

(Tods Defence Ltd) specialises in

the design, build and installation

of structural, acoustic and stealth

composites for surface ships and

Submarines

Approved to BS EN ISO

9001:2008 and AS9100 Rev C,

AGC’s products and services

include the design and

manufacture of sonar domes,

submarine acoustic windows,

acoustic cladding, damping

treatments, radomes and other

multifunctional structural

composite enclosures to enhance

the performance of vital sonar,

radar and communications

equipment. Our technical support

team provides naval engineers

and dockyards with engineering

expertise for the installation and

maintenance of retrofit

applications, and for in-situ

acoustic polyurethane

applications for submarines.

Current projects include,

DDG1000 USA, Astute UK,

Successor UK, Type 26 UK, and

AGC sonar domes are fitted on

S80 and F100 for Spain, AWD

Australia and F310 Norway.

Airborne Systems
Airborne Systems
Bettws Rd
Bridgend
CF32 8PL
United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 (0) 1656 727000
Web:           www.airborne-sys.com
Contact:  Richard Morgan
(richard.morgan@airborne-
sys.co.uk)

Airborne Systems Limited are

experts in corner reflector naval

anti-missile technology. Today,

our products protect ships for a

growing number of leading

nations. Working with our

customers and specially selected

partners we continue to evolve

our technology and our products

to meet the future needs of our

global customers.

BAE Systems
Sweden
Web:           www.baesystems.se

BAE Systems Bofors is a part of

the Weapon Systems business

unit within the international

defence group BAE Systems

Platforms & Services sector. The

business unit Weapon Systems
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designs, manufactures, develops,

markets and maintains weapon

systems within the fields of

intelligent ammunition, artillery

systems, combat vehicle turrets,

remote weapon systems, naval

guns and air defence systems.

The Weapon Systems business

unit with its 2800 employees has

its operations in Karlskoga

(Sweden), Barrow (UK) and

Hattiesburg & Minneapolis (USA).

The main products of BAE

Systems Bofors are the Bofors

multi-target Naval Gun Systems

of 40mm and 57mm caliber with

their programmable 3P

Ammunition, the 155mm Wheeled

Howitzer Archer, Bofors LEMUR

family of Remote Weapon

Systems, and intelligent artillery

ammunition.

Cambridge Pixel Ltd
New Cambridge House
Litlington
Royston
Herts. SG8 0SS
United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 (0)1763 852749
Web:           www.cambridgepixel.com
Contact:  Mark Saunders
(sales@cambridgepixel.com)

Founded in 2007, Cambridge

Pixel is an award winning

developer of sensor processing

and display solutions including

primary and secondary radar

interfacing, processing and

display components for military

and commercial radar

applications.

It is a world-leading supplier of

software-based radar tracking

and scan conversion solutions

through its modular SPx

software, and HPx hardware

product range. Based near

Cambridge in the UK, the

company operates worldwide

through a network of agents and

distributors.

In 2015, Cambridge Pixel received

a Queen’s Award for Enterprise in

International Trade for

‘outstanding overseas sales

growth over the last three years’.

Chemring
Countermeasures Ltd

High Post
Salisbury
SP4 6AS
United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 (0)1722 411611
Web:           www.chemringcm.com
Contact:  Andy Hogben
(info@chemringcm.com)

Chemring Countermeasures is a

world leader in the development

of passive expendable decoys

used to protect ships from the

threats posed by Anti-Ship

Missiles (ASM).

Countermeasure performance is

optimised when deployed from

Chemring’s innovative, fully

directional launcher, CENTURION.

This system’s versatile design also

offers capabilities in non-ASM

defence warfare disciplines. This

wide capability, together with its
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lightweight design and ease of

fitting, makes it suitable for

platforms from patrol craft to

major combatants.

Chemring’s vast experience in

countermeasure design, together

with the state-of-the-art

CENTURION launcher, enhances

decoy performance and provides

cost effective multi-mission

capability, thereby increasing

platform survivability and

sustainability.

CRFS Limited
Cambridge Research Park
Buidling 7200
Beach Drive
Cambridge
United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 (0)1223 859500
Web:           www.crfs.com
Contact:  Steve Blades
(sales@crfs.com)

CRFS is a leading supplier of

wideband RF spectrum

monitoring solutions for defence,

aerospace, regulatory and

security agencies.

RFeye® rugged commercial-off-

the-shelf (COTS) receivers,

detectors and intelligent nodes,

coupled with market-leading

analysis software, provide the

most cost-effective real-time

spectrum operational capabilities

for efficient spectrum allocation,

exploitation, threat detection and

counter measures across a wide

range of applications.

We provide standalone systems,

multi-sensor networked

installations enabling 24/7

monitoring of the RF environment

for wide area outdoor or in-

building applications on ground

fixed, ground mobile, airborne

and naval platforms. Applications

include direction finding,

geolocation, perimeter and site

monitoring, TSCM, SIGINT, EW

and ESM.

Dacon Inspection
Technology BV

Jonckerweg 20a
Noordwijk
Netherlands
Telephone: +31 71 747 0110
Web:           www.dacon.no
Contact:  Rutger van Duijn
(rutger.vanduijn@dacon.no)

Dacon Inspection Technology BV

based in Noordwijk, The

Netherlands is part of the

Norwegian Dacon AS.

The company is specialized in Visual

Inspection Equipment and related

products. As a channel partner

with GE measurement & control

and other high end suppliers.

Damen Schelde Naval
Shipbuilding

De Willem Ruysstraat 99
4381 NK Vlissingen
Netherlands
Telephone: +31 11 848 5000
Web:           www.damennaval.com
Contact:  Nathalie van Eeden
(n.van.eeden@damennaval.com)

Damen Shipyards Group is

leading in design, construction,

maintenance and repair of a wide

range of vessels. Originating from

The Netherlands but operating
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around the world, Damen has a

reputation for advanced and

innovative designs, for its

superior quality and efficient

support services.

When it comes to defence and

security, Damen designs and

delivers a unique portfolio of

naval and security vessels

ranging from 7 to 200 meters.

ECA
262 Rue des frères
Lumières
ZI Toulon Est
83130
La Garde
France
Telephone: +33 (0)4 94 08 90 00
Web:           www.ecagroup.com
Contact: eca@ecagroup.com

For over 60 years, ECA Group’s

highly skilled personnel have

been designing, developing,

supplying and supporting robotic

systems worldwide. These, as well

as training simulators, remotely

operated systems and special

equipment, support the

Homeland Security, Special

Forces, Naval, Land and Air Force

domains. ECA Group provides a

complete range of solutions in all

operational environments. From

Remotely Operated to Unmanned

and Autonomous vehicles.

Mission driven and tailored to

individual customers’

specifications, ECA Group’s

Defence and Security systems

are interoperable and provide

complete sensor choice as well as

benefitting from common

operating systems, logistics and

training.

In the Maritime sector, ECA Group

produces advanced solutions for

the constantly evolving Oil & Gas,

Subsea, Hydrographic,

Oceanographic and equipment

industries.

Highly specialised in automation

and control technologies, ECA

Group provides state of the art

remote applications. From

deepwater exploration to pipeline

inspection, Seabed survey to

mission training, ECA Group is

actively engaged across the full

range of maritime activity.

ECA Group offers an array of

services, global expertise and

innovative solutions supported by

tailored customer support. With

this dynamic and flexible

approach to the customer, ECA

Group ensures success in the

most demanding of

environments.

In the Naval Forces domain ECA

Group offers a wide range of

innovative solutions that will meet

tomorrow’s naval challenges.

Using cutting edge technology

ECA Group delivers effective

interoperable systems, training

simulators, and specialist

equipment. These greatly
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enhance capability and

performance of naval forces in

the most complex and

challenging of environments.

In the area of underwater Mine

Warfare the challenge is to keep

the man out of the minefield. ECA

Group offers mission driven

interoperable systems capable of

tackling the most demanding

Mine Warfare missions. A widely

acclaimed pioneer in this field

ECA Group’s highly skilled

personnel have considerable

experience in underwater robotic

technology and offer innovative

automated systems. ECA Group’s

advanced underwater Mine

Warfare systems can detect

classify locate identify and

destroy the underwater threat.

Deployed either stand alone or

from manned and unmanned

platforms they can carry a broad

range of payloads, provide

complete sensor choice and

benefit from common operating

systems and training.

For Naval Forces the collection of

time-critical information is a vital

necessity. ECA Group’s

automated systems avoid labour

intensive dedicated overt

platforms and provide a covert

Rapid Environmental Assessment

collection facility. In today’s threat

environment interoperability is

essential. ECA Group’s systems

are integrated and allow

interoperation with ECA Group’s

surface and aerial unmanned

components, providing rapid

three dimensional representation

of the maritime theatre of

operations.

Search and Rescue systems

provide an exceptional capability.

With no limitation on endurance

or depth ECA Group’s remotely

operated unmanned systems are

able to operate in all

environments providing a rapid

effective investigation and search

capability.

This technology is also used in the

field of intelligence surveillance

and reconnaissance. These

operations are by nature covert

and are greatly improved by the

use of autonomous systems.

In addition to supplying robotic

systems, ECA Group supplies a

number of Systems & Equipment

for Submarines as well as Surface

Ships. These range from platform

management to command and

control systems and propulsion

and energy systems.

Another key element of the Naval

Forces area is simulation training

and an essential part of ECA

Group’s armoury. Safe, reliable

and cost effective, ECA Group

offers innovative simulation
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solutions that are mission specific

and individually designed to meet

the exacting needs of the

customer. From Mine Warfare

Data Management training to

Surface Ship and Submarine

Tactical simulation ECA Group

offers many options. These can

be single system for individual

training to team trainers to the

more complex multi-platform

simulators.

Exavision
8, avenue Ernest BOFFA
30540 MILHAUD
France
Telephone: +33 (0)6 86 71 06 20
Web:           www.exavision.com
Contact:  Loïc HIMMESOETE
(loic@exavision.com)

EXAVISION, independent French

SME, designs and produces

complex, intelligent and stand-

alone optronic solutions

dedicated to vehicles or vessels

surveillance/observation, remote

weapon stations for target

recognition and identification

applications.

Thanks to its high level of

knowledge and competence in

mechatronics, optronics and

digital image processing,

EXAVISION has developed

bespoke optronic solutions

integrated into global product

lines including:

Multi sensor cameras covering

the whole spectrum range (FHD

day and night, thermal band I, II

and III, LRF, DMC…)

Stabilized and accurate rugged

Pan & Tilt platforms

Non lethal effectors (strobe light

and laser illuminators, Long

Range Acoustic Device…).

FLIR Systems Ltd
27700 SW Parkway Avenue
Wilsonville, OR 97070
United States
Telephone: +44 (0)1732 220011
Web:           www.flir.com
Contact:  Richard Sharp
(richard.sharp@flir.uk.com)

FLIR Systems, Inc. is a world

leader in the design,

manufacture, and marketing of

sensor systems that enhance

perception and awareness. The

Company’s advanced thermal

imaging and threat detection

systems are used for a wide

variety of imaging, thermography,

and security applications,

including airborne and ground-

based surveillance, condition

monitoring, research and

development, manufacturing

process control, search and

rescue, drug interdiction,

navigation, transportation safety,

border and maritime patrol,

environmental monitoring, and

chemical, biological, radiological,

nuclear, and explosives (CBRNE)

detection. Visit the Company’s

web site at www.flir.com.
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Hale Hamilton
Cowley Road
Uxbridge
Middlesex
United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 (0)1985 457564
Contact:  Kelly Gillian Smith
(kelly-gillian.smith@circor.com)

Hale Hamilton has over 50 years’

experience of designing and

manufacturing valves and

bespoke systems used on

Submarines and Surface Ships

worldwide for high and low

pressure air systems.

Heinen & Hopman
Engineering BV

Produktieweg 12
Netherlands
Telephone: +31 33 299 2500
Web:           www.heinenhopman.com
Contact:  Michel Veltman
(sales@heinenhopman.com)

Naval applications are subject to

some of the most challenging

requirements found at sea as well

as on land. As the archetypal

mobile but heavy force, the navy

is often called upon to channel

disaster relief or secure distant

areas. This may require it to sail

anywhere in the world at short

notice, including regions with

extreme climates far from supply

lines. When this happens, it is

important to know that you can

rely on your heating, ventilation

and airconditioning units no

matter what.

Heinen & Hopman Engineering

has longestablished and

wideranging practical experience

in the maritime field. We also

provide global coverage and 24-7

service availability thanks to

major service points and spare

part depots around the world.

Our policy of total system

responsibility means that we

carry out the full cycle of

customised design, production,

installation and maintenance. In

addition, Heinen & Hopman

organises procurement, shipping,

logistic support, assembly, testing

and trials both onshore and off.

All components used in Heinen &

Hopman units are subject to

shock and vibration criteria and

can be mounted on absorbers.

All systems and devices mounted

onboard are electromagnetically

compatible. Electromagnetic

Interference (EMI) is minimised or

shielded at the source through

the fitting of

• motors free of radio

interference

• earthed foundations and

aggregates

• shielded boxes and panels

• EMI-controlled custom-built

components such as switches

and relays, and shielded cables

After completion and

commissioning, installations will

be tested both during sea trials

and in the harbour.

Specialism
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Heating systems, Ventilation

Systems, Air Conditioning

Systems, Refrigeration Systems,

Air Conditioning Energy, Savings

Systems, Heat Recovery systems,

Explosion proof HVAC+R, Shock

proof HVAC+R, Non-magnetic

HVAC+R, Air filtering systems,

Process ventilation systems,

Provision Cooling Plants, Custom

design & production

Specific products and systems

• NBC filter installation unit,

open/ closed down condition

900/ 1800/ 2400 m3h

• shock-proof chilled-water

plants

• booster coolers for chilled and

seawater

• air-handling units

• blast valves

• overpressure valves

• provision cooling / refrigeration

plants

• explosion-proof ventilation / AC

units for ammunition storage

• Electro Magnetic Interference

(EMI) components

Projects

In addition to countless merchant

vessels, offshore installations,

yachts and buildings, Heinen &

Hopman Engineering has

equipped a number of navy ships,

including Corvettes for the

Indonesian Navy, Corvettes for

the Moroccan Navy, a training

vessel for the Algerian Navy and

a hydrographic research vessel

for the Royal Netherlands and the

recent delivered comprises the

Joint Support Ship HNLMS Karel

Doorman. At present the order

portfolio includes Corvettes for a

Far East Nation, a series of Patrol

Vessels for a Middle East Nation,

Minehunters for a North African

Nation and Patrol Vessels for the

Carribean, Europe and Africa.

Hull Vane BV
Costerweg 1B
6702AA Wageningen
Netherlands
Telephone: +31 31 742 5818
Web:           www.hullvane.com
Contact:  Bruno Bouckaert
(b.bouckaert@hullvane.com)

Hull Vane is an energy-saving

and seakeeping device for

medium-speed and fast

displacement vessels. The Hull

Vane looks like a hydrofoil

mounted below the transom and

has the following effects:

It develops forward thrust out of

the upward flow under the aft

ship

It reduces the stern wave and

therefore the vessel’s

wavemaking resistance

It develops vertical lift to keep the

running trim down at speed

It reduces the pitching, heaving,

rolling and yawing when sailing in

waves (and therefore reduces the

added resistance).
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The Hull Vane is particularly

suitable for the faster naval ships,

such as OPV’s, corvettes, frigates

and destroyers. It can be easily

retrofitted to existing vessels and

incorporated in a new design. The

advantages for naval and

coastguard vessels are the

following:

Reduced fuel consumption

(savings range from 5 to 20%

depending on ship type and

operational profile).

Reduced emissions (CO2, PM,

NOx, SOx, etc.) by the same

amount

Increased range

Increased “silent speed” and top

speed

Increased comfort onboard due

to reduced motions in waves

Reduced visual signature through

reduction of stern wave

Safer helicopter and RHIB

operations due to reduced

vertical accelerations

For newbuildings: reduced

installed power to achieve a

certain top speed

Very short payback periods, even

for vessels sailing at a low speed

most of the time

The Hull Vane has successfully

been installed on three vessels,

with an accumulated 22 years of

operation without a single defect.

It is a fixed steel structure without

moving parts.

Hydroid Inc
6 Benjamin Nye Circle
Pocasset, MA 02559
United States
Telephone: +1 508 563 6565
Web:           www.hydroid.com
Contact:  Sales
(sales@hydroid.com)

Located in the U.S. and a

subsidiary of Kongsberg

Maritime, Hydroid is one of the

world’s most trusted

manufacturers of intelligent

marine robots. REMUS and

HUGIN AUVs provide innovative

and reliable full-picture AUV

systems for the marine research,

defense, hydrographic and

offshore/energy markets.

Together, REMUS and HUGIN

represent the most advanced,

diversified and field-proven

family of AUVs and AUV support

systems in the world. Developed

by a veteran team of engineers,

the innovations of Hydroid and

Kongsberg Maritime provide a

safe and reliable answer to the

challenges that have hampered

ocean exploration and security.

For more information on REMUS

and HUGIN technology, please

visit www.hydroid.com or

www.km.kongsberg.com

L-3 Marine Systems
UK Ltd

920 Hempton Court
Park Avenue
Aztec West Business Park
BS32 4SR
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United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 (0)1454 453263
Web:           
www.l-3marinesystems.co.uk
Contact:  Jennifer Dowle
(jennifer.dowle@l-3com.com)

L-3 Marine Systems UK (L-3

MSUK) is a fully owned subsidiary

company of L-3 Communications,

based & registered in the UK. L-3

MSUK was created in 2005 and

has offices in Barrow, Burgess Hill

& Bristol. L-3 MSUK employs

skilled personnel in a number of

niche disciplines including

Through-Life Support Specialists,

Marine Engineers, Specialist

Technical Instructors, System and

Test Engineers plus Hardware

and Software Designers.

L-3 MSUK, with its 25+ year

history, provides an extensive

infrastructure geared to

developing, delivering and fully

supporting tailored and cutting-

edge technology solutions for the

commercial and military marine

sectors. L-3 MSUK specialises in

the provision of Navigation,

Communication, Automation and

Training Solutions; with state-of-

the-art Integrated Platform

Management Systems, full

mission simulators, in-service

support and commercial marine

maritime solutions.

L-3 MSUK has so far provided

support to military marine ships

and vessels, such as Astute-Class

Submarines, Albion-Class

Landing Platform Dock, Queen

Elizabeth-Class Aircraft Carrier,

and L-3 MSUK PMS has recently

been selected for the Type 26

Frigate Detail Design and

Assessment phase.

L-3 MSUK also provides Through

Life Management (TLM), In-

Service-Support and Training for

the Astute-Class Submarines

and Albion-Class Amphibious

Ships.

Linden Photonics
1 Park Drive, Unit 10
United States
Telephone: +1 978 392 7985
Web:           
www.LindenPhotonics.com
Contact:  Stephen O’Riorden
(so@lindenphotonics.com)
High strength optical fiber cables,

cable coatings. Specializing in thin

& strong cables, buoyant cables.

Linden’s fiber optic & hybrid

cables are optimized for

underwater use as well as use in

larger umbilicals. Combining high

strength, low weight and small

size we produce the ideal optical

cable. High strength, buoyant

designs also available.

Lockheed Martin
United States
Web:           www.lockheedmartin.com

Headquartered in Bethesda,

Maryland, Lockheed Martin is a

global security and aerospace

company that employs

approximately 125,000 people
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worldwide and is principally

engaged in the research, design,

development, manufacture,

integration and sustainment of

advanced technology systems,

products and services.

Marin
2 Haagsteeg
6708 PM Wageningen
Netherlands
Telephone: +31 65 582 3827
Web:           www.marin.nl
Contact:  Frans Kremer
(f.kremer@marin.nl)

The sea, a challenge to man and

machine. Research institute

MARIN is a provider of advanced

expertise and independent

research. Through the use of the

newest test facilities, full-scale

measurement and simulators and

working together with an

extensive innovation and

research network we achieve our

goal of developing cleaner, safer

and smarter ships and maritime

constructions. MARIN (Maritime

Research Institute Netherlands) is

based in Wageningen and

employs a staff of 370. MARIN,

challenging wind and waves.

Meggitt
#3-1735 Brier Park Road
NW
Canada
Telephone: +1 403 528 8782
Web:           
www.meggitttargetsystems.com
Contact:  Vincent Malley
(vincent.malley@meggitt.com)

Meggitt Target Systems is based in

Medicine Hat, Alberta, Canada

and Ashford, Kent, UK, Meggitt

Target Systems provides world-

leading unmanned aerial, marine

and ground targets, scoring

systems, payloads and special

mission vehicles for weapon

simulation and training programs.

For over 40 years, Meggitt Target

Systems and its antecedents has

manufactured over 10,000

unmanned vehicles, in service in

more than 40 countries, including

15 NATO customers.

Meggitt PLC is headquartered in

the United Kingdom, Meggitt PLC

is an international group

operating in the Americas,

Europe and Asia. Known for its

specialised extreme environment

engineering, Meggitt is a world

leader in aerospace, energy and

defence. Meggitt employs nearly

11,000 people at around 40

manufacturing facilities and

regional offices worldwide.

Microflown AVISA
Tivolilaan 205, 6824BV,
ARNHEM
Netherlands
Telephone: +31 88 001 0880
Web:           
www.microflown-maritime.com/
Contact:
(maritime@microflown.com)

Microflown AVISA (

www.microflown-avisa.com)

provides full 3D acoustic situational

awareness, detecting, localizing ( and

where applicable tracking) all sorts of

audible threats.
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Enabler is a true acoustic vector

sensor.

In air applications include fast boat

based gunshot localization, buoy

based tracking of low flying airborne

platforms, drone based detection of

non cooperative vessels.

Underwater applications include anti

submarine warfare and navigation.

Micromag
Arroyomolinos 1 & 2
Alcorcón
Madrid
28925
Spain
Telephone: +34 609245257
Web:           www.micromag.es
Contact:  Jim la Gro
(contact@micromag.es)

Micromag is a Spanish Company

focused on providing Low Radar

Observability Capabilities to

military platforms.

Micromag Technology has been

tested, validated and endorsed

by the Spanish Navy and has

been certified by the US and

France Navies and commercially

deployed in other markets in Asia

and Middle East.

Micromag product line

encompasses solutions for

vessels, submarines, missiles,

terrestrial vehicles and planes.

Micromag Technology reduces the

Radar Signature allowing to

decrease the detection distance

and thus increase the advantage

factor (time without being

detected). This technology is

based on Radar Absorbent

Composite Materials

manufactured by mixing metallic

fibres, proprietary made by

Micromag, with coating and other

substrates such as fibre glass.

Micromag Technology is unique,

easy to apply, light and has

differential advantages in terms

of performance and lifespan.

Contact:

contact@micromag.es

Moench Publications
Mönch Verlagsgesellschaft
mbH
Christine-Demmer-Straße 7
53474 Bad Neuenahr -
Ahrweiler
Germany
Telephone: +49 264 137 030
Web:           www.monch.com
Contact:  Stephen Elliott
(elliott@moench-group.com)

Mönch is the world’s largest, most-

respected, independent publisher

of international defence journals

with 60 years’ experience as its

grounding. Experts and pundits

agree that MILITARY

TECHNOLOGY (40 Years) and

NAVAL FORCES (36 years) are the

world’s best and most influential

magazines of their ilk.

Published for SERIOUS defence

professionals in the global military-

industrial complex, they have the

highest African, MENA-GCC, and

AS-PAC penetration of all global
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media.

Experts consider these publications

as REQUIRED reading. Subscribers

include, decision makers in defence

organisations, industry,

government and educational

institutions and military academies,

including local and national

libraries throughout the world.

Mönch journals earned a higher

than normal pass-along rate:

influencing a dozen qualified

readers per subscription.

www.monch.com

Naval Forces

Naval International
Programs Office

NAVSEA
1333 Isaac Hull Ave, SE
Washington Navy Yard, DC
20376-7101
United States
Telephone: +1 401 832 2336
Web:
www.navsea.navy.mil/Home/Warf
areCenters.aspx
Contact:  Tracy L. Warila
(tracy.warila@navy.mil)

NAVSEA’s Warfare Center

Enterprise is comprised of the

Naval Surface Warfare Center

(NSWC) and the Naval Undersea

Warfare Center (NUWC). With

seven Surface Warfare and two

Undersea Warfare sites across

the United States, the Warfare

Centers supply the technical

operations, people, technology,

engineering services and

products needed to equip and

support the fleet and meet the

warfighters’ needs. The Warfare

Centers are the Navy’s principal

research, development, test and

evaluation (RDT&E) assessment

activity for surface ship and

submarine systems and

subsystems. In addition, the

Warfare Centers provide depot

maintenance and in-service

engineering support to ensure the

systems fielded today perform

consistently and reliably in the

future

The men and women of the

NAVSEA Warfare Centers

represent approximately 30% of

the Navy’s overall engineering

and science expertise and

provide full-spectrum support

(science and technology (S&T),

research, development, testing

and evaluation (RDT&E), product

delivery and Fleet support) for

the Navy’s ships and systems. The

NAVSEA Warfare Centers

includes over 20,000 active duty

and civilian scientists, engineers

and support personnel

geographically located across the

United States. The NAVSEA

Warfare Centers exist to:

Make Navy Technical Programs

Successful – Warfare Centers
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safeguard the technical success

of Navy programs by providing

customers with unbiased

technical advice.

Help the Navy Determine and

Develop the Capabilities it Needs

– We are an integral part of the

Navy leadership’s decision

making process in our roles as

government trusted technical

advisors.

Verify the Quality, Safety, and

Effectiveness of the Navy’s Ships

and Systems – As the Navy’s

trusted technical agents, Warfare

Centers exercise technical

authority through rigorous

systems engineering processes to

promote the safety and

effectiveness of our ships and

systems.

Help Design, Develop, and Field

Solutions for Urgent Operational

Fleet Needs – The fleet is our first

priority, and we pride ourselves

on our ability to deliver an array

of responsive options and

services for fleet needs. Provide a

Bridge Between Warfighters and

the Technical Community – We

work with the fleet to understand

their operational needs and

translate them into requirements

that the technical community can

understand.

NLR
Anthony Fokkerweg 2
Netherlands

Telephone: +31 88 511 3587
Web:           www.nlr.nl
Contact:  Francis Wilgenhof
(francis.wilgenhof@nlr.nl)
NLR - Netherlands Aerospace

Centreis a leading international

research centre for aerospace.

Bolstered by its multidisciplinary

expertise and unrivalled research

facilities, NLR provides innovative

and integral solutions for the

complex challenges in the

aerospace sector.

NLR’s activities span the full

spectrum of Research

Development Test & Evaluation

(RDT & E). Given NLR’s specialist

knowledge and facilities,

companies turn to NLR for

validation, verification,

qualification, simulation and

evaluation. NLR thereby bridges

the gap between research and

practical applications, while

working for both government and

industry at home and abroad.

NLR stands for practical and

innovative solutions, technical

expertise and a long-term design

vision. This allows NLR’s cutting

edge technology to find its way

into successful aerospace

programs of OEMs, including

Airbus, Embraer and Pilatus. NLR

contributes to (military)

programs, such as ESA’s IXV re-

entry vehicle, the F-35, the

Apache helicopter, and European

programs, including SESAR and
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Clean Sky 2.

For more information, go to

www.nlr.nl

Northrop Grumman
1580 West Nursery Road
Linthicum, MD 21044
United States
Web:           
www.northropgrumman.com

Northrop Grumman is a leading

global security company

providing innovative systems,

products and solutions in

autonomous systems, cyber,

C4ISR, strike, and logistics and

modernization to government

and commercial customers

worldwide. Please visit

www.northropgrumman.com for

more information.

ONR Global

ONR
United States

As the Department of the Navy’s

S&T provider, the Office of Naval

Research (ONR) identifies

solutions to address Navy and

Marine Corps needs. Since its

establishment in 1946, ONR

continues to be the first place

that senior naval leadership turns

to for addressing emerging

technology issues and challenges

through delivering technological

advantages to the warfighter.

Today’s force is powered by naval

research, and current

investments will ensure the next

generation of Sailors and Marines

maintain the technological

edge.S&T investments support

essential mission capabilities to

mitigate operational risks, meet

emerging requirements and

develop affordable, leap-ahead

innovations for the future force.

Through its affiliates, ONR is a

leader in science and technology

with engagement in 50 states, 55

countries, 634 institutions of

higher learning and nonprofit

institutions, and more than 960

industry partners. ONR, through

its commands, including

headquarters, ONR Global and

the Naval Research Laboratory in

Washington, D.C., employs more

than 3,800 people, comprising

uniformed, civilian and contract

personnel.

QinetiQ
Cody Technology Park
Ively Road
Farnborough
Hampshire, GU14 0LX
United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 (0)2392 312279
Web:           www.qinetiq.com
Contact:  Ian Grant
(maritime@qinetiq.com)

We are experts in global

aerospace, defence and security.

Our unique position enables us to

serve as a trusted independent

advisor to government

organisations, predominantly in
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the UK and the US, including

defence departments,

intelligence services and security

agencies.

Our services offerings are

focused on providing expertise

and knowledge in national

markets, and our products

division provides technology-

based solutions to meet customer

requirements, complemented by

contract-funded research and

development on a global basis.

Raytheon Anschütz
GmbH

Zeyestr. 16 -24
D-24106 Kiel
Germany
Telephone: +49 176 13019 852
Web:           
www.raytheon-
anschuetz.com/company
Contact:  Wilfried Romming
(wilfried_romming@raykiel.com)

Raytheon Anschütz is a leading

supplier of integrated navigation

solutions and navigation

components for all kinds of

commercial vessels, megayachts,

work boats, coast guard, naval

surface ships and submarines. Our

solutions are suited for newbuild,

upgrade and retrofit purposes, being

able to replace virtually any other

maker’s products in a cost-efficient

solution. Furthermore, we make use

of our know-how in maritime systems

integration and provide customers

with individual solutions for safety

and security, logistics management

and surveillance for coastlines,

harbors or offshore platforms,

ranging from sensors to multiple

integrated situational awareness

displays.

Our corresponding product range

covers:

Gyro Compasses, Repeater

Compasses and Rate-of-Turn

Systems

Manual Steering Control Systems

and Rudder Angle Indicators

Adaptive and non-adaptive

Autopilots

Trackpilots from standard to highly

sophisticated

ARPA Radars and Chart Radars

Electronic Chart Display and

Information Systems (ECDIS)

Conning Displays / Navigation Data

Displays / Captain’s Displays

Multifunctional Workstations

Integrated Bridge and Navigation

Systems (IBS / INS)

Radio Communication Systems acc.

to GMDSS

Additional Navigation Sensors

Battery Monitoring Equipment and

3D Steering Controls for Submarines

Ring Laser Platform for Naval Ships

(Marine Inertial Navigation System /

MINS)

Military Navigation Data

Management Systems (NDMC)

Specialized Equipment for Surface

Ships and Submarines

Command and Control Systems for

Naval Ship, Coast Guard and
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Commercial Ships

Surveillance Radars, Small Target

Trackers and Cameras

Information- and Training Programs

for Board- and Service Personnel

Equipment for Depot- and Service

StationsIn addition, Raytheon

Anschütz serves as a European

footprint of Raytheon Company, a

global naval capabilities integrator

and innovation leader in defense

electronics, and provides access to

Raytheon services worldwide.

RH Marine
PO Box 5054
3008 AB
Rotterdam
Netherlands
Telephone: +31 10 487 1340
Web:           www.rhmarine.com
Contact:  Harm Kappen
(harm.kappen@rhmarinegrou
p.com)

Submarine operations require

professionalism, dedication,

creativity, endurance and

discretion. For both the

submariner and the systems on

board. With more than 80 years

of experience in submarine

systems RH Marine

acknowledges and applies these

submariners’ values in their

designs. RH Marine designs,

develops, delivers and maintains

submarine specific solutions.

Rohde & Schwarz
GmbH & Co. KG

Muehldorfstraße 15
81671 Munich

Germany
Telephone: +49 894 129 123 45
Web:           www.rohde-schwarz.com
Contact:
customersupport@rohde-
schwarz.com

R&S®NAVICS – the backbone for

naval communications

Rohde & Schwarz has decades of

experience in naval

communications. As a system

integrator we offer a

comprehensive suite of secure

communications solutions for

advanced naval applications.

These solutions meet even

challenging naval requirements

and provide outstanding

reliability to ensure information

superiority in any type of

scenario.

R&S®NAVICS is a fully IP-based

integrated system providing

internal and external voice and

data communications. It features

future-oriented technology and is

user-friendly and cost-effective.

With key focus on communality

and serviceability, the system is

scalable from small patrol boats

up to large carrier-size vessels.

R&S®NAVICS is ready for use at

sea and will be integrated on

board modern platforms such as

the Royal Malaysian Navy’s

littoral combat ships (LCS) and

the Type 26 global combat ships

(GCS) of the Royal Navy.
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RTSys
25 rue Michel Marion
France
Telephone: +33 ()6 64 63 75 59
Web:           www.rtsys.eu/en/
Contact:  Perrier Christophe
(cperrier@rtsys.fr)
RTsys is specialized in the design

of submarine acoustic solutions.

RTSYS offers a range of active

and passive acoustics systems in

the fields of underwater

electronic devices and AUVs

(Autonomous Underwater

Vehicles). RTSYS core technology

relies on the complete mastery of

sonar signal processing,

underwater acoustic

communications, real time on-

board systems

(CPU/FPGA/GPU), dimensioning

and mechatronic design of

underwater robotics and

integration of sensors and

acoustic payloads on AUV. The

solutions developed by RTSYS

are in service in French Navy that

represents a major reference for

the company.

Our 30 people team is gathering

several transversal skills in

underwater acoustics, marine

robotics, embedded electronics

and systems integration.

Furthermore, former military

individuals are part of the team in

order to improve our

understanding of the military

needs especially in the field of

anti submarine warfare.

In order to remain on the cutting

edge of innovation, RTsys works in

collaboration with major French

and international research

institutes.

Saab AB
Saab AB
BOX 1026
831 29 Östersund
Sweden
Sweden
Telephone: +46 1 318 00 00
Web:           www.saab.com
Contact:
info@saabgroup.com
Saab serves the global market

with world-leading products,

services and solutions within

military defence and civil security.

Saab has operations and

employees on all continents

around the world. Through

innovative, collaborative and

pragmatic thinking, Saab

develops, adopts and improves

new technology to meet

customers’ changing needs.

Across the Air, Land and Naval

domains we are strengthening

combat readiness through a wide

portfolio of innovative and cost-

effective defence solutions. From

full platforms like Gripen, Erieye

AEW&C or A26 our newest

submarine, to systems like Carl-

Gustaf, RBS70 and our extensive

radar family, or components like

Barracuda camouflage we are
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enhancing our customers’

capabilities.

Saab has been pioneering in its

approach to system integration

too, working in collaboration with

our partners. Saab continues to

invest approximately 25 percent

of sales in research and

development, strengthening our

competitive position. We are

endeavouring to reduce costs

and improve efficiency at every

level.

Safran
Arcs de Seine
18/20 Quai du Point du Jour
92100 Boulogne-Billancourt
France
Telephone: +33 15 56 03 800
Web:           www.safran-
electronics-defense.com
Contact:  Info contact
(info.contact@sagem.com)

Safran is a leading international

high-technology group with three

core businesses: Aerospace

(propulsion and equipment),

Defence and Security. Operating

worldwide, the Group has 70,000

employees and generated sales

of 17.4 billion euros in 2015.

Working independently or in

partnership, Safran holds world

or European leadership positions

in its core markets. The Group

invests heavily in Research &

Development to meet the

requirements of changing

markets, including expenditures

of more than 2 billion euros in

2015. Safran is listed on Euronext

Paris and is part of the CAC40

index, as well as the Euro Stoxx

50 European index.

Safran Electronics & Defense

holds world leadership positions

in optronics, avionics, electronics

and critical software for both civil

and military markets. It offers

comprehensive or modular

solutions adapted to all types of

threats and vessels, covering

navigation, warning, surveillance,

reconnaissance, engagement

and self-protection requirements.

More than 500 surface vessels

and submarines deployed by 40

navies worldwide are equipped

with Safran Electronics &

Defense systems.

Teledyne Reson
Fabriksvangen 13
3550
Slangerup
Denmark
Telephone: +45 4 738 00 22
Web:           www.teledyne-reson.com
Contact:  Helle Auken Lygum
(haly@teledyne-reson.com)

Teledyne RESON is the world’s

leading provider of high-quality

underwater acoustic solutions.

With global presence and

worldwide service facilities, we

specialize in the design,

development, manufacture and

commissioning of advanced

multibeam sonar systems,
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sensors, transducers,

hydrophones and survey

software. Teledyne RESON

operates in the hydrographic,

offshore, dredging, defense &

security and marine research

business areas.

Teledyne RESON is part of the

Teledyne Marine Group. Together

with Teledyne Odom

Hydrographic, Teledyne Atlas

Hydrographic and Teledyne

BlueView we offer the market’s

strongest product portfolio for

subsea acoustic imaging and

multibeam echosounder

solutions.

Textron Systems
124 Industry Lane
Hunt Valley, MD 21030
United States
Web:           
www.textronsystems.com/business
es/unmanned-systems
Contact:  James Robinson
(jrobinson@textronsystems.com)

Where it’s unsafe or uncertain for

humans to go, Textron Systems’

Unmanned Systems gets you

there. For decades, our

advanced, multi-mission

unmanned systems and field-

proven interoperable command

and control architecture have

extended human capabilities in

difficult or dangerous situations,

enabling you to see, understand

and act decisively.

Thales
Thales Nederland
Zuidelijke Havenweg 40

7554RR Hengelo
The Netherlands
Netherlands
Telephone: +31 74 248 8111
Web:           
www.thalesgroup.com/nl
Contact:
info@nl.thalesgroup.com

Thales Nederland, a member of

the Thales group, is a high-tech

defence electronics company

involved in the design and supply

of naval mission systems and

sensors.

Thales’s product portfolio is

characterized by innovation. The

company maintains strong

relations with several research

and education institutes in the

Netherlands.

Thales’s products and services

support navies all over the world

in every kind of mission: from

anti-piracy and anti-drugs

trafficking deployments to anti-

air warfare and ballistic missile

defence tasks.

thyssenkrupp Marine
Systems

Werftstrasse 112-114
D-24143 Kiel
Germany
Telephone: +49 431 700 0
Web:           www.thyssenkrupp-
marinesystems.com
Contact:
marinesystems@thyssenkrup
p.com

Thyssenkrupp Marine Systems is

one of the leading naval system

houses. Highly qualified

employees further the

development of customer-

oriented technology to build naval
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submarines and surface vessels

at home or in shipyards

worldwide.

We are world market leader in the

development and construction of

non-nuclear submarines. One of

their most prominent features is

an AIP system based on fuel cells

which enables HDW Class

submarines to operate

submerged for extended time

periods.

Blohm+Voss MEKO® technology

stands for modular ship

construction, reduced signatures,

extreme staying power and

survivability.

Beyond that, we offer

comprehensive knowhow and

reliable services during the

procurement and operation of

naval units as well as unique

expertise in infrastructure-

related Services.

TNO
Anna van Buerenplein 1
2595 DA The Hague
Netherlands
Telephone: +31 88       866       3913
Web:           www.tno.nl
Contact:  Patrick Keyzer
(patrick.keyzer@tno.nl)

TNO has over 3000 professionals

who put their knowledge and

experience to work in creating

smart solutions to complex issues.

These innovations help to

sustainably strengthen industrial

competitiveness and social

wellbeing. We are partnered by

some 3000 companies and

organisations, including SMEs, in

the Netherlands and around the

world. For example on the topic of

Defence, Safety and Security we

focus on a safe and secure

society by creating innovations

for people working in the armed

forces, law-enforcement

agencies, emergency services

and industry. For more

information about TNO and the

five societal themes that are the

focus of our work, go to

www.tno.nl
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MAST Europe on-site team

Warren Edge - CEO

warren.edge@mastconfex.org

+33 (0)6 28 69 26 00

Pearl Donvin - Exhibition

Sales & Operations Director

pearl.donvin@mastconfex.org

+33 (0)7 78 38 14 74 or

+44 161 408 2171 or 

+44 788 176 0122

Eike Eickhoff - Conference

Manager & Exhibition Sales

eike.eickhoff@mastconfex.org

+33 (0)6 63 23 24 73

Alexandra Atkinson - Authors

Room Co-ordinator

Despina Edge -Finance/

Accounts Director

despina.edge@mastconfex.org

Captain (ret.) Kunio Fujisawa

Japanese Authorities Liaison

Manager

kunio.fujisawa@mastconfex.org

Alexander Atkinson -

Registration and Ship Visits

Co-ordinator 

Maxime Vaux - Videographer
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SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2016
Ocean Data Processing & Interpretation
• Oceans 2016, Monterey, CA, USA
Editorial closing date July 15 
Advertising closing date July 29

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER
Surface & Subsea Navigation and Precise
Positioning; 
Maritime Security; Imaging Systems
Editorial closing date September 15 
Advertising closing date September 30

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2017
ROVs/AUVs/USVs
• OI North America, San Diego, CA, USA
Editorial closing date November 15 
Advertising closing date November 30

MARCH/APRIL 
Oceanographic Instrumentation;
Environmental Monitoring
• Ocean Business, Southampton, UK
Editorial closing date January 16 
Advertising closing date January 31

MAY/JUNE 
Connectors/Cables/Winches; 
Offshore Renewables/Offshore Technology
Editorial closing date March 15 
Advertising closing date March 31

JULY/AUGUST
Seabed Mapping & Sub-bottom Profiling
Editorial closing date May 16 
Advertising closing date May 31

• Editorial preview and bonus distribution at exhibition

ADVERTISING CONTACT
Astrid Powell
Email astrid@divermag.co.uk   
Telephone: 020 8941 8152
www.intoceansys.co.uk
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Notes page:
Put MAST Asia 2017 in diary - 

Monday 12th to Wednesday 14th June. Tokyo, Japan
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Mon. 12th - Wed. 14th June 2017, Makuhari Messe, Tokyo, Japan

Maritime/Air Systems & Technologies
Conference, Exhibition and Community Network Enabler

asia
for Defence, Security and Safety

The most significant launch in the global
defence event calendar this century ...is back!

8,000m2 trade-show space
4,000+ attendees and 

200+ exhibiting/presenting companies from 
45 countries 

15+ VIP delegations 
five parallel technical conference streams

three days

...there’s only one MAST Asia

Whether you sponsor, exhibit, present or visit, book now!

Second biennial 


